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Abstract
When developing a software system, one of the early steps is to create a requirements specifica-
tion. Validating this specification saves implementation effort which might be otherwise spent
on building a system with the wrong features. Ideally, this validation should involve many stake-
holders representing different groups, to ensure coverage of a variety of viewpoints. However,
the usual requirements validation methods such as personal interviews only allow the involve-
ment of a few stakeholders before the costs become prohibitive, so it is difficult to apply them at
the needed scale.
If the finished software system contains undesirable features, they are likely to be discovered
during usability testing. Many usability methods can involve a high number of users at a low
cost, for example satisfaction surveys and A/B testing in production. They can give high quality
information about improving the system, but they require a completed system or at least an
advanced prototype before they can be used.
We create a method for measuring user satisfaction before building the system, which we call
anticipated satisfaction to distinguish it from the actual satisfaction measured after the user has
experienced the system. The method uses a questionnaire which contains short descriptions
of the software system’s features, and asks the users to imagine how satisfied they would be
when using a system with the described features. The method is flexible, as we do not create
a single questionnaire to use. Instead, we give guidance on which variables can be measured
with the questionnaire, and how to create questions for them. This allows the development team
to tailor the questionnaire to the specific situation in their project. When we applied it in two
validation studies, it discovered significant issues and was rated favorably by both the software
development team and the users.
Our method contributes to the discipline of software engineering by offering a new option for val-
idating software requirements. It is more scalable than interviewing users, and can be employed
before the implementation phase, allowing for early problem detection. The effort required to
apply it is low, and the information gained is seen as useful by both developers and managers,
which makes it a good candidate for use in commercial projects.
i

Zusammenfassung
Beim Entwickeln eines Softwaresystems ist einer der ersten Schritte das Erstellen einer An-
forderungsspezifikation. Das Validieren dieser Spezifikation reduziert den Implementierungs-
aufwand, der möglicherweise beim Entwickeln eines Systems mit den falschen Features ent-
standen wäre. Im Idealfall werden viele Stakeholder in diese Validierung miteinbezogen, die
unterschiedliche betroffene Gruppen repräsentieren, um das Abdecken unterschiedlicher Per-
spektiven zu gewährleisten. Allerdings erlauben die traditionellen Validierungsmethoden wie
Interviews nur das Involvieren von wenigen Stakeholdern, bevor die Kosten untragbar werden,
so dass es schwierig ist, diese Methoden im benötigten Umfang anzuwenden.
Falls die fertige Software unerwünschte Features enthält, kann man diese mit hoher Wahrschein-
lichkeit bei einem Usability Test entdecken. Viele Usability Methoden erlauben das Involvieren
vieler Benutzer bei niedrigen Kosten, wie zum Beispiel Zufriedenheitsbefragungen und A/B Tests
in der Produktionsphase. Sie produzieren hochqualitative Information zum Verbessern des Soft-
waresystems, aber sie benötigen ein fertiggestelltes System oder zumindest ein fortgeschrittenes
Prototyp um angewendet zu werden.
Wir erstellen eine Methode für das Messen von Benutzerzufriedenheit bevor das System imple-
mentiert ist, und nennen diese Metrik “erwartete Zufriedenheit”, um sie von der “eigentlichen
Zufriedenheit” zu unterscheiden, die erst gemessen werden kann nachdem der Benutzer Er-
fahrungen mit dem System gesammelt hat. Die Methode benutzt einen Fragebogen, der kurze
Beschreibungen von Softwarefeatures enthält, und bittet die Benutzer sich vorzustellen, wie
zufrieden sie mit einem System mit den beschriebenen Features wären. Die Methode ist flexibel,
da wir keinen festen Fragebogen vorgeben. Stattdessen geben wir eine Anleitung, welche Vari-
ablen mit dem Fragebogen gemessen werden können, und wie man Fragen zu diesen Variablen
formuliert. Das erlaubt es dem Entwlicklungsteam, den Fragebogen an der spezifischen Situa-
tion in ihrem Projekt anzupassen. Als wir die Methode in zwei Validierungsstudien anwendeten,
entdeckten wir wichtige Probleme, und die Methode wurde positiv vom Entwicklunsteam und
von den teilnehmenden Benutzern angenommen.
Unsere Methode trägt zur Disziplin des Software Engineering bei, indem sie eine neue Option
für das Validieren von Softwareanforderungen bietet. Sie ist besser skalierbar als Benutzerin-
terviews, und kann vor der Implementationsphase angewendet werden, so dass sie die frühe
Entdeckung von Problemen erlaubt. Der Aufwand für die Anwendung ist niedrig, und die pro-
duzierte Information wird sowohl von den Entwicklern als auch von den Führungskräften als
nützlich angesehen, deswegen ist sie die Methode für die Anwendung in kommerziellen Projek-
ten gut geeignet.
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1 Introduction
In software engineering, satisfaction measurement is a form of validation, a way of answering
the question “Did we build the right system?”. Satisfaction measurement is a very thorough way
of validation, but it is only possible to conduct in the very late stages of a project, after an alpha
version of the system has been delivered to users. As the cost of introducing changes grows
disproportionally when the project stages advance, it is desirable to also use validation at earlier
project stages.
One of the earliest artefacts available in a software development project is a requirements spec-
ification. Requirements validation is a major part of the requirements engineering process, and
is defined as checking the consistency, completeness, and accuracy of the requirements specifica-
tion [118]. Textbooks suggest multiple techniques for requirements validation [156, 161, 118,
7], which can be classified as pre-reviews, reviews, prototyping, model-based, testing-based and
viewpoint-oriented [163].
Empirical research has found requirements validation to be a major success factor in software
projects [89]. Software companies use the techniques described above [89, 163], although they
rarely follow the exact textbook descriptions, preferring to adapt them for their own use [89].
Disadvantages include the high effort [163] and the lack of know-how in teams [89]. Never-
theless, requirements validation techniques are reported to constitute between 3.1% and 10% of
total project effort, and successful teams spend a higher proportion of project time on require-
ments engineering activities than unsuccessful teams [89, 163].
Not all of the validation methods described above involve users. For those that do, the participa-
tion is typically limited to a few key users, due to the time intensive nature of the methods (e.g.
having a requirements engineer sit together with the user for a walkthrough) and the complex-
ity of explaining the process to the user. In the worst case, these users are the same who were
interviewed for eliciting the requirements. This can confirm that their opinions were understood
and documented correctly, but it does not give any information to how prevalent these opinions
are among the broader user population. There have been recorded cases where system failure
was traced back to tailoring the requirements to the preferences of a renowned domain expert
who turned out to not be representative of the majority of users [124].
We propose to employ user satisfaction measurement as a new technique for requirements vali-
dation. Its advantages lie in the ability to use it with a large number of users, being directly tied
to system success [51], and being based on an intuitive concept which is understood and valued
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by both users and product owners. It is also a good way to increase user participation, which has
been recognized as a further success factor for software development projects [2]. This would
make satisfaction measurement a valuable tool for requirements validation, complementing ex-
isting techniques and extending the options available to requirements engineers.
1.1 Goal and contributions
Our goal is to investigate the potential of capturing users’ prediction of their satisfaction with a
future system as an approach for early validation. We term the satisfaction measured at this stage
anticipated satisfaction, as opposed to the actual satisfaction which is measured after exposure to a
finished system. To achieve our goal, we develop a method for measuring anticipated satisfaction
and show its usefulness when applied for early validation of a requirements specification.
We divide our research project in several stages, each of which results in a distinct contribu-
tion. First, we conduct a systematic literature review, which produces a list of concepts related to
satisfaction. We also create a categorization schema, ASMA, which we use to analyze our findings.
The list is a resource required for applying the method we develop later. At the same time, it
is a result which adds to existing theoretical knowledge in the field of usability, enabling better
understanding of the factors involved in establishing satisfaction.
For the second result, we create a model of anticipated satisfaction. It is validated in two empir-
ical studies. This model provides a basis for understanding and future research of anticipated
satisfaction.
The studies not only confirm our theory, but we also use them for testing the practical feasibility
of eliciting anticipated satisfaction. They show that users are willing and capable of answering
the type of questions needed for measuring anticipated satisfaction. These questions have high
cognitive complexity, requiring the users to reason about their future feelings about a subject
which they cannot experience directly. The discovery that these questions are not overwhelming,
and that users do not refuse answering them for other reasons, is an important finding. Without
this, we would not have been able to apply the theory.
Based on these results, we create the central contribution of this thesis. We develop MUSA, a
method for measuring anticipated user satisfaction. It involves using a questionnaire to show users
features descriptions based on the requirements specification and asking them to describe what
they think of a system with these features. The questions are chosen from a list of satisfaction
related concepts. The results can be used to improve the specification. The method was validated
in a series of studies in a real-world development project.
With these contributions, our research has both theoretical and practical implications. It con-
tributes to the field of usability by synthesizing important results in satisfaction measurement
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and providing a model of anticipated satisfaction. In the area of requirements engineering, it
suggests a novel approach to specification validation and provides a method which implements
that approach. For practitioners, it provides a method whose application can reduce work effort
and uncertainty, and was designed to have a low adoption barrier.
The broader context for our method is a software development project. Due to the diversity of
software development, it is unlikely that a single method will fit with any development process
and any type of software system which can be developed. We therefore narrow down the context
for which the method is developed and validated. We assume 1) a greenfield development 2) of
a system with which users interact 3) to fulfill a task 4) related to one of their information
needs. Such systems include business information systems, medical information systems and
other types of software systems in professional use. In 1), we exclude extending or upgrading
existing systems. While it is conceivable that the method will work for that too, we do not explore
how previous knowledge about an existing system interacts with anticipating satisfaction of new
features, so cannot tell how applying the method in this context differs from the greenfield
situation. With 2), we define that we do not consider systems with which the user does not
interact directly, such as embedded systems. The third condition rules out systems which are not
used to complete a task that has meaning outside of the system, such as video games. The fourth
condition selects systems which create, find or process data, as opposed to e.g. automation
systems which control machines.
The above limitations were chosen to provide maximum flexibility for our method. They allow
us to focus on a large and well-studied class of software systems for which there are standard
methods for measuring actual satisfaction. This makes those systems a prime target for our
research, while producing a manageable scope for the basic method. It is conceivable that in
future work, it can be extended to cover systems which are not considered in this dissertation.
1.2 Structure of the thesis
The structure of the thesis reflects the research stages and contributions listed in the last section.
An overview of the structure is graphically represented in figure 1.1.
The current chapter forms the preliminary part together with the background chapter. The back-
ground chapter briefly reviews the methods currently in use for satisfaction measurement, intro-
duces the theoretical constructs we use in our research, and lists quality goals for the satisfaction
measurement method.
The second part describes the bulk of our research and its results. It starts with chapter 3, which
describes the concept of anticipated satisfaction and creates a model for it. In that chapter, we
analyze a simple pre-exposure measurement of satisfaction-related concepts, and focus on the
additional factors which change the results opposed to a post-exposure measurement of the same
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concepts. We use the results of two empirical study to create and refine a model of anticipated
satisfaction.
Chapter 3 shows that classic satisfaction-related concepts are needed for the measurement of
anticipated satisfaction. In chapter 4, we conduct a systematic literature review on satisfaction-
related concepts. It provides us with a list of concepts which can be used to measure anticipated
satisfaction, and we use metaanalysis to determine how well these concepts correlate with satis-
faction.
The knowledge from the first two chapters allows us to construct a method for measuring antic-
ipated satisfaction. We describe this method in chapter 5, which gives step-by-step instructions
for practitioners who wish to employ the method in their development project. It describes the
preparation, data gathering and evaluation of the data needed to find out the level of anticipated
satisfaction among potential users.
To validate our method, we use two empirical studies, described in chapter 6. For the first study,
we apply our own method with users who have not had access to the system, then measure actual
satisfaction with the same system. This allows us to compare anticipated and actual satisfaction.
In the second study, a person not affiliated with our project applied the method for his project,
giving us insight in the practical applicability of the method.
The last part of the thesis is the summary. In it we discuss the potential use of the method and
list potential research areas made available through its existence.
The appendices contain a short characterization of each satisfaction-related concept we found in
the systematic literature review, a reprint of the questionnaires we used in our empirical studies,
and the evaluative report which was provided to the product owner in the second validation
study. The raw data and the source code for the analysis scripts is not included in the thesis, but
will be made available on request.
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While anticipated satisfaction has not been studied in depth before, measuring actual satisfac-
tion is a well-developed area, and we base our research on its findings. It is necessary to under-
stand the principles behind satisfaction measurement in general before exploring a method for
measuring anticipated satisfaction. This chapter provides the needed background knowledge,
summarizing the basics of satisfaction measurement and explaining conventions, assumptions
and terms we use in the rest of the thesis.
We start with a section describing the different views of what satisfaction is, and introduce the
definition we employ in our research. The following section presents the methods typically em-
ployed for satisfaction measurement. Section 2.3 introduces theory, idealized model and data
model – three constructs which are central to analysing existing satisfaction measurement meth-
ods and creating the new method for anticipated satisfaction. Then we briefly define the usage
of the term metric, which has a specific meaning in the domain of software engineering [69].
The chapter ends with a section setting up the expectations for our new method and describing
quality criteria for evaluating it.
2.1 Deﬁning satisfaction
Satisfaction is a concept which permeates human life. It is highly visible in popular culture,
media, religious beliefs and several fields of science. Scientists study people’s satisfaction with
their job [140], their life [53], or even the experience of being a hospital patient [190].
The word satisfaction has multiple closely related dictionary meanings, but many of its meanings
are very specific and do not apply to our research. We are not concerned with algorithms which
can satisfy given conditions, or facts which can be proven to a court’s satisfaction. We use the
primary meaning, in which satisfaction has a sentient subject and requires an object with which
the subject is satisfied. While there is some variety regarding satisfaction in software engineering
– for example, there is literature on software developers’ satisfaction with their jobs [72] – our
research focuses strictly on a situation where a user experiences satisfaction with a software
system. 1.
1Consequently, we use the terms satisfaction and user satisfaction interchangeably, and in the context of this thesis even
the unqualified form satisfaction is taken to mean user satisfaction unless specifically stated otherwise.
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Even for this specific meaning, definitions of satisfaction are highly varied. Since there is no single
established authoritative definition, we extracted the common themes from existing definitions
in literature to arrive at a new one which combines the known characteristics of satisfaction and
emphasizes the nuances in meaning which are most pertinent to our analysis in later chapters.
Our full definition of is
User satisfaction is a user’s affective evaluation of a software system.
In this definition, user satisfaction is an affective construct. This is the prevailing view in
the literature both on user satisfaction and other types of satisfaction, supported for example
in [20, 9, 181, 19, 153], and is more common than alternatives which represent user satisfaction
as an attitude [68] or a belief [100]. We also consider it to be evaluative in nature – that is,
the user judges the system to be satisfying or not [9, 185, 206]. While we define satisfaction
to be about a software system, we do not make assumptions about the situation which causes
and forms the feeling of satisfaction. It may be the use of the system, as some authors claim
in their definitions [26, 27, 68], or another event such as reflecting on the system, discussing it
with colleagues, or something else. This level of detail about the user’s cognitive and affective
processes is beyond the scope of this thesis. We only make a pragmatic distinction relevant to
researchers or practitioners who wish to use the method we present in this thesis. We define
the level of satisfaction experienced after use to be actual satisfaction, while any level reported
prior to use is considered anticipated satisfaction. This allows us to compare the two and investi-
gate the suitability of pre-exposure satisfaction measurements to arrive at conclusions about the
software’s usability.
This definition of satisfaction has several consequences for measurement. First, it makes sat-
isfaction subjective, or, in terms of measurement theory, satisfaction has to be measured with
pragmatic measurements as opposed to representational measurements [78]. There is no single
“real value” of satisfaction to be captured the way a physical object has a real mass which physi-
cists can measure. Rather, each user has his or her own level of satisfaction, which is as valid as
the satisfaction level of any other user. Any satisfaction measurement for a given software system
has to be an aggregate measurement representative of a group of users, ideally the whole target
population. Satisfaction cannot be measured to arbitrarily high precision, because at some point
the measurement error becomes insignificantly small in comparison to individual differences
between users.
The second consequence is that satisfaction measurement requires users. As satisfaction is sub-
jective, it cannot be derived from the system itself or from other information. In the terms of
measurement theory, this makes satisfaction an external attribute rather than an internal attribute
of the software system [62]. This does not mean that satisfaction is completely arbitrary, because
with everything else being equal, a better quality system has a higher chance of creating a high
satisfaction response in the user. System quality and other internal attributes of the system
strongly influence the level of satisfaction, but they do not create it deterministically.
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Defining satisfaction as an internal attribute of software has been attempted in some contexts.
The International communication union defines user satisfaction to be equivalent to quality of
service, and quality of service is defined in terms of technical parameters such as packet loss and
echo [99]. While this may be a reasonable proxy for a system with minimal interaction (the user
does not interact with the transport layer of a telephone system directly), it does not measure
the same construct as the one used in our research. In our work, satisfaction is always the user’s
response to a system.
Lastly, as satisfaction is an emotion, its measurement is limited to approaches which can mea-
sure an individual’s affective state. Emotions are “complex, largely automated programs of ac-
tions” [49]. They include multiple physiological reactions not controllable by the individual,
such as activation of brain nuclei, the secretion of hormones (e.g. cortisol in the case of fear)
and muscular contraction and relaxation, which for some emotions result in signature face ex-
pressions [59]. The individual can feel his or her emotions, and is motivated by them to engage
in certain behaviors. These four aspects of emotion – neurophysiological changes, changes in
musculature, behavioral changes and subjective awareness of the emotion – lead to four possible
approaches for measuring emotion.
One approach is to directly observe the neurophysiology of emotions. This requires an imag-
ing technology such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and is not suitable for
widespread adoption in software engineering. The second approach involves registration of the
physiological reactions caused by the emotion. This approach is sometimes employed in human-
computer interaction (HCI) studies [166], but requires expensive equipment and good technical
skills. We are not aware of any research showing its validity when the user is imagining rather
than experiencing the system. A third approach would be to observe the individual’s behavior
and infer an emotion from it. In our method, we cannot observe the user during interaction with
the system, and direct observation of behavior outside of system interaction would be expensive
and intrusive (e.g. following the user’s communication and counting instances of recommending
the system to others). Thus we do not use observation of user behavior.
In our research, we choose the fourth approach, known as self-reporting. It relies on the user
feeling an emotion and reporting the feeling, typically in a questionnaire. This approach is
scalable, accepted by users, and has a long tradition in measuring HCI concepts, especially sat-
isfaction [179]. This is also evidenced in the next section, which gives an overview of how the
field of measuring user satisfaction developed over the years.
2.2 History of user satisfaction measurement
The first widespread instrument for measuring user satisfaction was published in 1983 by Bailey
and Pearson [11]. They extracted potential satisfaction-related concepts from earlier studies
and discussed their list with information system experts and managers. The result was a list of
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39 concepts which can be measured in a questionnaire. Later research created and validated
shorter questionnaires based on their list, such as the Ives instrument [100] and the Baroudi and
Orlikowski instrument [16]. A later influential instrument was published in 1988, the Doll and
Torkzadeh EUCS (end-user computing satisfaction) instrument [55]. It used factor analysis to
extract five satisfaction related concepts, to be elicitated with a 12-item questionnaire.
In the 1990s, research on user satisfaction measurement was further refined, with authors ad-
dressing criticism on early instruments. The focus was shifted from satisfaction as the goal
variable to choosing a different, more business-relevant goal variable, with satisfaction being
its major driver. The most prominent examples are DeLone and McLean’s information system
success measurement [52], and Davis’ Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [50]. Both were
introduced at the beginning of the decade and underwent considerable development and vali-
dation, to be revised in the early 2000s. DeLone and McLean’s model was made available in a
revisited version [51], while the TAM merged with other theories and was expanded into the
UTAUT (unified theory of acceptance and use of technology) by Venkatesh [184], which was
again revised in 2008 [183]. Later, theories of technology acceptance pedigree were combined
with satisfaction theory in the work of Wixom and Todd [195].
Most of these instruments were published not in software engineering venues, but rather in
journals about management, which traditionally belong to the field of economics and business
administration. Despite this positioning, they developed independently from the research on cus-
tomer satisfaction, which is the subject of business administration, specifically marketing. While
the users of a software system are not necessarily the customers paying for a software product or
service, the two groups frequently overlap. Also, researchers with marketing background can de-
fine their field as consumer satisfaction, which focuses on the person consuming the good, rather
than the one paying for it. The most influential research in that area is represented by Oliver’s
work [153], which produced the expectation-disconfirmation theory of satisfaction. This theory
was introduced in software user satisfaction measurement in 2001 by Bhattacherjee [20] and
has gained popularity in the field. In our systematic literature review, 18 out of 136 primary
studies measured disconfirmation, a concept not present in instruments derived from Bailey and
Pearson’s work.
From the mid- to late 2000s on, there have been no new major theories on user satisfaction.
Rather, research has focused on applying existing theory and instruments in new contexts, such
as measuring the satisfaction of users with Internet banking [25] or mobile phones [60]. An-
other trend is to explore the contribution of other theories or concepts to satisfaction, such as
trust [108], aesthetics [40] or subjective norm [130].
In computer science literature, user satisfaction is defined as one of the three factors of usabil-
ity [98], the other two being effectiveness and efficiency. Thus it is mostly seen in a usability
context, and measuring satisfaction is traditionally part of measuring usability. In practice, little
distinction is made between the measurement of related concepts like satisfaction, usability or
user experience. While there have been some efforts to differentiate between them [125], the
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terms are still inconsistently used and have much overlap. The measurement methods employed
for usability and user experience are the same, and both include satisfaction measurements.
From this background, a multitude of usability and satisfaction measurement instruments have
developed. They tend to have less stringent theoretical backing and are geared towards easy
application in commercial settings. Sometimes they are created by software companies rather
than academic researchers. Some notable representatives of questionnaire-based usability instru-
ments include IsoMetrics [70], PSSUQ [129], QUIS [39], SUMI [111], SUS [24] and WAMMI [110].
Due to this historical development, today’s researchers and practitioners are faced with a large
number of alternative questionnaires. Their use is very similar. The questionnaire is adminis-
tered to participants who have used the system, the answers to each question are collected and
aggregated in some way to arrive at a measurement of satisfaction. The difference between ques-
tionnaires is in the questions asked, and in the suggested evaluation methods for the gathered
data.
2.3 Scientiﬁc theory and scientiﬁc models
In this thesis, we create a new questionnaire for satisfaction, based on the theory and models
used in earlier satisfaction measurement studies. In this section, we provide a short introduction
to the concepts of model and theory, as philosophy of science explains them.
A scientific theory is a “systematic explanatory scheme” [175]. It consists of rules which guide the
behavior of a system 2. In some scientific areas, these rules can be very exact, such as axioms,
theorems and laws of nature. However, humans are not trivial machines [66], and a system
which includes humans does not react the same way to equivalent input. Thus science branches
which explain such systems, such as cognitive and social sciences, have more relaxed rules.
A scientific model is a description of a system in which a given theory applies. There is a large body
of literature that analyzes models and classifies them in different categories [192, 122, 71]. A
brief review of the field can be found in [114]. In our work, we follow the classification proposed
in the Stanford encyclopedia of philosophy [67]. It distinguishes three main type of models –
representational models of phenomena (with several subtypes), representational models of data,
and models of theory. Two of these three model types, the idealized representational model of
phenomena and the representational model of data, are relevant to our work, and are explained
here in detail. For brevity, we refer to them as idealized model and data model respectively.
A data model is the result of an empirical study. The study measures variables in a system present
2The term system does not refer to a software system here, but is a concept used in theory of science. It is defined as “A
portion of the universe that has been chosen for studying the changes that take place within it in response to varying
conditions” [58]. To prevent confusion with the software system, in sections where both terms are used, we will call
the subject of a theory the system of interest. In this section, we continue to call it simply system, as a software system
is not discussed here.
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Scientific
construct
Theory Idealized
representational
model
Data model
Description A set of rules which
govern a system’s
behavior
An abstract
description of a system
in which a theory
applies
A fit of raw data to
equations describing a
system
Focused on – rules about systems
– system behavior
(describing and
predicting it)
– abstract concepts
which describe
entities from the
real world
– relationships
between these
concepts
– operationalized
variables
– measurements
– calculation of
parameters based
on measured data
Example
from
physics [149]
Newton’s theory of
gravity
A sphere in free fall
towards Earth’s
surface. The sphere
and Earth are entities,
while the distance
covered by the sphere
and its speed are
concepts.
Measuring the time t
an object falls a known
distance d, then using
the formula d = gt
2
2
to
find a value for the
standard gravity g
Example
from
satisfaction
measure-
ment
The theoretical
background of the
technology acceptance
model [183]
Technology acceptance
model (TAM)
Conducting a study
measuring TAM
concepts, and
statistically
determining the extent
to which they are
related.
Table 2.1: A comparison of theory, idealized representational model and data model as used in this
thesis.
in the real world. The measurement results are then fitted to equations or formulas derived from
the theory behind the study, to arrive at the final evaluation. This fitting can be as complex as
doing multiple regression, or as simple as averaging the measured numbers to arrive at the final
result. The exact mathematical or statistical method used depends on the chosen theory.
A real-world system with human elements cannot be replicated exactly. However, it is possible to
create or find naturally occurring systems which have the same structure. The idealized model is
an abstract description of the structure of a system. It characterizes the entities which comprise
the system, the concepts describing these entities, and the relationships between the concepts.
For example, in satisfaction measurement, a user is a real world entity, the user’s trust in the
software system is a concept, and "users with higher levels of trust are more satisfied with a
software system" is a relationship between the concepts trust and satisfaction. If an experiment
of the same design is conducted multiple times, this results in multiple different data models,
but only one idealized representational model.
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Table 2.1 provides a comparison of the three terms central to this section. It uses two examples
to illustrate them. The first example comes from high school physics and should be understand-
able for readers who are not familiar with the field of satisfaction measurement. The second
example shows how the three terms apply to constructs used in the scientific measurement of
user satisfaction.
The three scientific constructs stand in close relationship to each other. The relationships in the
three pairs of constructs are defined as follows:
Idealized model and theory An idealized model represents a system. The behavior of the
system can be described with one or more theories. We will only consider simple cases,
in which there is exactly one theory for each idealized model. Then the concepts of the
idealized model will be the subject of the theory’s rules.
Data model and theory A data model also represents a system. It is a quantitative model,
and can be described in equations. A theory of the system determines which equations are
expected to be valid in the data model, and the measurements are fitted to these equations.
The variables of the data model will correspond to the subjects of the system’s rules.
Idealized model and data model The system of a data model is an instance of the more ab-
stract system described by the idealized model. Each variable in the data model is an
operationalization of a concept of the idealized model. We will only consider cases in
which a data model is an instance of exactly one idealized model.
When given a data model, it is always possible to construct a trivial idealized model by assigning
a concept to each variable of the data model3. Similarly, when given an idealized model, it is
always possible to construct a minimal theory by creating a rule which involves the relationships
of the idealized model, although it will be lacking in explanatory mechanisms.
Due to these close relationships, researchers frequently do not make distinctions when reporting
their research. For example, the background chapter of an article describing an empirical study
can mix the structure of an idealized model with the theory rules applicable to the concepts,
without explicitly noting them. Also the data model and the idealized model to which it corre-
sponds are frequently treated as a single construct. We make the distinction where needed, but
also frequently use shorter phrases when ambiguity is not a concern.
3We should note that there is no consistent usage of these terms in literature. In primary research, there is usually a
1:1 correspondence between a concept and a variable, so researchers frequently speak of variables only, even when
they refer to the concepts being measured with these variables. A textbook on secondary research [45] uses the terms
construct and operation for our construct and variable respectively.
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2.4 Metrics in software engineering
“Metric” is a term commonly used in software engineering literature. Its popularity can be traced
back to the work of Basili and Rombach, who introduced the Goal/Question/Metric approach in
software engineering [17]. The IEEE Standard glossary of software engineering terminology
defines it as
a quantitative measure of the degree to which a system, component, or process pos-
sesses a given attribute.
In software engineering, the object of a metric is frequently a software system itself. This type
of metric is called a software metric. While its usage has been subjected to criticism [69], mostly
because it is not used in this sense in other fields, it is widely used in software engineering
practice and theory [63].
Some concepts that describe software are complex and cannot be measured directly, so they
are measured through intermediary concepts. For example, usability is frequently measured
through concepts such as task success or number of errors [179]. When a concept is used to
measure usability, it becomes a usability metric.
In this thesis, we describe the measuring of satisfaction through measurements of other concepts.
In parallel to the established usage for usability, we use the term satisfaction metric to denote any
concept which is measured in order to arrive at a measurement of satisfaction. This definition
assumes that a satisfaction measurement is taking place. When we discuss the same concepts in
a more general context, we use the term satisfaction related concept instead. It means that the
concept is known to have some relationship to satisfaction and could potentially be used as a
satisfaction metric.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we set up the background of the thesis. We provided a definition for satisfaction,
and briefly sketched how it is measured. As the available satisfaction measurement methods
are based on a model derived from a theory, we described what theories are and how they are
related to models. This knowledge allows us to construct a new method, based on a new model.
We also listed some qualities of a good satisfaction measurement method, against which we can
evaluate the newly constructed method. This concludes the preliminary part of the thesis. The
topic of the next part is the actual creation of the satisfaction measurement method.
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3 Speciﬁcs of anticipated satisfaction
The goal of our research is to design a method for measuring anticipated satisfaction, using
methods for measuring actual satisfaction as the starting point. Similar to those, our method
will be based on a questionnaire, to be filled out by the users. However, the differences between
anticipated and actual satisfaction mean that existing questionnaires cannot be simply reused.
Instead, our method will provide guidelines for creating a questionnaire.
The formulation of questions in a questionnaire can have a large impact on the answers [177].
Therefore, the guidelines should not only define the content of the question, but also recommend
a structure known to produce the desired results. The cognitive demand placed on the users is
higher than with questions for actual satisfaction, as they are required to reason about their
hypothetical emotional state as opposed to describing their existing one. This high cognitive
demand creates a risk of either the users denying to fill out any answers, or of their predictions’
accuracy being too low for practical use. Thus our model should both define the content of the
questions and recommend a question structure known to produce answers of sufficient quality.
In a questionnaire for actual satisfaction, the users base their answers on experience gained
from using the system. Our method replaces that with knowledge about the system that is de-
rived from reading about its requirements. The users cannot be expected to read the complete
requirements specification, as it is vast and many parts of it are too technical for them to under-
stand. Instead, our method calls for using a simpler representation of the requirements. It will
be included in the questionnaire, and the questions will reference it directly. Before we create
the method, we have to determine which requirements can be included, and what is a suitable
way to present them to the users.
This chapter provides the groundwork for our method by defining requirements representations
and questions which can be used in its questionnaire. It has two goals:
• Goal 1: To gather first experiences with instruments of anticipated satisfaction.
• Goal 2: To create an idealized model of anticipated satisfaction.
To achieve these goals, we start with an exploratory study. It measures anticipated satisfaction,
together with other metrics which can be used to validate and better understand this measure-
ment. We describe this study in section 3.1. The results of this study are used to construct a
model of anticipated satisfaction in section 3.2. The model is then validated with a second study,
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described in section 3.3. The model can be used to determine the concepts which should be mea-
sured in a questionnaire for anticipated satisfaction. Since both studies also rely on self-reported
metrics, the question formulation from these studies can be used in the method instrument too.
3.1 Exploratory study for measuring anticipated
satisfaction
We conducted our first study of anticipated satisfaction as a live experiment at the RefsQ 2012
conference. The study had exploratory character and was our first test for measuring anticipated
satisfaction An article describing the study was also published in the post-proceedings of the
RefsQ 2012 conference [157].
3.1.1 Research questions
While we are not aware of approaches for measuring anticipated satisfaction, there is a large
body of literature on the measurement of actual satisfaction. A popular and simple approach for
that is to measure satisfaction-related concepts with a questionnaire, which participants answer
after using the system (post-exposure). The obvious way to translate this to an anticipated satis-
faction measurement is to measure the same satisfaction-related metrics before the participants
have used the system.
The measurement process in this approach consists of three steps:
1. The participants read descriptions of the system’s features
2. The participants read questions about the satisfaction-related concepts and answer them,
based on the information from the feature descriptions
3. The requirements engineers 1 use the participants’ answers to calculate a forecast for the
users’ actual satisfaction.
These steps provide the research questions for our study.
In the first step, the participants have to understand the feature descriptions. If their understand-
ing is insufficient, they will have no basis for their answers to the questions in the measurement
instrument. Our first research question is
• RQ 1: How well do the participants understand feature descriptions?
1This is the term we use for the people conducting the measurement project. For more details on the usage, see
section 5.1.1.1.
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When designing the questionnaire, the requirements engineers have to choose a format in which
to represent the feature descriptions. This gives them the opportunity to choose the most un-
derstandable format, thus improving the results. The second research question for the study
is
• RQ 2: Is there a difference in the understanding of different formats used for the represen-
tation of feature descriptions?
The second step requires that the participants answer the questions. This is not a trivial assump-
tion. In our earlier work, we have encountered users who initially agree to participate in a study,
but then refuse to give answers. They reported reasons such as the questions being too difficult,
or the questions appearing too intrusive, or even because they do not understand the purpose of
the study and conclude that it is not worth their time. This leads to the next research question
• RQ 3: Is it feasible to measure satisfaction-related concepts before participants have used
the system?
In the last step, anticipated satisfaction is used as a forecast for actual satisfaction. The practical
value of this forecast depends on how well the anticipated satisfaction approximates the actual
satisfaction. The last research question is
• RQ 4: How well are pre-exposure measurements of satisfaction-related concepts suited as
satisfaction measurements?
These research questions cover the major failure reasons of the new approach. If all three steps
of the measurement process can be completed successfully, then we assume that the approach is
suitable as the basis for a new method.
3.1.2 Materials and methods
Some of our research questions must be answered with pre-exposure measures, such as the
measuring of satisfaction-related concepts for RQ 3, while RQ 4 requires post-exposure measures.
As our study format was a live experiment where the participants were present for a single
session, we had to condense these measures into one questionnaire with two parts and emulate
system use for the exposure event.
For the system, we used a fictive software product for managing receipts and recording expenses.
The choice of a fabricated system ensured that no participant had previous knowledge of it. The
task of recording expenses is simple enough that we could cover the full functionality of the
system in a small number of features, and we assumed that anybody who travels to a confer-
ence is accustomed to the process of expense claiming, including the need to record expenses
documented on receipts.
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After some demographic questions, the questionnaire showed the feature descriptions. There
was a total of 16 features. As one of the study’s goals was to compare different formats, we used
two versions of the questionnaire. One included the features as user tasks [123], and the other
contained user stories [43]. An example user story described a feature with a sentence written
from the user’s point of view, like
The user can import a picture of a receipt.
They were printed in small rectangular frames, to simulate the cards on which user stories are
traditionally written.
The user tasks used the same features, but using a different layout and sentence format. The
questionnaire reproduced in appendix B is the user task version.
The users were instructed to first read the feature descriptions, then fill the first part of the
questionnaire without reading the rest (experimenters in the room ensured compliance). Then
they watched a video of the system, then were instructed to fill the second, post-exposure part.
The pre-exposure part contained a measure of a satisfaction-related concept. For this first test,
we decided to use a concept from a widespread theory which is simple to understand and apply.
Our choice was the importance-performance analysis [145], a traditional method for satisfaction
measurement with only two concepts. We used the importance concept from it as an example for
a satisfaction-related concept with which we could test the successful formulation of questions
and see if the users are capable and willing to answer questions of this type. The question was
worded as:
I think this feature is ... for the way I will work with the system.
very im-
portant
slightly
impor-
tant
not im-
portant
    
The next question in that part measured perceived understanding. We asked the users how well
they understood the feature descriptions. They had no way to judge the correctness of their
understanding at this time, so this question measured not how well they really understood the
features, but how well they believed to have understood them. Thus we named the concept
perceived understanding, to distinguish it from actual understanding.
I can envision a way this feature will be implemented.
really
well
unsure not at all
    
Both questions were repeated once for each feature, with the text of the feature repeated, but no
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longer layouted as in the user story or user task description at the beginning.
The exposure event consisted of the users watching a video. We built a convincing surface
prototype of the system described in the questionnaire, and used it to create tutorial videos.
These videos were a screencast of a tutor using the system and narrating an explanation of what
is happening and why. Each feature used in the questionnaire was present in the videos.
The post-exposure part had three more questions. The first measured actual satisfaction:
I like the feature the way it is implemented now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
The two others focused on actual understanding. One of them was a standard measure of the
concept on a scale:
The feature implementation corresponds to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
The other one was a free-text question whose intention was to give us insights into the causes
behind bad understanding:
The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways:
To check how well perceived understanding matches actual understanding, we added a post-
exposure part to our questionnaire. It had a question designed to measure actual understanding
on a Likert-scale, similar to the other questions. Additionally, we also included a free-text ques-
tion inviting participants to describe how the system differs from their initial understanding of
it. A third question in this part was a simple measurement of actual satisfaction, allowing us to
see to what degree the pre-exposure measurements correlate with it.
The questionnaire also contained a short explanation of the study goals, a few sentences about
the system’s purpose, and demographic questions. It finished with an invitation for the partici-
pants to give feedback. The full questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix B.
At the begin of the 90-minutes session, an experimenter explained the study to the participants,
handed out the paper-based questionnaires and they were asked to fill the pre-exposure part.
After that part of the questionnaire was filled out, the experimenter presented the video tutorials.
The participants then filled out the post-exposure part and returned the questionnaires. The
answers were entered into a .csv file, and were analysed using R.
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Figure 3.1: Perceived understanding answers for each feature. For the definitions of the 16 fea-
tures, please see the questionnaire in appendix B
3.1.3 Results
The study was successfully conducted, with 56 participants. We were able to gather information
for all three of our goals.
Understanding To answer RQ 1, we used the answers of the perceived understanding question
and actual understanding questions. The distribution for perceived understanding answers for
each feature is shown in figure 3.1. We see some variability between features. For most of
them, the answers are predominantly on the positive side, with many features showing a heavy
increase with a maximum at best option. This shows that participants felt they understood most
features well. Also, we see some variation, with some of the features being much flatter than
others, like F7, or having a maximum in the middle, like F2, which can be interpreted as users
showing much lower satisfaction with F2, and no agreement on F7. This shows that the question
allows for good differentiation – it is usable for identifying outliers and investigating how they
differ from the rest, if needed.
The actual understanding showed mostly two patterns, as depicted in figure 3.2. Some features
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Figure 3.2: Actual understanding answers for each feature
seemed to have been very clear, with a very large number of participants selecting the best option.
Others had a very flat distribution, spreading over all five options and with only a slight slope
growing towards the better options, which indicates lower understanding. We found a strong
correlation between actual understanding and actual satisfaction (ρ = 0.5). There is frequently
some difference between actual and perceived understanding (only 32% of the answers show no
difference for matched pairs), which confirms that insufficient understanding will be a significant
error source in the measurement of anticipated satisfaction. The free-text descriptions of the
difference between imagined and real features was left mostly unfilled, so we could not gain any
further information from it.
Different formats of feature descriptions To answer RQ 2, we conducted t-tests on the
two variables importance and actual satisfaction, as well as the error in understanding, which we
calculated as the numerical difference between actual and perceived understanding, resulting in
two tests for each feature. We could only reject the null hypothesis of equality in two of the 32
tests. This is an indication that the difference between user stories and user tasks has no effect
on the measurement of anticipated satisfaction. This is convenient for our method, since it it is
an indication that a development team which wishes to use it does not have to “translate” their
existing requirements into a method-specific format.
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Figure 3.3: Importance answers for each feature
Feasibility RQ 3 asks if users are likely to answer questions on satisfaction-related concepts
before they have been exposed to the system.
In this study, we had a 100% response rate. That high rate is certainly due to the setting – we
had a captive audience, who had chosen to attend that conference session (although they did
not know the details of the study before making that choice). Only one person chose to leave
the questions unanswered and to write that the “questionnaire is fundamentally flawed”. The
remaining 55 participants completed the questionnaires, and while they might have found some
questions challenging, there was no indication that they regretted their participation or found it
too burdensome, and we also had a good response rate to the optional invitations for freetext
suggestions in the end. From that we concluded that participants are willing to cooperate when
asked to fill this type of questionnaire.
Pre-exposure measurement of satisfaction-related concepts The last research ques-
tion was about pre-exposure measures of satisfaction-related concepts. In this study, they were
represented by a question about importance. The answer frequencies are shown in figure 3.3,
broken up by feature. The variable behaves as expected from a satisfaction metric [153] – the
most commonly observed distribution is unimodal, and the mode is shifted towards the positive
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end of the scale. We also observed differences between the distributions of each feature. For
example, Feature 3 was very popular, with 66% of the answers choosing the highest option, and
nobody using the negative end of the scale. Feature 11 showed a different pattern, where again
the negative end of the scale was not used, but the mode was in the second-highest option, and
the used options had almost the same number of answers each. Feature F7 was unpopular, with
all options being chosen almost uniformly. This variety of answer patterns indicates that the
answers are valid, and can be used to discriminate between features.
We also calculated the correlation of the importance variable with the actual satisfaction for each
feature. The mean correlation coefficient (Spearman) was 0.15 and the standard deviation was
0.12. This correlation is on the low side of the range we see with post-exposure satisfaction met-
rics, as evidenced by the data from our literature study which we discuss in chapter 4, especially
the distribution of all correlation coefficients we found (its quartiles are given in table 4.9). This
suggests that it would be useful to search for other metrics which have better correlation with
the goal variable.
3.2 Constructing an idealized model of anticipated
satisfaction
We used the knowledge derived from our first study to create an idealized model 2 of user
satisfaction. We use this model in chapter 5 to derive the questions for the measuring instrument
used in MUSA.
A graphical representation of the model is shown in figure 3.4. The rectangles denote concepts,
and the arrows are their relationships.
The goal variable in this model is satisfaction. Ultimately, the development team is interested
in the actual satisfaction, but the anticipated satisfaction has to serve as a best approximation.
The difference between them is the prediction error. We are trying to minimize this error, but
it cannot be reduced to zero, since there are concepts which skew the satisfaction measurement
before exposure to the system.
The first of those concepts is perceived understanding. This is the user’s understanding of the
feature based on description only. In our theory, it depends on two other concepts, feature
clarity and domain knowledge of the user. These two concepts are important for the theoretical
understanding of anticipated satisfaction, but not directly used in the MUSA method. We assume
that any available feature description will be already described as clearly as possible, since this
is necessary for their primary role in the development project. Thus, a suggestion in MUSA
to make features as clear as possible would be pointless - first, actionable advice on how to
create and measure clarity would be out of scope of this dissertation, and second, a software
2See section 2.3 for a definition of idealized model and related terms.
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Figure 3.4: A model of anticipated satisfaction
development team which has not written a clear specification for its own use is unlikely to do it
for a satisfaction-measuring subproject.
We have anecdotal evidence that the user’s domain knowledge, especially knowledge of the pro-
cess being automated by the system, also plays a role in understanding requirements. However,
a development team cannot influence the knowledge level of their user population, and the par-
ticipants in a satisfaction study should be representative of the total population. Therefore, we
have not formally confirmed this connection, and we do not use it in our method guidelines. It
is only included in the model to provide a better understanding of the underlying theory.
The next two concepts are emotion and familiarity. They are empirically derived, and easy to
explain theoretically. Satisfaction is itself an emotion, so it requires a person to feel something
about the system. If the participants have only neutral feelings, or even feel an absence of any
emotion, they cannot report any satisfaction-related emotions. User feedback suggests that these
indifferent users are likely to check the neutral option on a scale. This can be useful for some
kinds of analysis (e.g. many answers which center around neutral options can suggest the need
to proactively create user engagement), but skews the results for others, like ranking the features
by user preference.
Familiarity is an expression of the mere exposure effect. This effect has been known to occur in
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different contexts, and states in summary that people report a preference for things which they
know well over things which are new to them [203]. Especially when their idea of a feature is
only based on a brief description, they do not have salient experiences on which to base a firm
opinion of the feature, so factors such as the familiarity are likely to have a more prominent role
than in a post-exposure measurement.
Our model also contains a multi-node labeled “classic satisfaction-related concepts”. We expect
that the factors which influence actual satisfaction also influence anticipated satisfaction. Thus,
our model assumes that all concepts related to actual satisfaction are also related to anticipated
satisfaction. While we cannot prove this for all possible concepts, this assumption seems reason-
able, and it holds for the concepts we measured in our own studies.
The reason that we represent these concepts with one multi-node as opposed to listing each
of them separately is twofold. First, they all play a similar role within the model, and this
representation helps highlight what is different in anticipated satisfaction as opposed to actual
satisfaction. Second, there is a large variety of instruments used for measuring actual satisfaction,
covering a broad range of concepts, and there is no existing short list which can be included here.
In the next chapter, we present a systematic literature review which lists all satisfaction-related
concepts which we subsume under the term classic satisfaction-related concepts here. This allows
the software engineers using our method to choose the concepts which are most relevant for the
context of their own project.
The last concept in the model is actual understanding. It is measured post-exposure, and pro-
vides information on how much the user’s imagination differed from reality. It also influences
actual satisfaction, for the same reasons that the perceived understanding influences anticipated
satisfaction.
The model shows that many of the concepts which influence anticipated satisfaction are only rele-
vant during pre-exposure and lose their effect post-exposure. Thus their influence is contributing
to the prediction error, which is the discrepancy between anticipated and actual satisfaction. This
includes perceived understanding, emotion and familiarity. This property is important in the con-
text of a measurement method, as it can be used to limit some of the prediction error. The classic
satisfaction-related concepts do not fall under this category, as they influence both anticipated
and actual satisfaction.
The completed model offers a structured way of understanding anticipated satisfaction. Its focus
lies mainly on the ways in which it differs from actual satisfaction, since we have to take these
differences into account when deriving our method from classic satisfaction-measuring methods.
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3.3 Empirical test of the model of anticipated satisfaction
To validate the model described in the previous section, we conducted a second empirical study
with students at Heidelberg University, which was later published in [158]. For this study, we
expanded our instrument and translated it to German, then administered it in a way similar to
the study described in section 3.1.2.
• RQ 5: Are the relationships predicted by the model of anticipated satisfaction empirically
observable?
From this question, we derived six hypotheses. Each of them corresponds to a relationship in the
idealized model of anticipated satisfaction.
Hypothesis 1 Perceived understanding of a feature is related to anticipated satisfaction with
that feature.
Hypothesis 2 Familiarity with a feature is related to anticipated satisfaction with that feature.
Hypothesis 3 Strong emotions about a system lead to better differentiated anticipated satisfac-
tion with the features of that system.
Hypothesis 4 Anticipated usefulness is related to anticipated satisfaction.
Hypothesis 5 Actual understanding is related to actual satisfaction.
Hypothesis 6 Different feature formats do not have an influence on anticipated satisfaction.
3.3.1 Materials and methods
We announced the study at Heidelberg University, and all participants were undergraduate stu-
dents (N=112). The process was similar to the live experiment - in a single session, the partic-
ipants read a list of features, filled the pre-exposure part of a questionnaire, watched a demon-
stration of the system, then filled the post-exposure part. The system was the same as used in
the live experiment, a prototype of a receipt manager usable for expense tracking. The students
received 20 euro for their participation.
The pre-exposure part measured three variables – perceived understanding, anticipated satisfaction
and usefulness. Perceived understanding was analogue to the question in the first study. Usefulness
represented the classic satisfaction-related concepts in the idealized model and was measured with
the question (translated from German)
I can imagine ... why this feature is needed and how I would use it.
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clearly vaguely not at all
    
Anticipated satisfaction was measured with the question
When the feature has been implemented, I will have following feeling
I will like
it
I will be
indiffer-
ent
I will not
like it
    
Similarly to the last study, the students did not use the prototype, but were shown a video. It
was structured as a tutorial of the receipt management system, showing in a screencast how
to go through the process of scanning a receipt, extracting its data and saving it in an expense
tracking sheet, accompanied by a narration. It had to be created anew for this study, because
this narration was in German. The script for the individual steps and their order was the same
as in the first study.
The post-exposure questionnaire measured actual understanding, actual satisfaction and familiar-
ity, once for each feature. The variable emotion was measured once for the whole system, as we
did not expect the participants to have fine-grained feelings which differ between features. There
was again one question per concept, directly naming the concept in the question formulation.
The questionnaire ended with a free-text feedback field.
The two new questions were familiarity and emotion. The wording for familiarity was
I have used a similar feature in a different software system before
Yes, very
similar
Yes,
some-
what
similar
No
    
For emotion, we asked
I found the notion of using this system
Awesome Boring Nonsensical
    
We also conducted a comparison between three different feature formats – the user stories and
user tasks already used in the live experiment, as well as features described with sentence tem-
plates as suggested by Rupp [161]. An example for the third format is
The system should be capable of recognizing the text in the scanned image.
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The questionnaires were printed on paper and given to participants to fill offline, randomly
assigning participants to one of the three task formats. The responses were transcribed into a
.csv file and analyzed with R.
3.3.2 Results
As this was a confirmatory study, the analysis method differed from the analysis of the live
experiment, even though the questionnaires were similar. In this study, we used hypothesis
testing to evaluate the strength of evidence for the relationships in the model presented in the
previous section.
When we used a correlation coefficient as evidence, we tested the null hypothesis that there is
no correlation (ρ = 0). The significance level was α = 0.05 for all tests. The p-values we report
correspond to this test.
Hypothesis 1 The mean correlation of perceived understanding and anticipated satisfaction
over the 16 features was ρ = 0.5, with a standard deviation of 0.16, p < 0.001. This is a strong
correlation, and we see it as an indication that the hypothesis is correct.
Hypothesis 2 For familiarity and anticipated satisfaction, the correlation was ρ = 0.16 and its
standard deviation was 0.07. This value is significantly different from zero (p = 0.048), which
we see as evidence that familiarity has an influence on anticipated satisfaction, even though it is
weaker than that of perceived understanding.
Hypothesis 3 This hypothesis states that participants who feel a strong emotion about the
system will give better differentiated answers than those who feel little emotion. To investigate
that, we calculated the standard deviation of each participant’s anticipated satisfaction across
the 16 features. For participants who gave the highest possible score on emotion, the median
standard deviation was 1.01. On the other extreme, participants who had the strongest negative
emotions had a median standard deviation of 1.02. The participants who chose the central option
on the emotion scale (indifferent to the system) had a median standard deviation of 0.96, which
means their answers had less diversity than those of participants with a strong emotion in either
direction. The difference is small, but it is in the direction which our theory predicts. We see this
as evidence that our hypothesis might be correct, although it is not very strong and we cannot
consider it confirmed.
Hypothesis 4 The usefulness we measured in pre-exposure was well correlated with antici-
pated satisfaction, ρ = 0.61, with a standard deviation of 0.14, p < 0.001. This is a strong
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correlation, and we regard the hypothesis as confirmed.
Hypothesis 5 Actual understanding exhibited a good correlation to actual satisfaction, ρ =
0.38, standard deviation 0.2, p < 0.001. We see this as evidence that the hypothesis is correct.
Hypothesis 6 As in the earlier study, we conducted t-tests for each feature, with the null hy-
pothesis that the average predicted satisfaction does not differ between different feature formats.
From the 48 resulting t-tests, only one could reject the null hypothesis. As we did not correct
for the familywise error rate, this single result is likely a false positive. We conclude that there is
no difference in the anticipated satisfaction between participants who read features in different
formats.
In conclusion, we could find good evidence for four of the six hypotheses. The evidence in the
other two (hypothesis 2 and 3) is aligned with what the hypothesis predicts, but it is too weak
to be seen as a confirmation.
3.4 Discussion and conclusions
With our second study, we were able to find evidence confirming our idealized model of an-
ticipated satisfaction. We followed standard academic practice by starting with an exploratory
study, creating a model, then confirming it with a second study. Nevertheless, our work has its
limitations, which we discuss in the next subsection. We conclude this chapter with a discussion
of the role this model has in creating the MUSA method.
3.4.1 Limitations
The work represented in this chapter represents the early stages of creating a theory of antici-
pated satisfaction. We did not have the resources or need to create a full theory for our method,
so our findings have a preliminary character. There are several threats to the validity of our
work. We discuss here threats referring to all conclusions made in this chapter, including results
from both studies and the idealized model itself.
Conclusion validity The main threat to conclusion validity is the problem of multiple testing.
In the second (confirmatory) study, we used a single dataset to test 6 hypotheses. Thus the
probability that the results we observed are due to chance is higher than the chosen significance
level implies.
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Furthermore, the data from that second study showed only weak correlations for two of the
relationships in our model. More research is needed to establish the true nature of these rela-
tionships.
Internal validity The quality of the instruments we use in both studies may have compro-
mised the validity of our findings. We were not able to use existing, validated instruments.
Instead, we created our own. To mitigate the risk of ambiguous wording and other quality
problems, we piloted them with colleagues and edited them before using them in the studies.
Construct validity Ideally, a psychometric measure for a given concept would measure mul-
tiple dimensions for it, and use an instrument which was created and refined through multiple
studies. Creating such instruments for our concepts would have been far outside the scope of this
dissertation, so we opted to measure each concept with a single variable with the same name as
the concept. This approach is frequently used in satisfaction measurement.
External validity The context of our studies was not entirely realistic. The participants were
not sampled from a population which has expressed previous interest in the system. Also, they
did not complete a task with the system, so their experience is different from that of typical users.
These limitations mean that we cannot yet regard our model and the underlying theory as fully
established. Nevertheless, we find that the strength of the evidence is sufficient for deriving a
measurement method, which can be employed in a practical setting. Further research is needed
to fully test the model and, if necessary, refine it.
3.4.2 Conclusions
Our first goal in this chapter was to gather first experiences in measuring anticipated satisfaction,
the second one was to create a model of anticipated satisfaction. We conducted two empirical
studies for this. The first had exploratory character, measuring a satisfaction-related concept and
several other variables designed to indicate whether the measurement was successful. We used
the information from this study to create a proposed idealized model of anticipated satisfaction.
The second study tested the relationships in that model. There was strong evidence for the four
of the six relationships in the model, and weak evidence for the correctness of the remaining
two. This model fulfils the second goal of the chapter.
Conducting the studies led to several important insights about measuring anticipated satisfac-
tion. With them, we have achieved the first goal of the chapter. These insights inform the
development of a measuring method of anticipated satisfaction in later chapters. We list them
here in summarized form.
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One central finding of our research is that anticipated satisfaction is influenced by two groups
of concepts, the classic satisfaction concepts (those which also influence actual satisfaction) and
the concepts responsible for prediction discrepancy. If a practitioner were to only measure the
satisfaction concepts, he or she would have no basis of knowing how different the results are
from actual satisfaction. Therefore we recommend to measure both types, and to use the data
from the discrepancy-causing concepts to judge the reliability of the satisfaction concepts. If
enough data points are available, it is even feasible to filter the data and only use satisfaction
data from users with a favorable discrepancy profile. For example, answers from users who
indicate low understanding of the system description can be excluded from evaluation.
This implies that a questionnaire should contain both satisfaction questions and discrepancy
questions. The three discrepancy questions to include are those about understanding, familiarity
and emotional attachment to the system. While our model differentiates between perceived un-
derstanding and actual understanding, it is not practicable to measure the actual understanding.
Suggestions for the use of discrepancy data in satisfaction evaluation are elaborated in chapter 5.
Both the satisfaction questions and the discrepancy questions in our study were well-received
and resulted in useful measurements. Therefore we can recommend using the same formulation
when applying our method.
We also included open ended questions successfully. They are much more work intensive than
closed questions, but also provide valuable information. We believe that the best use for our
method is to improve the requirements in places where users are dissatisfied. Gathering their
improvement ideas may lead to creative solutions, which justifies the increased effort.
The above points all refer to the first research question in this chapter, which is about choosing
and formulating the questions in a measurement instrument. The second research question refers
to the representation of the requirements, which we also investigated in both studies presented
here.
Our method places the system requirements in the questionnaire itself. The requirements should
describe features of the system, as we have not tested other artefacts of the requirements spec-
ification (e.g. personas). Our research found no difference between users receiving different
requirement formats, so we suggest that practitioners use the format already present in their
project. This makes the method compatible with a wide range of development process types,
lowering the barrier to adoption. We also recommend adding a brief description of the sys-
tem’s purpose and overall use at the beginning, to give the users the necessary background to
understand the detailed requirements later.
The method we recommend borrows much of the ideas we applied in this chapter. However, the
questionnaires we used are not intended for direct use by practitioners. First, they include both a
part which measures anticipated satisfaction and a part which includes a measure representative
of actual satisfaction. Second, they are not complete. We used a single question to represent
the classic satisfaction concepts in our model. For a complete measurement, several satisfaction
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questions are needed per feature. The next chapter concentrates on that, delivering a list of
satisfaction related concepts which can be used to formulate questions for our method.
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In our method for anticipated satisfaction, a questionnaire contains metrics representing both
the discrepancy concepts identified in last chapter and a number of satisfaction-specific concepts.
The last chapter focused on the discrepancy between anticipated and actual satisfaction, and the
concepts explaining it. This chapter investigates the role of the satisfaction related concepts, and
their use as metrics. Its goal is to provide a list of concepts which can be used to derive questions
for our method.
This list should consist of metrics representing concepts known to be correlated to satisfaction
when measured with a questionnaire. To facilitate use, it should be organized in a way which
provides a good overview and allows finding of related metrics. Furthermore, as practitioners
will be choosing metrics from that list, it would be useful to have an estimate of the strength of
relationship between each connection and satisfaction. This results in the two research questions:
• RQ6: Which concepts have been studied in relation to user satisfaction?
• RQ7: How strong is the relationship measured between user satisfaction and related HCI
concepts?
We consider each concept that is used for measuring another concept to be a metric 1. Measuring
a satisfaction-related concept with multiple metrics is possible, but falls outside of our scope due
to the large volume of such concepts. It is not feasible to investigate multi-measurement for them
within a dissertation, and also our questionnaire does not foresee the use of multiple metrics per
concept, as this would create questionnaires too long to be used in practice. Thus we only
consider a single metric per concept (a simple one-to-one relationship) and call the metric and
the measured concept with the same name.
As there is a large body of research investigating satisfaction measurement, our approach for
answering these question is a literature study. We chose to conduct a systematic literature review,
which provides good evidence quality, captures the important developments in the field, and
allows a quantitative metaanalysis. Our review encompasses studies which empirically confirm
a model for measuring user satisfaction. The metrics in these models are used to answer the first
research question, and for those which have a sufficient number of correlation measurements to
satisfaction, we can provide a metaanalytic estimate of the relationship strength.
1This use is based on a definition for the term metric which is specific to software engineering, as described in chap-
ter 2.4.
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We conducted a pilot study before the full literature review. Its major result is a categorization
schema for satisfaction metrics, described in section 4.1. It is used to organize the metrics found
later in the study. Section 4.2 describes our study protocol. The metrics found in the review are
described in section 4.3, while their relationship to satisfaction is the focus of section 4.4. It is
followed by a discussion, which explains the relevance of the review for the method developed
in later chapters. The concluding section makes recommendations how to use the results of the
systematic literature review when developing a new questionnaire.
4.1 ASMA categorization schema
Before initiating a systematic search, we carried out an explorative pilot study without strict
search and selection criteria. Its goal was to get acquainted with the available literature, enabling
us to design a better systematic study. Roughly 200 articles mentioning satisfaction were used
for the pilot study.
If a primary source in this study had a data model of user satisfaction, the variables in that model
were extracted and treated as concepts of an idealized model, as described in section 2.3. It soon
became apparent that they are highly heterogeneous, with different authors investigating similar
concepts or even the same metric under different names. We estimated that the systematic
study will yield dozens of distinct metrics. In order to structure them, we decided to create a
categorization schema.
4.1.1 Schema derivation
For the categorization schema, we used a combination of a data driven and a theory driven
approach. The data driven approach used the metrics from the pilot study as a source. The theory
driven approach used the basic theory underlying human-computer interaction, as described for
example in [54].
4.1.1.1 Data driven approach
During extraction, we noticed that metrics are sometimes similar, and started noting a category
candidate for each. The category candidates were terms we felt described the metric well and
were likely to apply to other metrics.
As an example, the metric use, which describes how often the user uses the system, was mapped
to the category candidate user behavior. The metric fun was categorized as user affect, as fun is
part of the affective state of a person. Price was seen as belonging to finance.
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After the data extraction was finished, the resulting category candidates were compared. Incon-
sistencies were cleaned and better fitting names chosen. The resulting categories had several
advantages. They were disjoint, the granularity seemed right, as there were neither too many
categories nor too large differences between the metrics in the same category. At the same time,
they also had drawbacks. The criteria for assigning a metric to a category were fuzzy, and the
categories bore little relation to each other. While some of them obviously had something in
similar, e.g. user behavior and user affect both pertaining to the user, most of them came from
varying backgrounds. For example, user affect is a psychological concept, while finance is a topic
in economics. As a result, the set of the category candidates we derived from the data was
difficult to work with, as it lacked a coherent structure.
4.1.1.2 Theory driven approach
In the next step, we decided to start with an established theory and check whether its tenets can
be used to categorize the metrics from our dataset. The subjects of our analysis are scientific
studies involving a satisfaction measurement.
A user satisfaction measurement is based on a situation of human-computer interaction. The
components of the system of interest are real world entities. Figure 4.1 contains an informal
representation of the system of interest for a user satisfaction measurement. The main actors
are the user and the software system. The user performs a task, and interacts with the software
system for that purpose. The software system processes the information needed to complete the
task. The user feels some degree of satisfaction. This is embedded in a social and organisational
context, which places constraints on the actors and their interactions. For example, a user who
performs a task for his or her employer may be required to use a software system provided by
the employer.
As an initial step in our theory driven approach, we compared the category candidates from the
data driven approach with the entities which comprise the system of interest, and we discovered
that each of these category candidates corresponds to one of these entities. There were no can-
didates which we could assign to the task, and satisfaction is an attribute of the user, leaving the
entities user, system (short for software system), information and context (short for organisational
and social context).
Having only four categories would have resulted in too coarse granularity for our purposes. We
decided to subdivide the category candidates by further principles beyond their describing an
entity from the system of interest.
A standard principle in computer science is that an entity can be described by its properties and
its actions. This separation is derived from metaphysics and is reflected in many modelling and
programming paradigms, such as object oriented programming and entity relationship modelling
for databases [170]. We noticed that the majority of the data-derived category candidates can
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Figure 4.1: An informal representation of the system of interest in measuring user satisfaction
with its components
also be sorted as pertaining to either actions or properties. Some of these properties would be
constant over multiple measurements, for example a user’s experience with technology should not
change between two separate measurement sessions, while the user’s emotion is likely to change.
We considered these to be a stable property and a mutable property respectively. We chose the
term activity to denote the collective sum of an entity’s actions.
Beside metrics describing an entity’s activity and its properties, there were ones which described
a judgement of the entity. We did not consider them to be a property of the system, since they
do not exist without an interaction between the user and the system, and can differ between
different users. Instead, we considered these to form a fourth type of category, and classified
them as appraisal.
4.1.2 Consolidation and ﬁnal form of the ASMA categorization schema
We see activity, stable properties, mutable properties and appraisal as different dimensions which
contain HCI concepts measurable by a variable. They are orthogonal to the entity to which
the metric belongs. The combination of an entity and dimension determines the category of a
metric. We termed this categorization the ASMA categorization schema, short for Actions, Stable
properties, Mutable properties and Appraisal.
While a category is determined by both an entity and a dimension, not every combinatorial
pairing of an entity with a dimension produces a valid category. Several pairings make no sense
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semantically, and thus are not considered ASMA categories. This section lists the valid categories
sorted by entity.
User The user entity represents a human being, and has activity, stable properties and mutable
properties. Judging the user would be questionable from an ethical viewpoint, and in practice,
we found no user metrics which would fall under the appraisal dimension. Thus, the three valid
categories for this entity are user activity, user stable properties and user mutable properties. The
central concept in our research, user satisfaction, belongs to the category user mutable properties.
System This entity represents the software system with which the user interacts. It has activity
and properties, and can be appraised. However, while it is theoretically possible that a software
system has mutable properties, our pilot study found no metrics which would fall into that
category. So we consider it to not be part of ASMA. Therefore, the ASMA categories for metrics
describing the software system are system activity, system stable properties and system appraisal.
Information Information is a passive entity being processed by the software system. It has
no activity of its own. Its ASMA categories are information stable properties, information mutable
properties and information appraisal.
Context While the three other entities in ASMA have a concrete pendant in the real world, the
context is much more general. It stands for anything which is not an inherent part of the system
of interest, but nevertheless has an influence on the user satisfaction measurement. It does not
participate in the interaction between the user and the software system, so it has no activity.
We did not encounter metrics representing an appraisal of the context. So the two categories
relevant to ASMA are context stable properties and context mutable properties.
The eleven resulting ASMA categories are depicted in figure 4.2. Each black-bordered rectangle
represents an ASMA category, sorted vertically by entity and horizontally by dimension. An
empty intersection of entity and dimension means that no category exists for this pairing.
The ASMA schema derived from the exploratory study was used for organizing the data collected
in the full literature review.
4.2 Research method
For our literature study, we followed the guidelines suggested by Kitchenham. [112]. We created
a review protocol before the search, including a definition of the search terms and sources to
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Figure 4.2: The categories in the ASMA schema, sorted by entity and dimension
search for primary studies. The protocol also defined inclusion and exclusion criteria. We docu-
mented the search process in detail, creating a full list of the excluded studies with an exclusion
reason.
The guidelines also require that quantitative and qualitative studies should be analyzed sepa-
rately. As the inclusion criteria required a specific type of quantitative research, there were no
included qualitative studies to analyze.
One exception to the guidelines was that the primary study selection was done by one person
only. However, the main inclusion criterion was not subjective, and all studies which met that
criterion were included.
All data was stored in flat .csv files to ensure compatibility and portability. Careful manual linking
allowed us to maintain data quality despite this unusual format. After the data was extracted
and prepared, we applied a statistical analysis to answer the research questions stated at the
beginning of the chapter. For this analysis, we created a custom tool in R.
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4.2.1 Search strategy
There is a vast literature body concerning user satisfaction. To answer RQ 6, we needed sources
which provide an idealized model of user satisfaction. For RQ 7, the sources also had to provide
a data model measuring the relationship strength. From these two requirements, the second one
had more practical effects on our search. As a source’s idealized model can be derived from its
data model, we were able to include sources which do not report an explicit idealized model,
and to still use them for RQ 6.
We searched for primary studies using two types of data source, publication databases and man-
ual search of peer-reviewed periodicals. For the database search, we used our insights from the
pilot study to design a suitable query. For the manual search, we chose a list of relevant period-
icals and read the table of contents of all issues to choose inclusion candidates. We then used a
list of inclusion and exclusion criteria to select the final set of primary studies for the literature
review.
4.2.1.1 Database search
The research questions required us to find publications which describe the relationship between
satisfaction and metrics of other HCI concepts. Explorative searches revealed that most of the
articles on satisfaction describe the authors performing a satisfaction measurement, but without
investigating the relationship satisfaction has to other metrics. There were many thousands of ar-
ticles returned for simple queries like user AND satisfaction AND measurement. The articles which
contained the information needed for our literature study were the ones in which the authors
explicitly stated a new idealized model of satisfaction and evaluated it empirically, or created
a new instrument for measuring satisfaction through related concepts. Thus, we constructed a
search query to find papers which are likely to describe an instrument for measuring satisfaction,
or the idealized model underpinning it. We found several terms to distinguish these papers:
factor (as in “factors which influence satisfaction”, model (as in “a model of user satisfaction”),
questionnaire, metric and instrument (as in “an instrument for measuring user satisfaction”). We
restricted these terms to the abstract, as they appeared too often in the body of articles irrelevant
to the search. Searching for them in both title and abstract did not improve the search.
A second problem arose due to the different meanings of the concept of satisfaction. Searching
for it returned more false positives than suitable articles. Many of them were from the realm
of theoretical computer science and were concerned with satisfiability problems. Others were
about job satisfaction or pupils’ satisfaction with an e-learning course. Restricting it to the exact
phrase user satisfaction would have created too many false negatives, as authors who write about
user satisfaction do not consistently use the descriptor. The solution we used was to require that
the title contains the word satisfaction, while the word user is present in the abstract. We found
that in user satisfaction papers, users are usually mentioned in the abstract, even when the exact
phrase user satisfaction is not used.
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No restriction by year was used, as satisfaction models are not coupled to technology and the
older verified models are still relevant today.
Thus, the final search query was:
((Abstract:user) AND (Title:satisfaction)) AND (Abstract:factor OR Abstract:model
OR Abstract:questionnaire OR Abstract:metric OR Abstract: Instrument)
We conducted the database search in two databases specializing on software and computing,
ACM Digital Library [3] and IEEE Xplore [94]. Due to the popularity of the satisfaction concept
and the lack of consistent word usage, searches in multidisciplinary databases returned mostly
false positives and were not used for the final selection.
The search yielded 241 results from the ACM Digital library and 398 results from IEEE Xplore.
After removal of duplicates present in both databases, the total amount of study candidates found
in this search was 563.
4.2.1.2 Manual search
Beside a database search, we also performed a manual search, which covers literature not present
in the databases we used. User satisfaction measurement is considered a type of usability mea-
surement, thus we needed to cover appropriate publications. Usability researcher Jeff Sauro
has listed in a blog post 17 major peer-reviewed periodicals which publish research on usability
measurements [165]. We adopted this list for our manual search.
We reviewed the table of contents of all issues of each of the 17 periodicals, looking for articles
which might contain a model of user satisfaction. If a title looked promising, we also read the
abstract of the article. If there were no signs that the article focuses on something else, we
included it in our list of search results.
Table 4.1 lists the number of study candidates found for each of the thirteen journals and four
conference proceedings we searched, after excluding study candidates already found in the
database search. We found a total of 494 study candidates in the manual search.
4.2.2 Inclusion criteria
The two searches yielded a total of 1057 study candidates. Based on the exploratory study, we
created a list of inclusion criteria to select those suitable for the review.
For RQ 6, we needed the names of HCI concepts which have been linked to user satisfaction. RQ 7
had to be answered based on a description of relationship strength. To answer these questions,
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Publication Type
Studies
chosen
Applied Ergonomics journal 17
Behaviour and Information Technology journal 65
CHI conference 45
Communications of the ACM journal 10
Computers in Human Behavior journal 91
Ergonomics in Design journal 2
HCII conference 15
Human-Computer Interaction journal 10
Human Factors journal 5
Human factors and Ergonomics conference 82
INTERACT conference 21
Interacting with Computers journal 38
Interactions Magazine journal 5
International Journal of Human Computer Studies journal 30
International Journal of Human-Computer Interaction journal 45
Journal of Usability Studies journal 5
User Experience Magazine journal 1
Total 494
Table 4.1: Results of manual search
we needed studies reporting a data model of user satisfaction. The following inclusion criteria
ensured that the selected studies contained the information required for our research questions.
Study must be about user satisfaction As explained in the last section, the word satisfac-
tion can be used for different concepts. Several of our search results were false positives, focusing
on the satisfaction of mathematical constraints, or on people being satisfied with something other
than a software system, such as the job satisfaction of software developers. We removed 207 such
false positives from the pool of studies.
Satisfaction must be research focus For many articles, the term satisfaction appearing in
the title or abstract referred indeed to user satisfaction. But upon reading the full text, we
realized that the research described in the article does not include the measurement of user
satisfaction. An example would be a paper presenting a new system and claiming that the system
leads to high user satisfaction, but not presenting evidence for that. We removed 382 articles
which did not contain a satisfaction study.
Article must describe an empirical study A data model is based on empirically collected
data. Articles which did not have an empirical measurement of user satisfaction – for example
metastudies, or suggestions of a new theory or a new idealized model without validation – were
removed. 52 articles belonged to this category.
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Not a simple system evaluation Some articles were not focused on advancing the scien-
tific knowledge of user satisfaction, but on evaluating a software system by several parameters
including user satisfaction. They included an empirical study on user satisfaction, but only re-
ported the final measurement of each variable, without fitting a data model. 61 search results
were excluded because of this.
For this criterion, we focused on the reported information and not on the researcher’s purpose.
Thus, if the researchers had conducted the study for the purpose of evaluating a system, but
reported relationship measurements in their article, the study was not excluded.
Must contain a suitable model of user satisfaction For our systematic literature review,
we had to extract a data model from each primary study and derive an idealized model from
it. We included both studies which described a model explicitly and ones which contained all
needed information without representing it as a single compact model. If it was impossible to ex-
tract a data model, or that model did not include satisfaction, or it did not include measurements
of relationship strength, we did not include the study.
For this criterion, the statistical methods employed in a study played an important role. As a rule,
different measurements of relationship strength cannot be compared directly. We had to restrict
the types of measurement in our dataset to be able to do comparisons. We chose to include
studies reporting either a correlation coefficient, a path coefficient derived from a structural
equation model, or a regression coefficient. We excluded studies which used some other, rare
form of strength measurement. We also excluded studies doing a factor analysis of satisfaction,
as they do not contain a measurement strength of the relationship between the studied concepts
and the superordinate concept.
We excluded a total of 164 articles which did not contain a model of user satisfaction meeting
the conditions described in this criterion.
Applying all inclusion criteria to the search results left 191 studies to be included. Figrue 4.3
summarizes the proportion of studies which were excluded for not meeting a given criterion.
4.2.3 Exclusion criteria
Some of the studies which met our inclusion criteria could not be used for technical reasons, or
were not of sufficient quality. We created a list of exclusion criteria which we used to remove
unsuitable studies from our pool.
Vanity press The search results consisted of a name and abstract only, while access to the
full text was available through a library subscription in most cases. We noticed that, among
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not about user satisfac-tion – 112
satisfaction not re-search focus – 477
no empirical study – 52simple system evaluation – 61
no suitable model –164
not suitablefor inclusion866 studies
ﬁt all inclusion criteria191 studies
1057 studiesin search results
Figure 4.3: Number of articles which fit the inclusion criteria
the publications not accessible through our library, many came from journals belonging to the
same few publishers. On researching these publishers, we found for one of them predominantly
negative publicity and accusations of being a vanity press and having a very low quality of
peer review. We decided to exclude their publications from our study, accounting for 12 study
candidates.
Not obtainable We used our own library access, freely available articles, and a library inter-
loan service to obtain the full text of our study candidates. Despite using multiple channels, we
could not obtain 8 of our search results. They were all dissertation theses. At 0.8% of all search
results, this represents a very low loss of potential sources.
Study already included Sometimes researchers do several evaluations on data from the same
study and publish them in separate articles. If we had included relationships found in the same
dataset more than once, this would have skewed our results. Therefore we decided to remove
articles when we recognized that they describe a study already included in our pool of primary
sources. 8 articles were excluded for this reason.
Insuﬃcient data Our search results included a few short articles describing a study which
would have met our inclusion criteria. They reported that a data model had been constructed.
However, the detail included in the article text was not sufficient, and it was impossible to extract
the data model. 32 such articles were removed.
After the sorting, 131 articles were selected for the literature review. The remaining ones were
excluded because they fit one of the ten exclusion reasons listed above. Figure 4.4 presents a
graphical summary of the distribution of included and excluded articles.
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vanity press – 12
not obtainable – 8already included – 8
insuﬃcient data – 32
excluded – 60 studies
ﬁnal selection131 studies
191 studieswhich ﬁt theinclusion criteria
Figure 4.4: Number of articles which were removed by exclusion criteria
4.2.4 Evidence quality
A literature review should establish the evidence quality in the primary studies. Software en-
gineering has no strict evidence standards defined for empirical evidence. We used the criteria
suggested in Kitchenham’s guidelines [112]. From her list, we selected five criteria which are
suitable for surveys and which showed interesting variability in the pilot study. Most of them
were coded with three levels, corresponding to good, average and poor quality, while the num-
ber of participants had a continuous measure. Table 4.2 summarizes how well the studies met
the criteria.
Sample representativeness Fully representative, narrowly sampled (participants are drawn
from a small subset of the desired population such as employees of one company), partly
representative.
Signiﬁcance reporting Exact p-value, significance level, or none.
Variable deﬁnition All, some or none of the variables from the study are defined.
Limitations discussed Yes or no. We coded yes for an actual discussion present, regardless of
whether it was presented as a separate section or included in another section. There was
no middle level for this criterion.
Number of participants The number of participants who returned valid questionnaires.
Criteria Number of studies
Good Average Poor
Sample representativeness 61 28 36
Significance reporting 13 87 30
Variable definition 20 73 38
Limitations discussed 90 – 41
Table 4.2: Evidence quality of the primary studies. Each row lists how many studies fell into each
level of a given quality criterion.
The overall quality of our primary sources is fair. The situation is especially good for sample
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representativeness, where even the poor studies use a population which is at least partly rep-
resentative for the desired population, and the majority of studies use a highly representative
sample. Limitation discussion is also predominantly good, with roughly 2/3 of publications in-
cluding a discussion. The authors are less diligent in providing definitions, with the majority
only giving definitions for some of the variables they use, and a substantial number dispensing
with definitions altogether. Significance reporting is the worst of the four coded criteria, with
only 13 publications providing exact p values.
We also included the number of participants as a quality criterion. As it is measured on a con-
tinuous scale, it cannot be readily compared with the other four. We cannot provide cutoffs for
sufficient or insufficient participant numbers, as they vary depending on the study design and the
researchers’ goals. A rough indication can be gained by employing power analysis techniques.
With the exception of six large studies [26, 12, 13, 91, 144, 206], the sample size of the primary
studies is below 1000 participants and the median study has 272 participants. At these sizes,
many of the primary studies cannot distinguish weak effects from zero 2. This means that, while
we can aggregate the findings of the primary studies, our results are associated with a somewhat
high measurement error.
4.2.5 Data extraction
From each primary study, we extracted data on three levels: study, variables and relationships.
The study level records data concerning the study as a whole, such as the title and author. On
the variable level, we noted each variable from the study’s data model. For each relationship
between two variables, we created a record on the relationship level, indicating the strength as
measured in the study. We stored each as flat records in a .csv file, using a short unique string
to identify each publication and the concepts and relationships belonging to the study in it. The
following subsections describe the structure of each data level.
Running example In order to illustrate our approach, we chose one of the articles in our
review as a running example. For each data extraction and data transformation step, we show
the information based on this one study in the text. The complete dataset as extracted from all
studies is not part of the printed version of this thesis, but will be available online.
The chosen study is titled “Perceived fit and satisfaction on web learning performance: IS contin-
uance intention and task-technology fit perspectives” [138], and is in many ways representative
for our dataset. It is an article by Wen-Shan Lin published in 2012 in the International Journal
2The formula for a correlation sample size is N =
(
(Zα+Zβ)
C
)2
+ 3 where N is the sample size, Zα the quantile of
the normal distribution for the desired Type I error rate, Zβ the quantile of the normal distribution for the desired
Type II error rate, and C the correlation coefficient measured [93]. If we accept a Type I error rate of 0.05 and Type
II error rate of 0.2, a study would need 68 participants for a correlation coefficient of 0.3 to be significant, 153 for a
correlation coefficient of 0.2 and 617 participants for a correlation coefficient of 0.1.
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Title Perceived fit and satisfaction on web learning performance: IS continuance
intention and task-technology fit perspectives
Authors Lin, Wen-Shan
Year published 2012
Found by manual search
Published in International Journal of Human-Computer Studies
System type e-learning
Short description A SEM combining task-techonogy fit and TAM
Interesting for Includes both SEM and factor analysis.
Feature level
measurement
no
Table 4.3: Study level data example for a sample article [138]. SEM = Structural Equation Model
(a statistical method), TAM = Technology Acceptance Model (a theoretical model of
user satisfaction)
of Human-Computer Studies, and was found by manual search. It focuses on a virtual learn-
ing system (VLS). The theoretical background is mostly based on the Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM), but extends the basic TAM with additional concepts from a different theory, in this
case task-technology fit. It describes an empirical study in which 165 participants answered a
questionnaire about a virtual learning system they have experience with. Several demographic
concepts are elicited, but only used in a descriptive capacity to characterize the population. The
variables from the data model – three TAM variables and one representing task-technology fit –
are used for structural equation modelling. In the conclusion, the authors highlight the influence
task-technology fit has on the standard TAM concepts. Similar articles, employing the same for-
mat but investigating other concepts (frequently in conjunction with TAM) and using other types
of software system, were amongst the most frequent type included in the review.
4.2.5.1 Study level data
The general study data was intended for descriptive purposes and not used for answering the
research questions in this chapter. It consisted of one record per article. Beyond bibliographic
data, we recorded the type of software system on which the study was done and whether the
study measured satisfaction for distinct features of the software features separately or only for the
software system as a whole. We also had a note field for remarking what’s especially interesting
in the study, which was not included in the later evaluation but helped us orient ourselves in our
dataset. Table 4.3 represents a sample record. In our dataset, we used a standard table format
(each record in a row). The table shown here is transposed for better readability.
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4.2.5.2 Variable level data
Each article which fulfilled our inclusion criteria describes an empirical study in which a data
model was calculated. The data model consists of N ≥ 2 variables, and relationships between
them. At least one of these variables is satisfaction. The aim of this data extraction step was to
create a list of all variables present in our primary sources, then map it to the concepts measured
by the variables. The consolidated list of concepts provided an answer to RQ 6.
For each article, we extracted all variables of the data model described in it. Concepts which
were mentioned in the theoretical section of an article but not measured with variables were not
extracted. Similarly, variables which were measured but not included in the data model were
not extracted. These were typically demographic variables, which were reported for descriptive
purposes, but not evaluated in relation to satisfaction. In two cases [141, 116], demographic
variables such as age were treated by the authors as part of the data model, and correlations
with satisfaction reported. The demographic variables from these two studies were included in
the dataset.
We extracted four data fields for each variable. The first field is the name for the variable given
in the source article. The second field is a short reference string which serves as a foreign key
to the study level data. It was followed by a field listing the definition given in the article for
the concept behind the variable. This was done not only to gain a better description of the HCI
concepts used in satisfaction measurement, but also to be used in the aggregation step reported
in the next section. As discussed in the evidence quality section, less than half of all variables
were defined, so we had to leave the field empty when a definition was missing.
The last field is a Boolean variable denoting whether the study reports a connection of the vari-
able to satisfaction. It was set to TRUE when the article reported a measurement of the strength
of the connection, regardless of whether it was included in an explicit representation of an ide-
alized model or not. Thus, in articles listing a full correlation matrix, all variables were seen
as connected to satisfaction, because we had data to evaluate the strength of these connections.
To simplify the evaluation algorithm used in later stages, satisfaction was always assumed to be
reflectively connected to itself.
To illustrate our approach, we continue the example of Lin’s study on web learning performance
introduced in the previous section [138]. The variable level data from this model was extracted
in four records, as shown in table 4.4. The variable names stem from the data model represen-
tation, while the definition was copied from the background section of the article. The variables
perceived fit and VLS continuance intention are connected to satisfaction, as evidenced in the
graphical representation of the model. Satisfaction is by convention connected to itself. Positive
impacts on learning has no connection to satisfaction shown in the model, but elsewhere in the
article there is a full correlation matrix providing a measurement of that connection. A short ref-
erence column was included in the dataset but not shown here, as it only functions as a foreign
key to the study level data.
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Name Author definition
Connected
to satis-
faction
perceived fit – TRUE
satisfaction – TRUE
VLS continuance intention IS continuance behavior is defined as the continued sage
of IS by adopters, where a continuance decision follows
an initial acceptance decision
TRUE
positive impacts on learning – TRUE
Table 4.4: Variable level data example for a sample article [138].
4.2.5.3 Relationship level data
A data model operationalizes concepts and their relationships. In our review, we define a re-
lationship as one which connects exactly two variables and reports a numeric measurement of
relationship strength. While it is statistically possible to create data models which incorporate
multivariable interactions, it is complex and only a very small number of our primary sources
employed such techniques. To simplify our analysis, we ignored data on variable interactions
and only extracted relationships between two variables.
The studies in our dataset use three different measurements of relationship strength, as deter-
mined by the inclusion criteria: correlation coefficients, regression coefficients and path coefficients.
However, neither regression coefficients nor the related path coefficients are suitable for com-
parison across studies, as their value is always dependent on the choice of other variables used
in the data model [45]. Thus, we could extract variable data from variables linked by any of
the three strength measurements, but for the relationship data, we restricted the extraction to
relationships whose strength was measured with a correlation coefficient.
The relationship definition we use does not include a relationship direction. This direction is
frequently present in the primary sources, because authors assume causality in their theories. As
these causal directions are neither relevant to our research questions, nor empirically proven, we
did not extract direction data from our sources.
A quantitative metaanalysis involves calculating the variance of each measurement. For this, we
included the sample size in our data extraction. In some cases, a publication reported multiple
measurements of the same relationship in different samples (e.g. it reported multiple studies, or
it reported a study with subgroup design). In these cases, we also extracted each relationship
measurement as a distinct record.
The recommended procedure for data extraction is to have at least two coders and have each
study examined at least twice. As no two coders were available, one researcher extracted all
relationships to satisfaction a second time with a delay of several months. This enabled us to
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correct errors in both the variables and the relationships extracted from each study. As relation-
ships between two non-satisfaction concepts were only used for benchmark purposes, the effects
of a small number of extraction errors among them are negligible. Therefore, we did not extract
those a second time.
The record schema for our relationship level data included the name of the two variables as used
in the primary study, a number for the sample (only entered if there was more than one sample
in the publication), the sample size, a numerical value of the correlation coefficient, and a name
of the satisfaction variable (only entered if there was more than one per sample).
A fully normalized data schema would have required separate extraction of sample level data,
decreasing our manual data entry speed and necessitating more complex analysis code. We
opted for a partly denormalized schema instead, necessitating the redundant entry of the sample
size on the relationship level. Potential errors due to inconsistent entry are prevented by a check
in the analysis code, which reports an error if different sizes have been entered for the same
sample.
First variable Second variable Sample
Sample
size
Correlation
coefficient
satisfaction VLS continuance intention 1 165 0.597
satisfaction perceived fit 1 165 0.624
satisfaction positive impacts on learning 1 165 0.561
VLS continuance intention positive impacts on learning 1 165 0.654
perceived fit positive impacts on learning 1 165 0.720
VLS continuance intention perceived fit 1 165 0.741
Table 4.5: Relationship level data example for a sample article [138].
The relationship data extracted from the study in the running example is presented in table 4.5.
Analogously to the variable level data, a column with a short string referencing the study, to-
gether with a column with the sample number, is not shown. These columns are only necessary
for data integrity and not used in the analysis.
4.3 List of concepts connected to satisfaction
This section describes our work on research question 6. We started with the variable level data
from our dataset and extracted the concepts described by the variables. We then filtered the
concepts and categorized them using the ASMA schema. The resulting list represents the answer
to the research question, an enumeration of concepts which have been investigated in relation
to satisfaction.
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4.3.1 Preparing the variable level data
Our variable level data consisted of 1102 records. While we extracted those, we noted that
authors would frequently use non-standard names for variables. This means that many of the
variables in our records referred to the same concept, but a naive comparison by name would
have resulted as treating them like two separate concepts. In a few cases, we also noted a
homonym problem, where two authors used the same name for two different concepts.
To alleviate this problem, we added a new field to our dataset, standardized name. It contained
a new, more comparable name we chose for the concept behind the variable.
The purpose of renaming was to ensure comparability between variables and prepare the dataset
for creating a concept-level list. In most cases, this meant choosing a new name such that two
variables which describe the same concept would be mapped to the same standardized name.
Sometimes, we also generalized variables, seeing them as a very concrete measure of a more
general concept. We only mapped variables to a new name when we considered it necessary for
our evaluation. For 364 variables, the original and standardized name were identical.
We used following rules for choosing a standardized name:
1. When the author used a long name, but a shorter name was sufficient for understandability.
For example, the variable end user computer satisfaction [56] was mapped to satisfaction.
We kept longer names if they were needed to distinguish from a similar, but not identical
variable present in the dataset.
2. When the variable name was a linguistic variation of a concept name already present in
the dataset. For example, in [21], we changed self-efficacy to self efficacy.
3. Some studies calculated relationships between numbered questionnaire items lacking a
name. We mapped them to a concept based on the question text. For example, item
9 from [12] was measured on a Likert scale labelled “The Intranet is easy to use (e.g.
personalization, handling the employee-directory)”. We mapped it to ease of use.
4. When variables had names specific to the system type used in the study, we mapped them
to a non system specific concept. Thus learner’s characteristics from a study of an electronic
learning system [4] was mapped to user characteristics.
5. In some cases, we generalized the variable used by the author. For example, switching costs
from [28] was mapped to cost, even though from an economics point of view, switching
costs are only one of many possible types of costs.
6. When a variable’s name was synonymous with another name already present in the dataset.
As an example, multiple authors used emotion as a variable, but Dzikovska et al. [57] used
affect. We chose the name emotion for the concept behind both emotion and affect.
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7. When two variables described the same concept even though their names were not syn-
onymous. These decisions were made based on definitions provided by the authors. For
example, Ogara et al. [151] use a variable called user experience, and state “We define user
experience as the extent to which a user gains familiarity with mIM, which allows them
to connect with communication partners”. We mapped this variable to familiarity, as this
would correspond to the familiarity variable used by other authors.
8. When a variable was the opposite of a variable already present in the dataset. A common
example was confirmation, which was a term used by multiple authors. There is an influen-
tial satisfaction theory by Oliver [153], the expectation-disconfirmation theory, and many
authors use the disconfirmation variable, while others use confirmation as the opposite. We
are aware that in psychometric measurements, the negative and positive ends of the same
scale will not always exhibit a symmetric effect on other variables. Still, as we needed a
greater comparability in this review, we felt that the added imprecision is acceptable in this
case.
9. If none of the above applied, the variable was mapped to a concept of the same name.
For comparison, we list the variables found in our example study and their mapping to concepts
in table 4.6.
Variable Concept Rule Rationale for mapping
Perceived fit task technology fit 7 “Task technology fit” is the common name, as dis-
cussed in the text of the original article.
Satisfaction satisfaction 9 Mapped to concept of same name
VLS Continuance
intention
continuance
intention
4 This is a frequently used variable, and in other
studies, it does not refer to a virtual learning sys-
tem.
Positive impacts
on learning
task outcome 7 The variable name is too specific to this study and
not comparable to others.
Table 4.6: Mapping of variables to concepts in the example study
Before the mapping step took place, our dataset consisted of 1102 variables, with 728 distinct
names. After the mapping, the records contained 213 distinct standardized concept names.
4.3.2 Extracting and reﬁning the concept level data
To answer our research questions, we needed to make statements on the concept level. After the
variables were mapped to concepts, we compiled a concept list, filtered it, added definitions and
assigned the concepts to ASMA categories.
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The filtering was necessary to achieve the desired level of evidence. We considered a single
study to be insufficient evidence, and required a second study to confirm the connection. Except
for this condition, all found concepts were included in the further evaluation. Out of the 213
concepts, 80 met this condition. In the following, we are only working with the filtered concepts.
Table 4.7 contains the variables from the example study as they appear in the concept level
dataset after preparation. It is transposed for readability. Task technology fit does not appear in
the table, as it is not among the concepts included in the final selection.
4.3.3 Results
The data preparation step described in section 4.2.5 produced a list of 80 HCI concepts which
have been investigated together with satisfaction, with added ASMA categories. We tabulated
that list by category, as presented in table 4.8. This result answered our first research question
of this chapter, RQ 6.
4.4 Strength of the relationship between satisfaction and
HCI concepts
This analysis was needed to answer the second research question of the literature review. We
prepared the available data and conducted a metaanalysis to derive the needed results.
Name Satisfaction Continuance intention Task outcome
Occurrences 131 52 6
Defnition The users’ overall feel-
ings based on their expe-
rience with the system
The user’s decision to
continue using the sys-
tem over a long period of
time
Denotes whether the user
was able to complete the
task successfully
Source Lee at al. [127] Bhattacherjee [20] our definition
ASMA entity user user context
ASMA dimension mutable properties activity mutable properties
Table 4.7: Transformed data on the concept level. Concept shown from the example study by
Lin [138].
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activity stable properties mutable properties appraisal
user
– complaint
– continuance inten-
tion
– effort
– habit
– recommendation
– use
– age
– commitment
– education level
– intellect
– loyalty
– personal innova-
tiveness
– technology experi-
ence
– anxiety
– attention
– attitude
– behavioral control
– disconfirmation
– emotion
– enjoyment
– expectation
– flow
– preparedness
– satisfaction
– self efficacy
– trust
system
– effectiveness
– efficiency
– error rate
– speed
– accessibility
– adaptability
– assurance
– comfort
– complexity
– credibility
– empathy
– familiarity
– flexibility
– interactivity
– learnability
– navigation
– reliability
– responsiveness
– security
– social presence
– aesthetics
– design
– ease of use
– service quality
– system quality
– system rating
– usability
– usefulness
inform
ation
– accuracy
– completeness
– content
– media richness
– understandability
– currency
– format
– relevance
– timeliness
– information quality
context
– alternatives
– corporate image
– cost
– dynamic capability
– management sup-
port
– marketing
– subjective norm
– support
– user involvement
– user participation
– benefit
– fairness
– risk
– social influence
– task
– task outcome
– value
Table 4.8: Concepts which have been linked to satisfaction
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4.4.1 Preparation of the relationship level data and metaanalysis
In the data extraction step, we recorded the relationships between variables used in the pri-
mary studies and satisfction as described in section 4.2.5.3. As a first step towards answering
our research question, we replaced the variables by the concepts behind them, as described in
section 4.3.1. This resulted in concept-level relationships. As multiple variables can correspond
to the same concept, and some authors also measured the relationship of the same concept to
different forms of satisfaction, the resulting dataset could contain multiple measurements of the
same concept-level relationship per sample. These measurements are not independent, so it is
not permissible to use them as separate measurements in the metaanalysis [45]. Instead, we
calculated an arithmetic mean of all repeated measurements per sample and used this as the
sample measurement for that concept.
The primary studies rarely contained sufficient information to determine the direction of a mea-
surement scale used for a variable. Thus, when we encountered a negative correlation coeffi-
cient between a given concept and satisfaction, we could not determine if it is due to an inverse
relationship, or a scale defined in an unexpected direction. Some of the positive correlation
coefficients are probably also calculated based on a scale going in a direction opposite of what
the variable name would suggest. We therefore decided to not distinguish between positive and
negative correlations and to only analyze the absolute values of the correlation coefficients. Our
results therefore only reflect the strength, but not the direction of the relationship to satisfaction.
With the relationship data prepared, we proceeded to conduct a quantitative metaanalysis of re-
lationship strength. The methods available for quantitative metaanalysis are imprecise when only
a small number of samples is available. We therefore followed Higgins’ recommendation [87]
and only conducted the metaanalysis when at least 5 samples measured a relationship for the
same concept to satisfaction, regardless of the number of variables measured per concept in a
single study. This resulted in a list of 26 concepts we analysed in the next step.
For the metaanalysis, we chose to use a random effects model. Random effects models assume
that the measurement variance between samples is influenced by differences in the context of
measurement, while fixed effect models assume that the variance is only due to measurement
error. As there is no standardized way of measuring satisfaction or its related concepts, we as-
sume that conceptual differences between the primary studies are highly relevant, which makes
a random effects model the better choice.
For the calculation itself, we used the R package metafor [186]. It calculates an estimate for
the measured metric (in this case the correlation coefficient between satisfaction and a HCI
concept), a confidence interval for the estimate, as well as measures of heterogeneity. While
it provides a wide choice of estimators, we used the default setting of a restricted maximum
likelihood estimator, which is approximately unbiased [186]. To avoid ceiling issues, we used a Z
transformation [45] in the calculation of estimates, then converted the results back to correlation
units for easier interpretation.
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strength category none weak medium strong
center 0 0.2 0.37 0.53
determined as lower end-
point
first quartile median third quartile
Table 4.9: A definition of categories of effect strength for HCI concepts. The first and last cate-
gories arise from the natural limits of a correlation coefficient’s absolute value, while
the middle three were derived from the sample distribution of non-satisfaction rela-
tionships in our dataset.
This resulted in a numerical estimate for the correlation coefficient. That estimate is of limited
value for practice, as it is imprecise and needs to be interpreted. The recommended practice is
to contrast estimated effect sizes to other known effect sizes from the same domain, and use this
comparison to describe the effect’s strength.
Such data was contained in our dataset in the form of relationships between two concepts other
than satisfaction. We used this data as our benchmark. Specifically, we calculated the quartiles
of the sample distribution of all relationships between two distinct non-satisfaction concepts. We
then used a least squares method to categorize our results using the scale beginning (zero) and
the quartiles as centroids. The upper scale endpoint was not used, as unlike raw correlations, the
Z-transformed values do not have an upper bound. Table 4.9 shows the definition and numerical
value of the strength category centers.
The simple assignment of estimated values to strength categories does not contain information
on how certain it is that the real values behind them belong to the respective strength categories.
To gain a better understanding for that, we conducted a one-sided hypothesis test. We tested H1
The correlation is larger than the center of the next-lowest category againstH0, The correlation is not
different from the center of the next-lowest category. The test was conducted on the Z transformed
data, using the known approximations for sampling variance and sampling distribution for Z-
transformed values. We conducted the test once for each concept and controlled the family wise
error rate with Holm’s method [90].
4.4.2 Results
From the 80 concepts we identified in the previous research question, 26 had at least 5 correla-
tion measurements in our dataset. The strength of their relationships to satisfaction is summa-
rized in table 4.10. A much more detailed description of the raw data and calculations for each
concept is available in appendix A.
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Strong relationship
attitude content* continuance intention* currency
disconfirmation* ease of use* efficiency enjoyment*
format information quality* loyalty reliability
service quality support* system quality* task outcome
trust usefulness* value
Medium relationship
benefit expectation self efficacy social influence*
Weak relationship
technology experience* use* user participation
Insufficient data for metaanalysis
accessibility accuracy adaptability aesthetics
age alternatives anxiety assurance
attention behavioral control comfort commitment
complaint completeness complexity corporate image
cost credibility design dynamic capability
education level effort emotion empathy
error rate fairness familiarity flexibility
flow habit intellect interactivity
learnability management support marketing media richness
navigation personal innovative-
ness
preparedness recommendation
relevance responsiveness risk satisfaction
security social presence speed subjective norm
system rating task timeliness understandability
usability user involvement
Table 4.10: List of the HCI concepts linked to satisfaction, categorized by relationship strength.
An asterisk denotes concepts whose strength is significantly different from the center
of the next lower category (α = 0.05).
4.5 Discussion
In this systematic literature review, we first created a list of all concepts connected to satisfaction
in the literature we found. As a second step, we conducted a metaanalysis to determine the
strength of these connections.
In this section, we give a brief commentary on these results. As we worked on multiple concepts
at once, the results cannot be summarized into new insights. Rather, they represent a reference
body which can be used by researchers or practitioners in their work in satisfaction measurement.
In this thesis, the results are used in chapter 5, where we describe a method which employs the
results of this chapter too create a questionnaire for anticipated satisfaction.
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4.5.1 Concepts related to satisfaction
We found that there are several established models measuring user satisfaction, such as Delone
and McLean’s model for information system quality [51], the Doll and Torkzadeh instrument
for end user computer satisfaction [56], and the technology acceptance model and its successor
UTAUT [183], to name a few. Each of the established models uses only a few concepts. However,
many authors use either a derivative version of these models, or a new model, which introduces
a multitude of other concepts.
The number of distinct concepts we found is roughly 1.5 times the number of studies in our
sample. Even after filtering out the concepts measured only a single time, there are 80 concepts
which have been found to influence or be influenced by satisfaction, and they cover all entities
present in the satisfaction measurement as evidenced by their ASMA categorization.
This finding shows that satisfaction cannot be explained with a simple idealized model. HCI con-
cepts form a complex network and are highly interrelated. They are also very interdisciplinary.
Some of the concepts we found are typical for software engineering, such as the responsiveness of
a system, while others play a major role in other fields such as marketing, psychology, sociology
and management science. This underscores the importance of satisfaction as a central concept
with far reaching implications in HCI.
4.5.2 Strength of the relationship of the found concepts to
satisfaction
For 26 concepts, we were able to do a metaanalysis, quantifying their relationship strength to
satisfaction. It is interesting to see their distribution among the strength categories, and to pay
special attention to outliers, commonly used concepts which turn out to have a weak relationship.
The metaanalysis results appear to be a convenient, firm number. In reality, they are a tentative
estimate. Before they are used for comparing or choosing concepts, their uncertainty has to be
taken into account. This uncertainty can be qualified by paying attention to problematic patterns
in the raw data, such as heterogeneity measures and an estimate for missing data and its possible
impact.
Strength categorization The HCI concepts in our dataset show a tendency for high correla-
tions overall. The standard category centers used in absence of benchmarks are 0.1 for weak, 0.3
for medium and 0.5 for strong correlation, while our data yielded 0.2 for weak, 0.37 for medium
and 0.53 for strong. This is probably due to the fact that many usability concepts are some form
of evaluation (for example, format is not some quantitative measure of the information’s format,
but the participants’ opinion of how good the format is) and thus subject to the users’ tendency to
use the positive half of a scale, and also that evaluations of usability concepts frequently overlap.
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Even though the non-satisfaction correlations set a high benchmark, the satisfaction correlations
are even higher. From the 26 analyzed concepts, none fall into the no relationship category.
The lowest estimated correlation is 0.22, for the concept user participation. It is surprising to
find that, despite that user participation has been found to contribute considerably to system
quality [1], it does not correlate well with satisfaction. Additional research is needed to discover
the causes for this result.
The other two concepts with weak correlation are use and technology experience. It is unsur-
prising that the users’ experience with technology has little influence on their satisfaction with
a specific system – both for simple and complex system, it is likely that the knowledge about
the system itself is more important than knowledge about technology in general. In interpreting
the low result for use, it should be noted that for many of the systems in the primary studies,
the participants may have had no alternative to using the system (e.g. a business information
system mandated by their employer, or an e-learning system used in a course they are taking)
or have only had a choice between a few similar alternatives (e.g. mobile data networks in their
country).
The medium category also holds very few concepts. While they are important for other HCI
research, they are rarely seen as predictor of satisfaction. The direct relationship of expectation
to satisfaction is especially interesting for the measurement of expected satisfaction, as it is the
only strictly pre-exposure measurement on the list.
The majority of concepts (73%) fall into the strong category. It is notable that all concepts
describing the entities system and information in the ASMA schema are in this category. It is
probable that they have a more direct influence on satisfaction than other HCI concepts.
Heterogeneity measures The metaanalysis of all concepts exhibited high heterogeneity lev-
els. We calculated the I2 metric, which quantifies what percentage of the variance in the effect
sizes is due to variance between the studies as opposed to sampling error [45]. With the excep-
tion of a single outlier, it ranged between 82% for trust and 99.18% for format. This is consid-
erable variation which is not due to measuring errors, but to the differences in study design and
the measurement context of the different studies.
From a theory-building point of view, the high heterogeneity is a sign that the measurements
are sensitive to moderators. While the primary studies frequently use multivariate models to
explain satisfaction, the inclusion of interaction effects in the models is very rare. Our results
show that they are likely to be needed for the advancement of satisfaction research, as the direct
relationships show a high variability.
For practitioners, the causes of heterogeneity and their exact effects are less important than
heterogeneity’s impact on measurement results. The main risk is that they may choose to use a
concept which has a low effect on satisfaction in their measurement situation. While we do not
have sufficient data to suggest instrument choice, our results are useful for determining which
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concepts are likely to have a low worst-case performance, enabling a minmax-based decision
process. The forest plots we provide in the appendix serve as a visual aid for that.
Missing data Systematically missing data due to publication bias creates the risk of calculating
artificially high results in a metaanalysis [45]. A high risk factor is our data collection protocol,
which only included peer reviewed publications. However, our primary studies do not focus
on a single binary relationship, but use large data models with several variables and multiple
relationships, frequently even publishing a full correlation matrix. Also, software engineering
journals do not have firm requirements for statistical significance. Thus, even when some of the
variables in a model have a correlation to satisfaction close to zero, the remaining results are
sufficient for an article to be published. While we have very few raw correlation measurements
close to zero, we think this is more due to true collinearity between HCI concepts and to a lesser
degree due to a publication bias. The funnel plots of the data are difficult to interpret, due to
the small number of datapoints and the high heterogeneity. Still, they do not exhibit the typical
pattern seen in datasets censored by publication bias.
4.5.3 Strengths and weaknesses
For conducting the systematic literature review, we followed a textbook [45] to ensure high
research quality. Still, our research is subject to the limitations inherent in empirical research.
Construct validity The central construct in our review is the HCI concept of satisfaction,
and it is present in all primary studies we analyzed. As the goal of our study was to identify
the different methods of measuring it, it was impossible to compare it to a selected “standard”
method of measurement.
An important step in our method included mapping the variables found in the primary studies
to HCI concepts. To ensure construct validity for these concepts, we tracked the definitions used
in the primary studies and created a semantic mapping, bypassing the ambiguity inherent in
variable names.
Internal validity As part of our study, we described 80 concepts explaining satisfaction. This
creates a much larger model than usual, such that the risk of overlooking important explanatory
variables is very low.
A potential problem for internal validity is that we were only able to consider direct relationships.
Interactions and the influence of moderator variables were not part of our research.
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External validity A study has external validity when its results are generalizable. A barrier
to the generalizability of our results is the unfavorable ratio of variables to data points. This
means that some of the patterns we are seeing are due to random noise rather than true effects,
so that it cannot be concluded that they will hold for a larger population. On the positive side,
the diversity of populations in the primary studies means that the results of our meta-analysis
are applicable to broader populations than those of the primary studies alone.
Reliability Our structured method and the choice of suitable tools increase the reliability of
our research. Nevertheless, we had to deviate from the guidelines by having a single researcher
apply the inclusion and exclusion criteria and perform the data analysis.
An exhaustive search is difficult to achieve in such a large field, and having a single person
perform it increases the chance of missing important studies. As a countermeasure, we used
a precompiled list of important publications of the field of interest, and erred on the side of
inclusiveness when selecting search results for further consideration.
To alleviate reliability problems, certain key steps were conducted twice by the author, with an
interval of several months between the repeats. While this does not ensure a high interrater re-
liability, it prevents carelessness mistakes and emphasizes ambiguous decision, which can be re-
considered in more detail. As a second mitigation strategy, the doctoral supervisor was included
in discussions of the study design, approved the methods used for the analysis and checked the
results for plausibility.
We conducted our work to the standards of good scientific practice. Beside the reliability and
validity factors discussed above, the work exhibits several strengths contributing to its quality.
Use of proven methodology Secondary research plays an important role in science, as it
helps consolidate existing findings to arrive at more robust conclusions. However, creating a good
methodology is not trivial, and the results are sensitive to methodological mistakes. We used
state of the art methods as described in a textbook [45], supplemented with further literature on
best practices in literature reviews and metaanalysis [112, 87]. This increases the validity of our
results.
Uniqueness To our knowledge, this is the first study which aims to capture all concepts re-
lated to satisfaction. The closest similar study we are aware of is Mahmood’s metaanalysis [143].
It only considers nine concepts, and it is based on studies published up to 1998, 16 years older
than our newest data. Our study allows a comparison between the different concepts and shows
which ones exhibit a consistently strong relationship to satisfaction over several varying measure-
ment studies. This information is useful for both researchers and practitioners in the satisfaction
measurement field, and it is not available from other sources.
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Reproducible research We chose methods and tools specifically created to allow repro-
ducible research. We documented our search and our data transformations and released our
dataset. The statistical analysis was conducted using an R script, which we also released. Thus
the analysis can be automatically repeated on this dataset or even on a new one. The textual re-
porting used knitr, a tool for automatic insertion of R expression in LaTeX code, which eliminates
the possibility for errors to occur when transcribing the results to the thesis.
4.5.4 Conclusions
We conducted this review in the context of choosing concepts for satisfaction measurement. The
results show that satisfaction measurement is very complex. It is impossible to suggest a small,
well-defined model to measure in all cases. Instead, practitioners need to make a decision about
the concepts to include in their measurement.
In many situations, using an existing instrument would be the right choice. These instruments are
validated and widely used, allowing some comparability of results. However, there are situation
where none of the existing instruments fits well enough. Then a pick-and-mix approach would be
a better option. In that approach, the measurement is made with a newly designed questionnaire.
The concepts in it are chosen according to the business needs and the measurement context in
the project.
The measuring of anticipated satisfaction is a case where no firm instrument exists. The method
we are developing for it employs a hybrid approach. In the next chapter we discover some con-
cepts which are especially important for the measurement of anticipated satisfaction, and our
method stipulates that these should be included in the questionnaire. They should be comple-
mented by the use of concepts more generally connected to any type of satisfaction, and these
have to be chosen from a suitable list, such as the one we developed in this chapter.
When choosing concepts for a questionnaire, it is useful to choose those which have a stronger
relationship to satisfaction. For our list, we conducted a metaanalysis of correlations coefficients
to provide the needed strength measure. However, we recommend to only use it as an addi-
tional criterion together with other considerations, not as the main basis for decisions. First, the
dataset only contained sufficient information for calculating an estimate for 26 concepts, and
the remaining ones cannot be ordered by this metric. Second, the estimates have a rather large
uncertainty, with the 95% confidence interval of two concepts frequently overlapping, which
means that the ordering based on the point estimates has a high likelihood of being wrong for a
randomly chosen pair of concepts. Third, the very high heterogeneity measures suggest that in a
given context measurement, the true value may be far off from the point estimate.
Despite these drawbacks, the estimate information is still useful for decision making. The more
distance there is between the estimate for two concepts, the more likely that ordering them by
estimate is correct – for example, a concept from the category strong is quite certain to perform
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better than a concept from medium, while for two concepts from medium, it is not sure that the
one with the higher point estimate will perform better in a measurement. This is why we suggest
to not discard the information, but use it together with other considerations. A combination
of research goals, high distinction between the selected concepts, and a strong relationship to
satisfaction will yield a balanced and useful questionnaire.
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This chapter describes a method for measuring anticipated satisfaction, based on the findings
in the previous chapters. It is written as a guideline for a person who wishes to utilize the
method to measure anticipated satisfaction. We call the application of the method a measurement
project, short for anticipated satisfaction measurement project. It is conducted in parallel with a
development project, short for software development project.
The method we describe uses a survey-based approach. It is derived from the generic guidelines
for surveys presented in Gray [73]. The three subsections of this chapter correspond to the three
method stages – preparing, conducting the survey and evaluating the results.
This chapter only describes the activities specific to the measurement method in detail. Other
activities which are common to all questionnaire-based methods, such as the distribution of ques-
tionnaires to participants, fall outside the scope of this dissertation. As requirements engineers
are not usually educated in methods for conducting surveys, they may need to acquire the basics
of that knowledge from other sources. Guidelines for planing and executing the basic stages of a
survey can be found in the relevant literature, for example [164].
5.1 Stage 1: Survey design and preliminary planning
This is an extensive stage. We have adapted the activities suggested by Gray and show the
process in a diagram in figure 5.1.
Research questions To ensure naming consistent with activity diagram naming conventions,
we renamed this as Formulate research questions. While we intend our method to be pri-
marily used outside of academia, surveys are still considered research when used in a
commercial context, as seen in terms like “marketing research”. Thus we kept the term
“research” as suggested by Gray.
Decide on information needed The “information needed” consists in our method of three
types of measurements (discrepancy, satisfaction and demographic measurements) and
three types of objects which are measured (individual features, data records and the whole
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Figure 5.1: Activity diagram for Prepare survey. Adapted from Gray [73]
system). There is no need to make a decision about the discrepancy measures. This is
because our model of anticipated satisfaction (developed in chapter 3) contains only three
discrepancy measures, and all of them are used in the questionnaire. The system is seen
as given in our measurement context, so it does not require any decision either. Thus, we
split this into the three subactivities Decide which data records to evaluate, Decide which
features to evaluate and Decide which measurements to use, containing both satisfaction and
demographic measurements.
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Review existing information on topic This activity is only necessary when designing a method
from scratch. It is not applicable to our method.
Examine resources Adopted as-is
Decide on preliminary analysis approach and sample Our method employs an interview
for the preliminary analysis. The activity is combined wiht the next one into Decide on pilot
sample.
Decide sample See above
Choose survey method The word method is used on a different granularity level in Gray
than in our research. It denotes the choice between interview, questionnaire, or other
approaches for data collection. Our method for measuring anticipated satisfaction employs
a questionnaire on this step, so the activity is omitted. The only decision is between using
an online questionnaire, a paper questionnaire, or both, and this is usually predetermined
by the target population’s availability and preferences.
Structure and wording Changed to comply with activity diagram naming conventions. The
new designation is Formulate questionnaire content.
Choose data processing method Again, the granularity of the term method is inconsistent
with our usage. For us, it is an approach. Our satisfaction measurement method describes
the data processing approach at length, so this step is not necessary.
Design questionnaire Adopted as-is.
In our experience, the process also requires an additional activity which has not been explicitly
mentioned in Gray’s list:
Identify stakeholders While the stakeholders of the development project are known, the
stakeholders in the measurement project will differ somewhat, although there will be an
overlap. We list the roles which are important to this project, and it is critical for the
measurement project’s success to identify the persons filling these roles.
Due to interdependencies of these activities, the list is roughly chronologically ordered. In prac-
tice, there will be some overlap such that activities are performed in parallel. There are also
likely to be some iteration loops, with earlier activities being revisited and their results updated.
5.1.1 Identify stakeholders
This activity should be performed at the very beginning, as it can influence subsequent activity,
including the activity of choosing a research question. It describes the roles of all participants in
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the measurement project.
The description in this chapter assumes an arbitrary number of persons in each role. In reality,
some roles will include multiple individuals (e.g. users), while others are likely to only have
one person within the measurement project, for example a single requirements engineer. For
grammatical simplicity, the terms for all roles will be used in plural only.
5.1.1.1 Requirements engineers
As described in the introduction chapter, we develop our method as a form of validation of
software requirements. This falls under the responsibilities of a requirements engineer, so in the
further text, we name the person who applies the method requirements engineer. This does not
have to be congruent to the person’s job description. It should be understood as a role within the
measurement project.
The requirements engineers have the central role in the measurement project. They do the bulk
of the work and are responsible for delivering the results.
5.1.1.2 Users
The research sample for the survey consists of prospective users of the measured software system.
Therefore, the participants in the survey are refered to as users.
The choice of participants is discussed in more detail in section 5.1.6.2.
5.1.1.3 Test users
Test users are the ones who participate in the pilot study. Ideally, they are a subset of the users.
If low user availability makes this not feasible, other participants can be recruited. Details on
their choice is described in section 5.1.6.
5.1.1.4 Recipients
This is an umbrella term for the intended recipients of the survey results. In a typical devel-
opment project, this will include the requirements engineers themselves, who may change the
requirements specification based on the survey results, the project managers, who need met-
rics to judge the success of the development project, as well as managers from the customers’
organisation, who wish a confirmation that the software system will fit their needs.
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The customers’ role in the software development project influences the choice of research ques-
tions and also of results representation. It is possible that the requirements engineers have to
prepare different result documents for different customer groups, e.g. a detailed report for a
product owner and a summary for a presentation in front of senior management.
5.1.1.5 Champions
The requirements engineers and the customers rarely have the authority over all resources
needed for a measurement project. The project can need the sponsorship of influential indi-
viduals who have the authority to assign resources to the measurement project and have the
experience and influence needed to champion the project in front of any relevant decision mak-
ers, e.g. the board of directors of the organization at which the users are employed.
Depending on the availability of resources, a champion may be or not be needed in a measure-
ment project.
5.1.1.6 Revisors
Research, especially research with human subjects, is frequently subject to a host of legal regula-
tions. There are bodies (e.g. committees) and officials who are responsible for verifying that all
projects adhere to these regulations. In this description, revisors is used as an umbrella term for
them. They can include for example the privacy officer and the human resources department of
an organization at which the users are employed, or an ethic commission board.
5.1.2 Formulate research questions
The method measures different variables connected to user satisfaction for different features of
the system. It is suitable for answering several different research questions.
The simplest case would be a summative usability study, which simply reports the level of satis-
faction measured for each feature. However, this is not very informative, since predicted satisfac-
tion is not an accurate prognosis of actual satisfaction. Also, we see no reason for a summative
usability study before the system has been implemented. Instead, we assume that our method
will be used for a formative usability study, and its results will inform decisions during the de-
velopment process.
Below is a list of topics which can be investigated with the method. The list is not exhaustive, it
just covers several broad issues which are worth investigating in a typical software development
project.
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Evaluation of individual features Does a feature seem problematic to the users, or will they
be satisfied with it?
A/B test of features Because the method scales to a large amount of users, it’s possible to
make variations describing different ways of implementing a feature and compare the re-
sults for them
Problemmagnitude Sometimes, due to a tradeoff between different stakeholders’ constraints,
a requirements specification will contain features which are not user-friendly, or which
serve one group of users but impede another. The information gathered in the survey can
serve as a prediction of the magnitude of the negative effect of a planned feature known to
be unpopular.
The choice of a research question will influence the further preparations, especially the choice
of features to be covered in the questionnaire. It is possible to answer multiple research ques-
tions with a single survey. This will depend on the nature of the questions, and the resource
constraints, especially the number of users available and the number of survey questions which
can be included in a questionnaire, as discussed in section 5.1.4. More details on the choice of
features to evaluate are given in the next section.
The recipients should be involved in choosing the research questions. As a minimum, they should
approve the questions created by the usability researchers.
5.1.3 Decide which features to evaluate
The length of the questionnaire restricts not only the number of concepts which can be mea-
sured, but also the number of features which can be evaluated with these measurements. The
requirements engineers and the recipients have to create a list of features to be included in the
survey.
As with measurement concepts, the choice of features will be determined by the largest possible
contribution for the survey’s goals. In our own applications of the method, we found following
types of features to produce useful results:
Uncommon features These are innovative or highly specialized features which are rarely seen
in other software systems. As a feature shared with other products cannot represent a
competitive advantage, the unique features of the system play an important role in product
success. They are also difficult to design well, as there are not many known examples of
good implementations. It is less certain how users will react to them. Getting user feedback
on this type of feature is more informative than getting user feedback on a very common
feature such as “print a document”. There is also a restriction here: such features are
harder for users to imagine and can deliver less accurate results. If the feature’s complexity
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does not permit to describe it well in the limited space available in the questionnaire, it is
not a good candidate even if it is considered important for product success.
Focal points of conﬂicting viewpoints The constraints and stakeholder goals in a develop-
ment project can be in conflict with each other. A classic example is the conflict between
security and usability goals, where users desire simple interfaces but are frequently re-
quired to comply with cumbersome security measures. Measuring the satisfaction with
such a feature will indicate whether users are willing to accept the chosen tradeoff.
Good enough features Sometimes, the optimal way to design a feature is known but expen-
sive to implement, so the system designers decide to specify a suboptimal version. A mea-
surement of this feature can deliver evidence that the feature is or is not good enough as
planned.
User-oriented features not proposed by users Requirements are elicited from different sources.
It can happen that a source other than the users themselves proposes the inclusion of a fea-
ture whose sole purpose is to benefit the users. The measurement of anticipated satisfaction
can be used to verify that such a feature is indeed desired by the users.
5.1.3.1 Decide which data records to evaluate
Beside questions on system functionality (represented as features), the questionnaire will contain
questions on information (represented as data records). Anticipated satisfaction measurements
pertaining to the information entity in the ASMA model are based on descriptions of data records
provided in the questionnaire.
The types of data records to include in the questionnaire depends on the focus of the survey and
the system under evaluation. If the recipients are certain that the data structure chosen is ideal
for the users’ needs (for example because the process in which this data is used is well established
and such records have been in use for a long time), this part can be skipped altogether. If data
records are included, there are likely to be fewer data records than features. For example, in our
RefsQ study described in chapter 3.1 we evaluated a system for managing expenses. We had a
single data record - the receipt received when incurring some expense - and 16 features.
5.1.4 Decide which measurements to use
5.1.4.1 Discrepancy measurements
The use of the method described here alreay predetermines the information which will be gath-
ered: it will be information on anticipated satisfaction. Chapter 3 lists the concepts we found
to be relevant for measurements of anticipated satisfaction in particular. The ones which can
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be measured pre-exposure are perceived understanding, familiarity and emotional attachment.
These concepts, which have consequences on the prediction’s reliability, should be present in the
questionnaire.
5.1.4.2 Satisfaction measurements
In our early studies described in chapter 3, we used a single concept to represent the set of
satisfaction-related concepts. This choice was made to allow for more efficient research. For the
actual method application, we recommend measuring multiple satisfaction-related concepts, in
order to gain better understanding of the potential sources of (dis-)satisfaction.
We created a list of such 80 concepts from a systematic literature review, as described in chap-
ter 4. Because the length of the questionnaire should be limited as to not overwhelm the partici-
pants, it is not feasible to use the full list. The requirements engineers have to select a subset of
these concepts best suited to addressing most important issues in their development project.
The first consideration is to achieve a broad coverage of all satisfaction related concepts. Our
recommendation is to choose a list of concepts such that all categories of the ASMA model are
represented, as a good compromise between coverage and length. This is not a hard requirement.
The list can be made shorter if the recipients find an incomplete coverage acceptable, or if they
are interested in exploring a certain category in depth.
The second consideration is to obtain the most interesting information with a questionnaire of
limited length. “Most interesting” will differ between development projects and will be deter-
mined by the research questions pursued with the measurement project as well as additional
information available in the project. For example, if it is known that at least some potential users
view a specific feature as “useless” (this information could have been noted during interviews
with key users conducted for the purpose of requirements elicitation), the questionnaire could
measure the concept of usefulness for this feature, in order to discover how prevalent the attitude
is among a broader sample of users.
Everything else being equal, we recommend choosing concepts which exhibit a stronger relation-
ship to satisfaction. Our metaanalysis reported in chapter 4 provides an estimate for relationship
strength for the most commonly used concepts we found. Appendix A provides these estimates,
as well as forest plots of the raw findings for each of the remaining concepts. We suggest that
the requirements engineers consult this data when making a choice of concepts for the question-
naire. However, this estimate is not suited as the only criterion to choose concepts, as discussed
in chapter 4.5.4.
As the questionnaire gathers information both on the level of the whole system and on the level
of individual features, it is possible to tailor the selected concepts such that some of them are
only applied to some of the features, while others can be applied to the whole system only.
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5.1.4.3 Demographic measurements
Aside from the questions intended for measuring anticipated satisfaction, the requirements en-
gineers can add demographic questions. These questions have two uses. First, the requirements
engineers might wish to verify that the users who participate in the study are indeed part of
the target population. Second, depending on the exact research question, it may be necessary
to establish anticipated satisfaction within different segments of the target population. In this
case, demographic questions are used to determine which segment the user falls in. Example for
concepts measured with demographic questions would be the age or job title.
5.1.5 Examine resources
The reseources needed for the measurement project are similar to the resources needed in any
survey method. For example, the requirements engineers need tools for creating the question-
naire, for storing the data, for statistical evaluation, for creating and maintaing the project doc-
umentation, etc. These are not described in detail here.
In our studies, the most frequent bottlenecks were access to users and the availability of feature
descriptions. As the measurement project’s target population is defined as the people who will
use the system under evaluation, it is rarely possible to draw a sample from the general public.
If the system is intended to be sold off the shelf, the potential users have to be identified. They
do not have any comittment to the project and will rarely respond to the survey without good
incentives. For bespoke systems, the future users are the employees of the organisation which
orders the system. In this case, there are likely to be bureaucratic hurdles to conducting a survey
among all employees.
The availability of feature descriptions was our second most problematic resource. Development
projects employ a wide variety of approaches for requirements documentation. Sometimes, there
are no written requirements available, or they do not contain a list of features which can be used
in a questionnaire. In this case, a list has to be created specifically for the measurement project,
as described in section 5.1.7.6.
5.1.6 Decide on samples
As the requirements engineers are not designing their method from scratch, the preliminary
analysis does not need to be as extensive as in other survey projects. However, as there is no
standardized questionnaire to use, we still recommend that they run a small pilot study to verify
that the questionnaire can be answered as intended and that it isn’t confusing users.
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5.1.6.1 Pilot sample
In our own studies, we typically use 4-5 people to answer the questionnaire in the pilot stage. As
the resulting questionnaires proved to be adequate for their purpose, we regard this number as
sufficient. Ideally, they would be drawn from the target population. If this is not possible, they
should share as much of the domain experience of the target population as possible. Also, it is
important that they are not members of the development project. The reason is that a shared
vocabulary usually evolves within a development project, which will be understandable to its
members but cryptic to outsiders. While it is valuable to gather feedback from team members
too, it is necessary to test the questionnaire on persons not accustomed to the internal vocabulary.
We instruct the participants of the pilot study to not only answer the questionnaire, but also to
record any mistakes they found and to point out any formulations they found confusing. They
also document the total time they needed, and give any other feedback they feel necessary. A
short interview proved the easiest method for this. With a low number of pilot participants, it is
feasible to interview all of them in person.
The pilot study usually results in improvements to the questionnaire. The data points are not
sufficient for a preliminary evaluation. Such an evaluation can be done in order to test the
tools prepared for it and the process involved, but the final numbers cannot be used to draw
conclusions for the result of the larger study.
5.1.6.2 Decide sample
The decision on a sample requires three elements: A well-defined target population, a sample
size and a sampling frame.
The target population in the method for measuring anticipated satisfaction consists of the users
of the system under evaluation. Whether all users are equally relevant or only a segment of them
depends on the exact research question.
The choice of sample size and sampling frame are not specific to our method and can be handled
according to generic questionnaire construction guidelines.
5.1.7 Formulate questions
After the usability researchers have decided on the concepts to be measured in the survey, they
have to operationalize them by creating a questionnaire with concrete questions. The question-
naire used for our method consists of following parts:
1. Introduction
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2. Questions about user stable properties and demographic questions
3. Questions about data records, including data record representations
4. Questions about individual features, including feature descriptions
5. Questions about the system as a whole
6. Invitation for feedback and concluding words
This section describes how to construct each part of the questionnaire. For the accuracy-related
concepts we developed in chapter 3, we suggest a standard wording we used throughout our
studies. The satisfaction measuring concepts from the literature review do not have a standard
operationalization, and we have not tested all of them. We suggest some rules for construct-
ing questions for them below. We also provide questionnaires we used in our own studies in
Appendix A, which can be used as an example for question wording.
Table 5.1 gives a quick overview over the content of each part of the questionnaire.
Part
num-
ber
Evaluated object Measurements to use
1 – No measurements, just information to introduce the users
to the study
2 User Demographics, ASMA user stable properties
3 Data records ASMA information stable properties, ASMA information
mutable properties, ASMA information appraisal
4 Individual features ASMA system stable properties, ASMA system appraisal,
ASMA user mutable properties
5 Whole system ASMA system stable properties, ASMA system appraisal,
ASMA user mutable properties, ASMA context stable prop-
erties, ASMA context mutable properties
6 Anything related to
the study
Open question only
Table 5.1: Questionnaire structure
5.1.7.1 Question wording
We have not developed a standardized questionnaire for measuring anticipated satisfaction. In-
stead, we suggest a flexible approach, in which the requirements engineers measure the concepts
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Concept Question
about
Wording Scale anchors
Perceived
understand-
ability
Features My conception of the way
this feature will be imple-
mented is
Clear Vague Non-
existent
Familiarity System Have you worked with
other <type of system>
before? If yes, please en-
ter the name in the com-
ment field.
Offers a choice between “Yes”
and “No” and has a small free
text field labelled “comment”
Emotion System How do you feel about the
system?
Like Be
indif-
ferent
Dislike
Table 5.2: Questions for the three discrepancy measurements. We use a 5 point scale, but only
the two end points and the middle point are labelled. <name of data record> is a
placeholder to be replaced with the name used in a description of the data record.
<type of system> is a placeholder describing the evaluated system in a way users will
understand, such as “e-mail client” or “expenses management system”.
best suited to their goals. This causes the issue of choosing a formulation with which to measure
the variable representing each concept 1.
We propose three approaches to arrive at such a formulation. In later subsections, we suggest
approaches to choose for which part of the questionnaire.
Use our formulation We recommend this primarily for the three discrepancy measures, whose
use we have validated in multiple studies. The requirements engineers can also look up the
exact formulation we used for satisfaction measurements in our questionnaires and adopt
it. As we used direct questions for this purpose, this will likely produce very similar results
to asking a direct quesiton.
The questions we use for discrepancy measures are listed in table 5.2.
Ask a direct question This is our recommendation for the satisfaction measurement ques-
tions. When a variable is chosen, the requirements engineers can use its name to form
a question. For example, for the variable of precision we used the formulation
Is the animal line fact sheet at the beginning of the page a precise description of
an animal line?
where an animal line fact sheet is a type of data record processed by the system and printed
above the question, and an animal line is a domain specific term well known to the users.
1For an explanation of our usage of the terms concept and variable, see section 2.3.
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Use formulation from literature The variables we suggest for satisfaction measurement come
from existing literature. As one of our inclusion criteria for the literature review was that
a study should contain an empirical validation for its idealized model, all studies in our
review have measured the variables extracted from their models. In many of the articles
we collected, the exact formulation used for each variable is given. If not available, this
formulation should be obtainable e.g. by contacting the authors of the study.
Two issues have to be considered when choosing this approach. First, the operationaliza-
tions of the concepts into variables are not standardized. Different studies measure them
using different question formulations. As a result, it is not really possible to choose one
“correct” way to measure a variable from the literature. Second, a concept can frequently
be measured using multiple questions. This is a sound approach, but it increases the ques-
tionnaire length. It also needs more extensive validation to prove that the questions are
indeed measuring the underlying concept.
Appendix A gives a detailed list of all concepts we found in the literature study. Among
other information, it also references all studies which measure a variable for a given con-
cept. This can be used as a starting point to finding existing formulations.
5.1.7.2 Answer options wording
The scalability of our method is achieved through the use of closed questions. The usability
researchers have to provide answer options along with the questions. We recommend using a
single type of answer scale for all accuracy and satisfaction measurements to ensure consistency.
Exceptions can be made where the question cannot be formulated in a way that the suggested
scale type makes sense.
The scale we use in our own research is a five point symmetric scale. We anchor the two end
points such that the rightmost one indicates that the variable is true for the object measured in
the question (e.g. a feature) and the leftmost indicates that the opposite of the variable is true.
For example, for the question on usefulness
How useful will the system be for your work?
we used the rightmost point Very useful and the leftmost point Not useful.
We intentionally choose to use a scale with an odd number of items. We feel that a neutral
measurement is valid for the type of variables our questionnaire measures. Forcing the users
to always choose a positive or negative measurement on an even-numbered scale is easier to
interpret, but hides the true values of the data when participants have no positive or negative
preference. We also label the middle option to make it more clear how it relates to the endpoints
of the scale. In the question on usefulness, we used the midpoint label Somewhat useful. When
there is no obvious neutral word to label the middle choice, we frequently use the formulation
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somewhat, followed by the positive end of the scale.
Typical scale lengths in usability questionnaires are 5 and 7 point scales. While some criticism
exists on the shorter lengths [64], we chose to use 5 point scales in order to reduce the cognitive
load per question, as the questionnaire as a whole is quite long. We did not observe interpolations
in our paper based questionnaires.
For typographic and linguistic reasons, we do not label points between the middle and the two
ends of the scale. We did not observe any problems resulting from this choice.
The requirements engineers can choose to use a different type of answer scales, such as even
numbered scales or Likert scales. However, we have only validated the type of scale described
here.
5.1.7.3 Content of the part Introduction
This is a short text at the beginning of the questionnaire. Its purpose is to inform the users of
the purpose of the survey, and to give details pertinent to the survey organisation, e.g. how
to contact the requirements engineers if they have questions. The content is not specific to the
method, and so it can be written according to standard guidelines [73], [164], [177].
5.1.7.4 Content of the part Questions about user stable properties and demographic
questions
As explained in section 5.1.4, the questionnaire can include demographic questions. This is a
type of question used in many surveys, and somewhat expected for the users. In interviews
following pilot studies, our test users commented that putting these questions first is preferable
to them, as the familiarity of the questions helps them ease into the tasks, and also they like to
get over what they see as a “preliminary” before they come to the questions specific to the study.
The answer options for the demographic questions will be predetermined by their purpose. For
example, if the goal of the question is segmenting the target population by age, there answers
have to describe age ranges. A job title question might need a free-text answering field, or list
the job titles which constitute the target population. Therefore, the answer structure cannot be
made consistent with the answering schema of the satisfaction measuring questions, which is
described in the next subsection. Our test users did not report this inconsistency as an obstacle.
We also recommend adding any measurements of the category user stable properties in this part
of the questionnaire. The reason is that demographic variables are also user stable properties,
so they naturally fit together, creating a cohesive questionnaire part which can be answered at
once, before the user moves on to a description of the system in the second part.
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5.1.7.5 Content of the part Questions about data records
The functionality of the system consists of operations done on the data. As a consequence, the
feature descriptions frequently contain references to data records. The relevant data records can
be represented in a questionnaire in a much more concrete way than features, so placing the part
on data records first allows the user to build a better understanding. For that purpose, the data
questions make up the second part of the questionnaire, directly after the system-independent
questions of user stable properties and demographics.
Before the description of data record begins, the users have to be given some information on the
system as a whole. Else they are lacking context and their understanding is diminished. The
part should begin with a short introduction of the system. It should explain which of the users’
tasks will be supported by the system, and how the system will be integrated in the users’ work
process. This introduction should be targeted at the sample population’s domain knowledge, and
kept as short as possible. We also found that test users feel reassured when they are instructed
to answer the following questions to the best of their understanding, even though they have not
seen the system, and so we recommend including such a notice below the system introduction.
The remainder of this part is a list of data records with questions about each data record. This re-
quires the usability researcher to formulate three types of artefact: a data record representation,
a question (one for each variable being measured), and an answer scale.
Data record representation The purpose of the questionnaire is to evaluate the content
of the information independently of the final layout and graphic design which will be used in
the system. To achieve this, the questionnaire uses either list of data fields and example values
presented in tabular form, or a low-fidelity mockup reduced to only data fields, without buttons
or other interactive elements beside fields for data entry.
We found that providing example data enhances the users’ understanding. The test users reacted
best to example data describing a complete real-life entity, as opposed to a record filled with
artificially devised test data.
If the system processes user-generated information, the data record representation should indi-
cate which fields are to be filled by the user and which are already available or calculated by the
system.
Questions of the information category can relate to the record as a whole, or require an answer
for each of the fields. This depends on the knowledge desired by the customers. If an answer is
required for each field, it is recommended to add a clear numbering to each field, which can be
referenced in a question’s answer matrix.
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Questions We do not use the three standard discrepancy questions for data records, for fol-
lowing reasons:
Perceived understandability This is necessary in features, where we want to know if the
users have understood the description sufficiently to imagine the features. Examples of
the data records exist before the system has been developed and can be reproduced in the
questionnaire, thus no imagination is required. Instead, we measure the actual understand-
ability of data. We use a direct question for that.
Familiarity In the studies we conducted, we already knew how familiar the users are with the
data records, and measuring it would not have brought any new information. For example,
in the measurement of the expense application, we assumed that everyone is familiar with
a receipt. In the measurement of the application for tumor models, we knew that we are
using a novel format, and that no user will ever have encountered it.
If the requirements engineers are not aware of how familiar the users are with the data
records used, and especially if they suspect that there is large variation between users,
they can include a familiarity question analogous to the familiarity question for features.
Emotion In our experience, people can have strong emotions about whole systems, as evi-
denced by e.g. flame wars on Internet discussion forums. We have no evidence that people
experience such strong emotions about the structure of a data record. Thus we feel that
such a question is unnecessary in this part of the questionnaire.
From the satisfaction measurement questions, we use questions describing the information en-
tity. In our own studies, we used a single direct question per variable. However, the variables
from the information-related categories are known to have validated operationalizations, for ex-
ample instruments based on the popular Doll-Torkzadeh model [55]. If a variable is especially
important to the customers, it can be measured with one of these operationalizations instead.
5.1.7.6 Content of the part Questions about individual features
Feature description As reported in chapter 3, the exact format of a feature description does
not influence the understandability of the questionnaire or the result of the satisfaction measure-
ment, at least for the three formats we tested (user tasks, user stories and sentence templates).
We assume that in a development project, some form of requirements specification exists, and
that it contains a list of features. Our recommendation is to use the feature description from this
specification.
Alternatively, the requirements engineers can write new feature descriptions specifically for the
questionnaire. This option consumes more resources and lengthens the preparation time, but it
may result in descriptions better suited for the purposes of the questionnaire. We recommend it
if the existing descriptions are found to have insufficient information, to not be understandable
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when taken out of the context of the specification document, or to be too lengthy for inclusion
in the questionnaire. It is also the only available approach if there are no descriptions available.
Feature descriptions can be written on different levels of granularity. In our studies, we started
from a requirements specification in the form of user tasks as described by Lauesen [123]. We
regarded each solution to a subtask as a feature. This led to features which the user perceives as
distinct system functions, for example printing a report. The method has not been validated for
other levels of granularity.
Questions For each feature, the questionnaire should contain a question on perceived under-
standing. We did not elicit data on emotion and familiarity in our studies, but from the free text
feedback we concluded that users can certainly show emotions about a single feature, not just
about the whole system. It is also possible that they are not very familiar with a system as a
whole, but are familiar with individual features which they have used in other system types. So,
if the questionnaire length permits it, taking these measurements could improve the data quality.
These three discrepancy measures can be measured with the questions we formulated for them,
as described in section 5.1.7.1.
The satisfaction measurements for the features are chosen from the concepts describing the
categories system stable properties, system appraisal and user mutable properties in ASMA, where
the two system categories contain concepts referring directly to the system, such as complexity,
and the user related concepts usually describe some part of the user’s cognitive or affective state
which will change in response to the interaction with the system, such as enjoyment. They can be
best measured with direct questions, but choosing questions from the literature is also an option.
5.1.7.7 Content of the part Questions about the system as a whole
We elicit all three discrepancy measures for the whole system, since each of them has an effect
on the outcome. Examples can be found in the questionnaire texts in Appendix B.
The satisfaction measurement variables for the system cover the same categories as the variables
for the individual features. Additionally, questions about the context entity can be included here.
We do not envision many research questions which justify the elicitation of context measure-
ments, so we have not used them in our own questionnaires.
5.1.7.8 Content of the part Invitation for feedback
The questionnaire concludes with an invitation for feedback, pointing out that we welcome any
kind of comments on the system, the study itself, and others. Many users choose to not fill
anything into that field, but the few comments which come back frequently contain valuable
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information which can be used for improvements in the system or in the organization of future
surveys.
Our test users had a positive reaction to this field, remarking that it promotes a positive attitude
towards the measurement project and by extension towards the development project.
5.1.7.9 Questionnaire length
The questionnaire length is restricted by the time users can invest in answering it.
In the simplest case, the users are willing to fill out a questionnaire of any length. Then the limit
is caused by their ability of sustaining focused attention on the task without reduction in perfor-
mance. From our experience, we see 90 minutes as the absolute upper limit of questionnaire fill
out duration, but recommend much shorter times if possible. The questionnaire design literature
suggests that significant fatigue sets in after 30 minutes, but that drop our rate is also dependent
on questionnaire quality besides length [23].
In reality, the availability of users frequently depends on the questionnaire length. If the users
are professionals compensated for their time at market rates, long questionnaires make the mea-
surement project prohibitively expensive. If the users volunteer their time, the response rate is
inversely correlated with questionnaire length. The requirements engineers have to take into
account the expected response rate, the size of the participant pool from which they can draw
users, as well as other constraints of organisation in order to decide on an acceptable length of
the questionnaire, represented as the average time users need to fill it out.
Once the time frame for filling out has been chosen, the requirements engineers can use it to
approximate the number of questions they can include. In our studies, respondents needed
between 20 and 60 seconds per question. Our questionnaire uses multiple similarly structured
questions, often repeating the same question for different features or data records, thus making
individual questions quick to process.
Estimating the exact length of a questionnaire is difficult. It is necessary to record the time the
test users need in the pilot study, or at least to tell them the targeted duration interval and ask
them to record if they fell within it. This information can be used to make a final questions
selection for the actual study.
5.1.8 Design questionnaire
After the questionnaire content has been created as described in section 5.1.7, the design activity
is a purely typesetting task. Its details fall outside of the scope of this thesis.
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5.2 Stage 2: Conduct survey
Conducting the survey has three steps – piloting the questionnaire, amending it based on the
insights from the pilot, then moving on to the actual survey. Figure 5.2 depicts the process as an
activity diagram.
Figure 5.2: Activity diagram for Conduct survey. Adapted from Gray [73]
The piloting step is mainly intended to test the questionnaire’s suitability. While we described the
building blocks of the questionnaire in the previous section, our method gives the requirements
engineers the flexibility to choose and combine them in the ways best suited for the measurement
project. The feature descriptions are always project-specific.
For the testing of the questionnaire, a small number of testers (3-5 people) is asked to fill it in
under realistic conditions. Their task is to note down anything they see as problematic with the
questionnaire, such as ambiguous formulations. They are also asked to keep track of the time
they need for each part of the questionnaire. Afterwards, the requirements engineers should have
a short unstructured interview with the goal to find out how the testers felt about the question-
naire and whether they have major critique. The requirements engineers should pay attention
to the scores chosen for perceived understanding, and discuss with the tester what formulation
might lead to better understanding. This is standard procedure for piloting a study, as described
in Gray [73]
In the next step, the requirements engineers amend the questionnaire. They use the information
gathered during the test to change the formulations for better clarity, and to adjust the volume
of the questionnaire such that the questionnaire can be filled in the allotted time.
The test and amendment step are then repeated. This iterative process continues, ideally until
the requirements engineers feel satisfied with the questionnaire quality. There is no objective
measure for this, as it depends on the requirements engineers’ expertise. In practice, the available
resources (access to testers, project deadlines) are likely to be the limiting factor on the number
of iterations. When the questionnaire has produced good results, Gray suggests a last test with a
large number of testers (20-40 participants). This step is not feasible in small surveys with access
to a limited number of participants for the main survey.
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The testers chosen for the pilot phase should be drawn from the final participant population.
They should not be key users who have been actively involved in defining the requirements
specification, or other members of the development team, because they are too well acquainted
with the specification and their levels of understanding are not representative for the target
population.
Gray suggests to also pay special attention to subgroups. If the questionnaire answers differ
between testers representing different groups of users, the sampling frame for the main survey
may be rethought such that sufficient users are represented from each of these groups.
Any other preparations (e.g. logistic concerns) should also be finalized during that phase. After
that, the data gathering step can be carried out. Nothing in these steps is specific to our method,
so we do not describe the details here. They can be conducted as suggested by generic survey
literature, for example in [164].
5.3 Stage 3: Evaluate results
In the final phase of the survey, the requirements engineers evaluate the results and document
them. The three steps needed for that are prepare data, analyse data and write final report, as
represented in the activity diagram in figure 5.3. In this section, we describe the first two steps,
preparing and analysing the data. Creating a report from the results is not specific to our method,
and we do not describe it in detail.
Figure 5.3: Activity diagram for Evaluate results. Adapted from Gray [73]
5.3.1 Prepare data
The information gathered through the questionnaire is at first available as crossed boxes on a
printed answer scale, or an equivalent electronic representation. To make it suitable for evalua-
tion, the requirements engineers should transcribe it in a single tabular data structure, as shown
in table 5.3.
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ParticipantID Participant
Group
Variable SubjectID Answer Nu-
meric
AnswerString
1 novice user usefulness F1 1 1 - very use-
ful
... ... ... ... ... ...
Table 5.3: Suggested format for the data collected from the survey.
Each answer is entered on its own row. The meaning of the columns is:
• The first column is a unique identifier of the participant. Names should be avoided in favor
of pseudonymization for ethical reasons.
• This column is needed for later subgroup analysis. It represents a segment from the target
population to which the participant belongs. If no subgroup analysis is desired, it can be
skipped. Alternatively, there can be multiple such columns, if the requirements engineers
plan to use different categorizations of the users.
• The second is the name of the variable being measured with the question, which we as-
sume to be unique within the study. "Unique" in this context means that there are no two
questions on the same feature that measure the same variable.
• The third is a unique identifier for the subject being measured, which can be a feature, a
data record, or the system itself. The combination of a variable and a subject is sufficient to
identify each instance in which a given question appears in the questionnaire. Although not
technically necessary, we recommend that the subject ID encodes the type of the subject,
e.g. by containing the letter F for feature, D for data and S for the system, as this makes
the analysis easier.
• The column AnswerString has the name of the chosen answer option on the ordinal answer
scale. We suggest that it is prefixed with the number of the option on the scale, because this
allows the analysis software to automatically order the options correctly, and also because
our scales do not use labels for all options. This value is the one primarily used in the
analysis, since it reflects the correct level of measurement.
• For some of the summarizing results discussed in section 5.3.2, the answers are assumed
to approximate interval data. For calculating the results, they have to be represented in
a numeric format, not a textual one. Therefore, we recommend having a column with a
numeric representation of the answer added to the table, which we call AnswerNumeric in
the example.
From the example row shown in the table, we can learn that the participant with pseudonymous
ID 1 answered a question which asked about the usefulness of a feature labelled F1 with the first
option of the answer scale, corresponding to the label "very useful".
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5.3.2 Analyse data
After the data has been collected and structured, the next step is to analyse it. The goal of this
step is to answer the research questions, which are study-specific. In this section, we give a
basic suggestion for interpreting the answers, and then show how this can be applied to aggre-
gated data. The requirements engineers can then choose the aggregation criteria such that the
evaluation is suitable for answering their research questions.
5.3.2.1 Interpreting the answers for a single questionnaire item
The most basic information that can be found from the data is the level of a given variable for
a given subject. The formally correct summary statistic for ordinal data is the median, how-
ever with only five scale options it is not very informative. For a good understanding of the
participants’ opinion of the feature, we recommend visual inspection of the answer distribution.
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Figure 5.4: Evaluating a feature by answer distributions
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In satisfaction measurement, the typical distribution is unimodal, with a peak in the positive
side of the scale. Because of this strong positivity rating bias, a distribution with a mode around
the neutral option describes a bad feature, a mode above the neutral option describes a good
feature, and a monotonically increasing distribution with a mode in the highest option describes
an excellent feature [153]. These three possibilities are depicted in the first three panels of
figure 5.4. We also consider cases with a mode below the neutral position to be “bad”.
In our studies, we sometimes see a U-shaped distribution, as shown in the fourth panel of fig-
ure 5.4. It has many answers on the positive and negative side, and less in the middle. We call
this a polarizing feature. It shows that part of the users are very happy with the feature, while
others are strongly against it. In this case, we suggest that the requirements engineers also look
at the demographic data of the users who chose the best and worst options, and see if there is
some difference between them. This can be an important tool for recognizing conflict within the
user base.
If the distribution does not fit one of those patterns, for example by being closer to an equal
distribution than any of the above (such as the last panel in figure 5.4), we cannot give more
guidance for interpretation without knowing the context. It is possible that it is caused by a
mixed form of the above cases, or that the participants are confused and either choosing answers
at random, or choosing them in accordance with one of multiple possible interpretations. If an
unusual distribution appears, it cannot be evaluated with the available results. We recommend
reexamining the clarity of the question and discussing the values with that variable in person
with key users, to better understand what motivates their attitude to it.
5.3.2.2 Numeric scores of satisfaction
There is a long-standing debate on whether it is permissible to calculate numeric scores for
satisfaction variables. The usual method employed is to calculate the arithmetic mean of the
answers to a given question. This calculation is widespread in practice [179], and is very popular
with stakeholders, but there are strong arguments against using it.
The main appeal of using a numeric score is that the requirements engineers and the study’s
result recipients are well versed in working with numbers. The requirements engineers have the
knowledge and the tools to represent them nicely. The study recipients can effortlessly perform
mental operations such as comparing two scores, or follow the change in a score over time.
The understanding and handling of a single number per variable only requires skills which are
commonly taught in early school years, and it always provides an answer to some of the most
common questions of result recipients, such as “Is feature A better than feature B”.
In comparison, understanding and interpreting distributions on ordinal scales requires knowl-
edge which is generally taught in tertiary education, and so the results recipients are less likely
to be skilled at such interpretation. Also, the results exhibit less precision, and do not always
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offer a clear-cut answer to some questions. If feature A and feature B are both seen as “good”, it
is difficult to determine if one is better than the other.
We find however that the desirable properties of numeric scores are misleading in the case of
satisfaction measurements. First, they do not correspond to something that exists in the real
world. The reason why satisfaction and its related concepts are measured with ordinal scales is
that there is no physical property which can be measured in known units. The people responding
to the questionnaire items think in terms of “I am very satisfied with this feature”, not “I am 4.4
satisfied with this feature”. When turning the ordinal measurements into a number, the meaning
of that number is unclear.
A second problem is that an arithmetic mean calculation assumes at least interval data, that is,
it assumes that the distance between each number is equal. There is no evidence that this is
correct with satisfaction data. Instead, the different use of low and high scores suggests that
the relationship is far from linear, which makes the arithmetic mean misleading – for example, a
score of 3.5 does not mean that the feature’s satisfaction is halfway between 3.0 and 4.0.
Third, the higher precision of a numeric score is spurious. There is evidence that study partic-
ipants faced with 9 or more points on a scale have difficulty choosing an answer [153, 177].
The arithmetic mean of the answers of a 5-point scale suggests much higher precision, even if
rounded to a single digit after the decimal point. So, if feature A has a score of 4.4 and feature
B has a score of 4.2, the result recipients are likely to think that users are more satisfied with
feature A than with B, while the users cannot tell the difference. Thus numeric scores can lead
to false conclusions.
Because of these problems, we find that the use of numeric scores is misleading. The supposed
easy understanding is likely to lead to overconfidence and wrong conclusions. In our work, we
do not use them, and report the work on an ordinal scale.
5.3.2.3 Answering the research questions
Depending on the research question of the study, there are multiple options for the evaluation
of the data. Here we present some approaches which correspond to the research questions
suggested in section 5.1.2.
A/B test The first typical research question is to conduct an A/B test. In this case, there are only
two features (actually feature variants) to be compared, and a high level of detail is desirable.
Thus we suggest to represent the distribution of the answers for each variable for both features
side-by-side. This representation, known as small multiples [178], allows good judgement when
observing the variable levels for two subjects.
The comparison is done by comparing the distributions. If, in a given variable, the two features
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Figure 5.5: Comparing the results of two features, F1 and F2, for three variables A, B and C
have different modes, the feature with the mode at a higher option is better liked. If they have
the same mode, then the distribution with the heavier right tail suggests better satisfaction.
This comparison method is illustrated in figure 5.5. It represents three fictional pairs of answer
distributions for different features, assuming that positive answers are on the right side of the
scale. In the examples in the image, for variable A, feature F1 is better than F2, because its mode
is farther to the right. Distribution F2-A and F2-B both have the mode in the central position,
but distribution F2-B has more answers to the right of the mode while F1-B has more answers to
the left of the mode. This lets us conclude that feature 2 has better results for variable B. For the
last pair, F3-A and F3-B, it is impossible to recognize a clear superiority of one feature over the
other, so the comparison does not yield a conclusive result.
Problemmagnitude of unpopular features This analysis is done for features suspected to
be unpopular. It again uses the small multiples representation, but does not go to the detail level
of comparing the distributions of each variable. Instead, an evaluation is created for each vari-
able, as described in 5.3.2.1, and the results are plotted in one subgraph of the small multiples.
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Figure 5.6: Analyzing the results for an unpopular feature F1
Then the procedure is repeated for the aggregated data over all subjects, for each of the variables
measured for the analyzed feature.
An example is shown in figure 5.6. The feature F1 is low in comfort and credibility, and excellent
in accessibility and responsiveness. This is very different from the overall pattern in the compar-
ison chart. This difference is a sign that there is a real effect and not just a pattern typical for the
dataset as a whole. On the whole, there are fewer good and excellent ratings of F1 than in the
overall dataset, so the feature is indeed not as popular as others. The variables with low ratings
give a good place to start searching for the cause of this issue, or for developing a solution to the
problem.
In this example, there are no polarizing features. However, they are likely to occur with unpop-
ular features, so we suggest being especially aware of them. Frequently the team may already
have an intuition that a feature is unpopular with a particular role, for example with expert
users. In this case, the analysis can be repeated for the participant subgroup defined by this role,
using information from the preliminary questions to filter the answers.
If the feature is expected to be popular with some stakeholder groups, but not others, we sug-
gest to inspect the answer distributions separated into these groups. This can be done on the
level of individual variables, or aggregated across all variables. An illustration of this compar-
ison is shown in figure 5.7. In this fictional example, the users like the feature more than the
administrators.
Finding problematic features For finding problematic features, we use a two-step process.
First, we have to identify the features with the worst distribution. To do this, we make a com-
parison similar to the one done for the A/B test, but using data which has been aggregated by
feature, across all variables. This gives us one distribution per feature, and the height of each
bar is equal to the sum of answers at that level for all variables.
These distributions can be then compared and the features with the worst distributions can be
chosen for further consideration. The detail analysis is the same as the features preselected by the
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Figure 5.7: Comparing stakeholder subgroups
stakeholders in the problem magnitude of unpopular features section above. The features whose
distribution has a heavy left tail (unpopular features) should be visualized in plots showing the
answers to each variable, while the features with U-shaped distributions (polarizing features)
should be shown in distributions dividing the answers by stakeholder group.
5.3.2.4 Additional evaluations
The analysis related to answering the research question is easier understood in light of the study
context. For this, the requirements engineers should also include a very aggregated overview of
the measured satisfaction levels and interesting findings from the open-ended questions.
The summary level is best visualized using a boxplot or a violin plot. The boxplot is a widespread
plot type and stakeholders with intermediate knowledge of statistics will be able to read it with-
out further explanations. Details on the structure and interpretation of boxplots can be found
in [194].
Violin plots [88] are less common than boxplots, but add more information with a minimal
increase in visual complexity. Figure 5.8 demonstrates a violin plot. It shows one symmetric
shape (“violin”) per feature. The “violin” can be interpreted as a smoothed density graph, rotated
on its side and mirrored for better aesthetics. The Y-axis represents the 5-point answer scale from
the questionnaire. In the example, feature F1 has a density function which starts flat at the low
answers (the same number of participants chose an answer of 1, 2 or 3 on the scale), has some
more answers at 4 and even more at 5, creating a funnel shape with a mode at 5, or a “very
good” feature. Feature F2 has no answers at 1, few answers at 2 and 3, but a clear jump at 4 and
very few again at 5. It is widest at the level of 4, so this is a “good” feature. The shorter shape
with a wider mode shows that there is less variation in the answers than in F1. For comparison,
the second panel in figure 5.8 shows the same data as a boxplot.
An important information source in the study are the answers to the open-ended questions. They
can give new insights for the development team. Beside just using the full text as an opportunity
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Figure 5.8: A boxplot and a violin plot for aggregated results, both showing the same data
to learn from the users, we also suggest that the requirements engineers also decide on the
information needed to answer their research questions, and code the free-text answers for that
information. For example, if the development team considers the possibility of data export in
a given format but does not know how needed this is for users, the requirements engineers
can include a description of the export feature in the questionnaire, add a field for free-text
suggestions to it, and then code all answers as either requesting that format or not. Then the
frequency of requests can be presented as a result answering the study’s question.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we describe a method for measuring anticipated satisfaction. It is a survey-based
method, consisting of designing questionnaires, distributing them to users, and evaluating the
users’ answers.
The questionnaire contains descriptions of the system’s purpose, the data processed with the sys-
tem, and its features. The questions in it measure both discrepancy variables such as perceived
understanding and variables derived from satisfaction concepts such as usefulness and credibil-
ity. The discrepancy variables are based on the model of anticipated satisfaction we develop in
chapter 3. The satisfaction variables are chosen from a list of concepts used in the satisfaction
literature. We provide such a list in chapter 4.
We also give guidelines for analyzing the data collected with the questionnaire. The answers
for each questionnaire item can be categorized on a simple good-bad-excellent scale, which best
reflects the precision of the information and is also easily understandable for result recipients.
For answering the research questions, the data is usually aggregated in appropriate ways before
evaluating the result. The free-text data can be reported as-is, to serve as salient examples of the
users’ opinion, or coded as needed for the research questions. The final results are then summed
up in a report.
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In the last chapter, we presented a method for measuring anticipated satisfaction. We intend
it to be used as a validation approach for software requirements. The goal of this chapter is
to empirically evaluate the method’s usability when applied in a software development project,
thus showing that it is suitable for its purpose.
We base our validation on a list of criteria for evaluating usability methods proposed by Hartson,
Andre and Williges [80]. This is an ideal list, and even its authors suggest that it is difficult to
measure some of the criteria in reality. We do not cover it in full, but choose to use the four
criteria of validity, downstream utility, cost effectiveness and usability.
Our validation approach consists of applying the method in two empirical studies. In the first we
apply the method ourselves, to show that the prodcedure is feasible and acceptable by the users.
This study also includes a measurement of actual satisfaction, which allows us to calculate how
well anticipated satisfaction reflects actual satisfaction. A second method application involving
a professional outside of our research team additionally shows the method’s learnability and its
potential for industry acceptance.
The chapter has four sections. The first gives an overview of Hartson’s criteria. Sections two
and three describe the two studies we conducted to validate our method. In the last section, we
discuss the threats to validity and summarize our conclusions about the feasability of applying
the method in development projects.
6.1 Planning the evaluation
Since a satisfaction measurement method is a special kind of a usability evaluation method
(UEM), we can apply UEM evaluation criteria to validate our method. We base our validation on
the criteria proposed by Hartson, Andre and Williges [80].
Reliability is present when a UEM gives consistent results. This is a basic quality requirement
for all measurement methods, but can be difficult to achieve due to differences in measure-
ment context.
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Thoroughness means that an UEM can “find as many of the existing usability problems as
possible”. It is an attractive criterion, but difficult to measure in practice, as the real number
of usability problems is rarely known.
Validity is another metric desired of all measurement, not only usability. In a UEM, it means
that the UEM only finds real problems and does not produce false positives.
Effectiveness Hartson at al. suggest a compound quality metric, thoroughness× validity, and
name it effectiveness.
Downstream utility UEMs are used to provide knowledge relevant for improving the system.
Their contribution to that goal can be elicited from the project members who applied them,
and from the system’s developers.
Cost effectiveness Cost is an important consideration in the business world, so it should be
considered when choosing an UEM.
Usabilitiy Hartson and his colleagues have found no instance of a UEM’s usability being mea-
sured, but suggest that it should be a natural thing for usability researchers to measure
about their own tools.
There is no practical way to measure all of these criteria. Instead, we chose to measure the more
accessible ones – validity, downstream utility, effort and usability.
The criteria of downstream utility, effort and usability are best measured if a study follows the
guidelines of the last chapter exactly. For reliable results, the context of the study should be
representative of a real method application – there should be a real development project, the
roles described in section 5.1.1 should be filled by the real stakeholders and not stand-ins, and
the steps of the method should be followed as prescribed in the guidelines.
This presents a problem for measuring validity. Our method produces a measurement of antici-
pated satisfaction. To demonstrate validity, this measurement has to be compared to a measure-
ment of actual satisfaction. However, such a measurement does not exist in a system which is
still under development.
The most straightforward possibility would be to apply the method during development, then
wait for the system to be finished and for the product owner to conduct a usability study which
produces data on actual satisfaction. This was not possible for logistical reasons, specifically the
constraints of the duration of a PhD project and the limited availability of development teams
interested in cooperating in such a study. It would also introduce methodological concerns,
especially the question whether the data from a separate study, presumably elicited from different
participants, is comparable with the data from the first study on anticipated satisfaction.
Instead, we chose to conduct two separate studies. The first one, which we call the Casino study,
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is a two-part study suitable to measure validity. It started when the system was in the final
stages of development, and gathered first data on anticipated satisfaction, and then, after the
system was released, also gathered data on actual satisfaction. This allowed us to demonstrate
the validity of anticipated satisfaction measurements.
Since the Casino study included activities for the measurement of both anticipated and actual
satisfaction, it could not produce an unbiased estimate for effort. Only the pre-exposure mea-
surement would be relevant for comparison with a usual project based on the MUSA method,
but most activities in the Casino study could not be clearly divided into belonging to one or the
other measurement.
There was also no person connected to the project who could assume the requirements engineer
role, and the thesis author had to fill the role. This undermines our findings on the usability
criterion, since the ways in which the thesis author relates to her method are not representative
of other requirements engineers employing the method. It was also impossible to measure the
usability for the participants, since they were anonymous in this study.
In our second study, called the MITO study, a member of the development team assumed the
role of the requirements engineer in most stages of the method. When conducting the study,
we strictly followed the guidelines for MUSA and did not gather additional information. This
allowed us to gather better quality evidence for effort and usability. We also measured the
downstream utility, and so have good evidence for it from both studies. Since there was no
post-exposure measurement of actual satisfaction, we were not able to measure validity.
The two studies complemented each other, allowing us to cover all four of our chosen criteria.
With those criteria, we can address major concerns both from a theoretical perspective (does the
method deliver what it intends to) and those arising in practice (is it feasible to apply the method
within the logistic constraints of a typical development project). This makes our evaluation
strategy appropriate for a novel software engineering method.
6.2 Casino study
In this study, we applied our method on a new system shortly before its first release, then used
a traditional questionnaire to elicit actual satisfaction after the release. This allowed us to apply
two of the criteria for evaluating usability methods, validity and downstream utility. It also gave
us some basic evidence on two further criteria, usability and cost efficiency. The concept was
similar to the studies described in chapter 3, with the difference that this time we applied the
completed method instead of a collection of candidate questions, and the actual satisfaction was
measured after real system use as opposed to viewing a tutorial.
We formulated a research question for each of the four criteria. The questions conform to the
definition of their criterion, but are more concrete to reflect the specifics of our study context.
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RQ8: Validity How well do our measurements of anticipated satisfaction correspond to the mea-
surements of actual satisfaction?
RQ9: Downstream utility How can the results of our method be used in the development
project?
RQ10: Usability Were there major usability problems during the method application?
RQ11: Effort How much effort was needed for conducting the study?
To show validity, we have to compare the measurements of our new method to measurements
obtained with an established method. In this case, we use a standard method for actual satisfac-
tion as the standard of comparison, and report the deviations between the two measurements in
section 6.2.2.1.
The downstream utility is best judged by the stakeholders. We interviewed the team members
and the product owner of the system as potential beneficiaries, using an open-ended technique.
The results are summarized in section 6.2.2.2.
In the same interview, we also inquired about the usability of the method and combined the
information with our own observations collected when conducting the study. A summary is
given in section 6.2.2.3.
We measured the effort needed to execute the study in worktime, since this is likely to be a scarce
resource in a development project. In section 6.2.2.4, we give a description of the time spent by
all affected roles in the different steps of the project.
6.2.1 Materials and methods
The DKFZ (German Cancer Research Center – Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum) is a research
institute with 3600 employees. Its canteen (officially named the Casino) offers a catering service
for academic events organized by its departments. In 2016, it replaced the paper-based process
for catering orders with a bespoke online system developed in-house.
The DKFZ Catering application automates a well-defined process. The customer (who is usually
versed in organizing events for their department) opens an ordering form and enters the basic
data for the event, such as date and place, and the desired amount of food and drinks. The
canteen confirms the order and updates the status in the application, then prepares the food
on the desired date. The application shows the price for information purposes, but does not
implement the billing process.
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6.2.1.1 Process
We started by preparing two questionnaires. The first one was the pre-exposure questionnaire,
which measured anticipated satisfaction and corresponded to the single questionnaire described
in chapter 5. The second one, measured post-exposure, was used to determine the actual satis-
faction after use, which allowed us to measure the validity of our method. It also served as an
additional incentive for the product owner to agree to the study. Since the system was almost
complete at the time the study started, he was more interested in the measurement of actual
satisfaction than of anticipated satisfaction.
Both questionnaires were prepared by the author, who followed MUSA for the first questionnaire.
The second questionnaire was prepared by the author, closely following the content of the first
to allow comparability.
The use of a newly developed application ensured that none of our participants had any ex-
perience with it when filling the pre-exposure questionnaire. It also let us address the entire
population of potential participants, by advertising the study in the internal mailing list. This ad-
vertisement invited the participants to fill the pre-exposure questionnaire. In this questionnaire,
they were asked to identify themselves with a pseudonym derived by a repeatable algorithm, but
not reverse-engineerable by other stakeholders of the project.
After the system was released, the pre-exposure questionnaire was deactivated. When a user
completed an ordering process with the system, the system waited until after the delivery date
of the order, then sent an invitation to fill the post-exposure questionnaire. This ensured that the
participants who filled the second questionnaire had indeed used the system.
After the data gathering was complete, the author evaluated the study according to the ASMA
guidelines. She discussed the results of the first questionnaire with the development team to de-
termine their impressions of the method use. Beside the results for this thesis, she also produced
a report on the actual satisfaction with the system, to be used by the product owner.
6.2.1.2 Stakeholders
The study had the usual stakeholders described in section 5.1.1. The author conducted the
study, filling the role of the requirements engineer. The study participants were drawn from the
system’s target population, although many of them were novices who did not know the process
well. The test users were friends of the author, not acquainted with the system.
The whole development team consisted of one developer and one project manager, and both
were involved in the study. The product owner, who is head of the department which supplies the
food ordered through the system, and the DKFZ management board were the result recipients.
The product owner also played the role of champion together with the project manager. Finally,
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activity stable properties mutable properties appraisal
user
– use – personal innova-
tiveness
– need fulfillment
system
– effectiveness – complexity – system rating
– helpfulness
inform
ation
– understandability – relevance
– timeliness*
(not used in study)
context
– alternatives – benefit*
– task outcome
Table 6.1: Concepts used in the DKFZ Casino study. Concepts marked with an asterisk were
requested by the product owner.
the data protection officer and the staff council 1 were revisors of the study, since the author had
to show to them that the study conforms to data protection and employee protection regulations
before being allowed to contact the participants.
6.2.1.3 Questionnaire
We identified one data record and two features to evaluate in the first questionnaire. The first
feature allows customers to request food or drinks which are not listed on the standard menu.
This is a rarely used feature and the recipients were interested in knowing if it is really needed.
The second feature was that the application sends status change confirmations by email. The
product owner had reports that some users feel spammed by the mails and others feel reassured
by them. He was interested in gathering more data about the situation.
The data record we chose was the ordering form for food and drinks. Since it is the focal point
of the system, it has a high impact on how the users interact with it. Also, it would have been
difficult to introduce the concept of special wishes in the description if the standard menu items
(which are part of the ordering form) are not presented in the questionnaire.
The study did not have a specific focus on given variables, thus we used the default option to
cover all ASMA categories. This produces a broad view on the system, allowing us to elicit
information about different aspects. The one exception was that we did not use the information
appraisal category.
The product owner approved our choice of variables. For him, they all reflected an interesting
information about the system. He agreed that information appraisal is not very relevant for the
1German legal term: Betriebsrat, an internal committee for upholding employees’ rights
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system goals and does not have to be covered. He also had a special interest in two additional
variables, benefit and timeliness, and asked us to add questions about them to the study. The
final variable selection is shown in table 6.1, and the full questionnaire is reproduced in The full
questionnaire is reproduced in appendix B.
The post-exposure questionnaire used items for the same variables, plus the new variable discon-
firmation, which is calculated as the difference between the users’ expectations and their actual
feelings about the system.
6.2.2 Results
We received responses from 47 participants. Of those, only 6 participants filled both the pre-
exposure and the post-exposure questionnaires. There were 33 more responses only to the
pre-exposure questionnaire and 8 responses only to the post-exposure questionnaire. We had
indications that this discrepancy is due to the different channels in which the study was an-
nounced.
6.2.2.1 Validity (RQ 8)
To answer RQ 8, we made two separate evaluations. First, we concentrated on the responses
of participants who have answered both questionnaires. As this only covered 6 participants, we
could not run a parametric hypothesis test. Instead, we chose to use a descriptive method.
The questionnaires were pseudonymized, which allowed us to match the answers of the pre-
and post-exposure questionnaire for each participant. That allowed us to compare each person’s
change in opinion between the two questionnaires, instead of comparing only answer averages,
increasing the power of our analysis.
We calculated the difference in the pre- and post-exposure evaluation of each item for each
participant. We left out the two user-related items use and personal innovation, since they do not
depend on system exposure.
The differences could range between -4 (user chose a 5 in the pre-exposure and a 1 in the post-
exposure questionnaire) and 4. In our data, we only observed differences in the range between -2
and 2. 56% of the answers showed no difference, and 30% had a differnce of -1. The Spearman’s
correlation between pre-exposure and post-exposure answers was 0.71.
These numbers show high agreement between anticipated and actual satisfaction. If there is a
difference, it is usually a single point reduction. This hints that users have a mostly image of the
system before use, with a trend towards idealizing it.
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6.2.2.2 Downstream utility (RQ 9)
The study was well received by the result recipients. The product owner found the detailed
report easy to understand, despite having no formal knowledge about statistics. The project
manager was slightly concerned about the actual satisfaction being worse than expectations,
but in a talk with the product owner concluded that this is not a sign of project failure, since
users frequently have overly optimistic desires for new systems. All results recipients found the
information interesting, and after a lively discussion, the team generated new requirements to
be implemented in the next version of the system.
We interpret the product owner’s active participation in the questionnaire design as a positive
sign. He found our chosen variables informative, which shows that full ASMA coverage is a
viable option from the recipients’ point of view. The results for the variables in which he was
personally interested also fulfilled his expectations. He was equally positive about our choice of
data record and first feature, and suggested the second feature himself.
The interest in both the preparation and the results show that the result recipients find this type
of study useful, and that it has utility for their work as managers. Similarly, it has utility for the
development team, which can decide on features and their detailed implementation in a much
more directed way, compensating for weaknesses seen during the study.
6.2.2.3 Usability (RQ 10)
To follow our method, we had to manage the satisfaction measurement project, create a ques-
tionnaire, gather data, evaluate it, and communicate the results to the recipients. The project
management part was not difficult, as the project found good acceptance among the develop-
ment team and the product owner. Designing the questionnaire was also not difficult.
We did not gather data on the usability of the data gathering step from the participants, since
they were anonymous and we could not contact them for comments.
The result evaluation was less straightforward than the questionnaire creation. As there is no
standard software for creating the evaluation, we had to program a custom solution for evaluat-
ing the scripts.
Communication with the product owner and the project manager was also not completely straight-
forward. It was predominantly positive, but some explanation was needed for them to under-
stand the result format.
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6.2.2.4 Effort (RQ 11)
The effort for the study varied between the different steps. The questionnaire creation took the
least effort, about two workdays for the requirements engineer, plus a few hours for coordinating
the content with the stakeholders. The questionnaire was created directly in LimeSurvey and the
effort for typing and layouting is included in the effort for creating it. Since the software allows
the participants to access the software on their own and has a built-in export functionality for
the answers, the data gathering step did not require any effort from the requirements engineer
and the development team.
Evaluating the answers was the most time-consuming part of the process. It took about two
workweeks to prepare the data and create all necessary calculations, graphs and a report. 2
The project management and communication with the recipients was done throughout the project,
and required several one-hour meetings. While it did not require many workhours in total, it
needed long waiting times due to the complexity of coordinating decisions between multiple
stakeholders.
6.3 MITO study
In this second study, we applied our method to a software system for biology researchers. We
used the same criteria as for the Casino study, but changed the study design as described in
section 6.1 to get better evidence for effort and usability, and did not measure validity since this
was not possible with the new design.
RQ12: Downstream utility How can the results of our method be used in the development
project?
RQ13: Usability Were there major usability problems during the method application?
RQ14: Effort How much effort was needed for conducting the study?
Similarly to the Casino study, we give a qualitative description of the usability and downstream
utility of the study based on an interview of the stakeholders, and we measure the effort by the
time needed for the study.
2This time refers to creating a report as prescribed by MUSA, which is reproduced in the appendix. For the validation,
we did two more evaluations. One was the qualitative and quantitative evaluation described in this section, and
the other was a report on the postexposure data created on request of the product owner. These are not part of an
application of MUSA and are not included in the time reported here.
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6.3.1 Materials and methods
The system under test in this study was MITO, a specialized database for biologists. It facilitates
the search for biological model systems 3. It was developed in-house at the DKFZ, and the thesis
author was part of the development team.
The MITO system stores three main data records. One of them is the tumor model, which de-
scribes a protocol for creating a given model system. For example, it can include transplanting
cancer cells into a mouse, waiting until the mouse has a tumor, then treating the tumor with a
drug candidate. This kind of protocol is only successful if the same strain of animal and/or the
same cell line is used every time. Thus, MITO also contains the data record animal line and the
data record cell line, which describe the organisms used in the tumor models.
MITO’s target users are researchers who want to try new interventions in an existing tumor
model. They use MITO to search for existing models and possibly compare them before choosing
one for their work. This makes the search for tumor models, animal lines and cell lines the most
used functionality in MITO. Its further functionalities are related to data entry and managing
users and read/write permissions.
6.3.1.1 Stakeholders
For this study, we asked a member of the development team to assume the role of the require-
ments engineer. His usual position on the team is to be a software developer, but as this is a
small team, he has also been involved in eliciting and updating the requirements for the system.
He applied our method with assistance from the thesis author. Project management and evalua-
tion were done by the thesis author, while the requirements engineer created the questionnaire,
communicated the results to other stakeholders, and used the results in his own work on the
development project.
The participants were biologists in their fourth week of a master’s programme at the DKFZ. As
they had only recently arrived at the DKFZ, they had not yet used the system, and thus could fill
a questionnaire of anticipated satisfaction. The study was championed by MITO’s product owner,
who allowed the author to gather answers and interview the participants as a part of a lecture
conducted by the product owner.
The student status of the participants means that they are not completely representative of the
target population. They have not yet started designing their own tumor models, so they have not
yet needed to search for existing ones in their everyday work. Nevertheless, their background is
sufficient to know what a tumor model is and how it is used, and to understand its description.
3This meaning of system is unrelated to the term software system. It typically refers to organisms used for biological
research
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The results recipients consisted of the product owner and the development team including the
project manager.
6.3.1.2 Process
For this study, the requirements engineer was given the guidelines for MUSA and asked to follow
them. He used them to prepare a questionnaire for the participants.
The data gathering step was done offline. The participants were attending a lecture on biological
model systems followed by an exercise for which they had to use the MITO system. After the ex-
ercise, the thesis author asked them to fill the questionnaire. After collecting the questionnaires,
she interviewed each participant individually on the usability of the method from their point of
view.
The thesis author transcribed and evaluated the data. The results were discussed with the devel-
opment team and the product owner, who used them to derive insights about possible changes
to the system. There was no written report, since the result recipients indicated that they do not
need it.
6.3.1.3 Questionnaire
The questionnaire contained questions on all three data records - tumor models, animal lines and
cell lines. It covered two features, general search and advanced search. The requirements engineer
chose those two features since the system is mainly used to look up recorded information, so
search is a core functionality and critical to system success. Together with the introductory
questions and the questions on the system as a whole, it contained a total of 38 questions. The
requirements engineer decided against including further features in the questionnaire due to
length considerations.
The requirements engineer used the ASMA variables to create questions, but also added some
new variables of personal interest, for example standardization (a question asked if the users
prefer the data records to use a standardized format). He also used many variables more than
once, for example content, asking detailed questions about different parts of the data record. He
did not attempt a full coverage of the ASMA categories.
A list of the covered variables is shown in table 6.2. The full questionnaire is reproduced in the
appendix.
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activity stable properties mutable properties appraisal
user
– use – personal innova-
tiveness
– attitude
system
– efficiency – preference – helpfulness
inform
ation
– completeness
– content
– media richness
– standardization
– understandability
– (not used in study) (not used in study)
context
– alternatives – benefit
– task outcome
Table 6.2: Concepts used in the MITO study
6.3.2 Results
There were 9 participants, which was the full size of that year’s class. All of them agreed to
answer the questionnaire and to answer the subsequent interview on usability.
6.3.2.1 Downstream utility (RQ12)
The results of the study were presented internally and discussed by the development team. The
overall anticipated satisfaction with the system was good to very good, and the team saw this as a
positive sign. There was however concern that the results are biased due to the study population
(graduate students) not being representative of the target audience for the system (professional
researchers).
Some questions in the questionaire were specifically written with the purpose of discovering po-
tential shortcomings in the system. For example, there were questions asking if the information
given on a search results page is sufficient to decide which search result is interesting enough to
be checked in depth. The team had been prepared to take action if these questions discovered
problems in the system. However, the respondents did not indicate such problems, so no action
was taken. For the team, this was a further sign that the system meets the users’ expectations.
6.3.2.2 Usability (RQ 13)
We asked the requirements engineer to share his impressions in an unstructured interview. He
found the guidelines easy to apply, and did not encounter any problems in creating the question-
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naire. He liked the “flexible” format of the questionnaire, which allowed him to add questions
about issues he had anticipated during development. An issue he encountered was that he was
uncertain which variables from the ASMA table would be a best fit for his situation. Also, he
imagined the evaluation to be complicated, and would have preferred a tool which automati-
cally creates the evaluation without the need to learn about statistical tests. Overall, he had a
positive impression of the process and stated he would apply it again in further projects.
We also measured the usability for the participants in a structured interview. After filling the
questionnaire, they first watched a presentation of the completed software as a group activity,
then they were asked the four questions below.
Was ﬁlling the questionnaire diﬃcult or easy for you? Four participants reported that
the questionnaire was easy. Only one stated that it was difficult. The remaining four said that it
had both easy and difficult aspects.
Did the system as seen in the presentation match what you imagined when reading
the questionnaire? Five participants stated no differences between the way they imagined
the system and what they saw in the presentation. One pointed out that a certain functionality
was very surprising to him. The remaining three felt there was some difference between the
imagined and real system, but did not explain in detail how it differed.
Would you consider participating in this type of test again, if asked to? All nine par-
ticipants gave a positive answer.
What was most diﬃcult for you when answering the questionnaire? Eight out of the
nine participants listed some points of difficulty here, with one stating that she did not perceive
anything as especially difficult. The others usually listed multiple issues.
Two of the issues they listed were problems with the system itself and not with the usability
method, for example one participant stated that he did not know what an ontogenetic stage is
(this was a field in one of the data records presented). One was about the questionnaire design
(did not always know which question referred to which field). Two participants observed that it
was their lack of domain knowledge which made it difficult to judge whether the system is fit for
the task described. Four more statements were an expression of feeling insecurity when trying
to answer.
There were three issues which we saw as caused by our method itself. One was that a participant
would have liked to add more information in some places. This is normal for all questionnaires
which employ a scale instead of open questions, and can be offset with the inclusion of freetext
fields. The second was that a participant felt an urge to give “nice” answers. This is evidence
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that our method is subject to the effects of social desirability bias. The third issue was by a
student who at first did not understand that she is supposed to imagine the system based on the
description, and was confused how she is supposed to come up with answers.
Overall, we find that the method has good usability for both the requirements engineers and
the participants. The most important issue is that the instruction to base their answers on their
imagination might confuse the participants, and frequently leads to feelings of insecurity. Never-
theless, they report high willingness to participate in similar studies.
6.3.2.3 Effort (RQ 14)
The programmer reported that a workday was sufficient to read the guidelines and create the
questionnaire using a specialized questionnaire tool. Transcribing the data only required a few
hours for all nine participants (the questionnaire had 38 questions). The statistical evaluation
needed three workdays, but it was done by the author, who was already well acquainted with
the methods needed and could partly reuse existing R scripts. Creating a final report needed two
more workdays.
It should be noted that only the data transcription effort scales linearly with an increasing par-
ticipant number. The time for creating the questionnaire, evaluating the data and writing the
report did not depend on the number of recorded answers, so it should stay similar for much
larger participant numbers.
6.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we conducted two empirical studies in which our method was applied. This
allowed us to investigate how well our method performs under realistic conditions, and to dis-
cover potential issues in its use. The first study consisted of us applying our own method, then
measuring actual satisfaction with the same system and comparing the results. This allowed us
to gauge the difference between actual and anticipated satisfaction. In the second study, a soft-
ware engineer without previous experience with the method constructed a questionnaire for a
system he was developing. This showed that the method can be learned by software engineering
professionals without major difficulties.
6.4.1 Threats to validity
The work in this chapter is subject to limitations. We aspired to keep the study context as close as
possible to the context intended for our method. Still, there were some differences which might
have biased the results. Also, conducting the method only two times cannot give an in-depth
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insight into all potential issues which might arise in the future. Thus the validation should be
understood as a proof-of-concept that the method can be used with a positive outcome.
Construct validity The construct validity for both our studies is good. We measured the
three variables of downstream utility, usability and effort. Straightforward measures exist for all
three of them. For downstream utility, we recorded the reactions of the development team, and
their intention to adjust the system specification based on insights from the study. Our usability
questions covered standard variables. Effort was measured in workdays, broken down by role.
Internal validity We did not use validated instruments for measuring the three variables that
answer our research questions. Rather, we used a qualitative approach which allowed us to
capture the nuances of meaning as perceived by the people involved in the studies. We did not
employ any quantitative evaluation which would have necessitated standardized data gathering
methods.
External validity Both studies had elements which would not be present in a typical measure-
ment of anticipated satisfaction In the first study, the questionnaire was prepared by the author,
so it does not allow conclusions about the viability of the method when applied by an average
requirements engineer. Also, the course of the study (which measured both anticipated and ac-
tual satisfaction) makes effort measures inaccurate, since the study contain more steps than the
method foresees.
The second study suffered from a discrepancy between the target population (biology researchers)
and the participant population (graduate students in biology). The results are obviously skewed
by that, to the point where it was a topic raised by both the result recipients and the participants
themselves. However, it still allows for a good estimate of the effort, and the effect on usability
is likely to be an underestimation (students had more difficulty imagining the system and there-
fore found the questions more difficult to answer) than an overestimation. A further limitation of
the second study is that the evaluation was done by the thesis author and not the requirements
engineer. While it is possible that in a routine application of the method there will be multiple
people in each role, the thesis author is not as representative of the requirements engineers as a
person without connections to the method creation.
For both studies, we used systems which were very late in their development cycle. The preex-
posure questionnaire for the Casino system was disseminated a few days before the release date,
while the MITO system was already released, but the participants had not had access to it. Typ-
ically, at that stage the development team already has had extensive feedback about the system
from alpha testers and other sources. If the measurement is conducted at an earlier stage, it is
possible that the requirements engineers would find it more difficult to choose good concepts
to measure (because they do not yet know the most problematic points of their system), need
more effort to create the questionnaire (because they do not yet have implemented features to
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describe) and react differently to the study conclusions (since it is easier to change a system in
the earlier stages of development).
Conclusion validity For most of our research questions, we did not conduct a quantitative
analysis or hypothesis testing, so we cannot apply the standard criteria for conclusion validity
(e.g. the magnitude of correlation coefficients or other numeric indicators). Rather, our study
has descriptive results, from which we derive statements about the method’s suitability for use
in development projects.
The conclusion validity of our qualitative analysis is fair. The data gathered is not sufficient to
exclude all potential alternative explanations for our conclusions. However, multiple details of
our study support each other to make our conclusions a very likely interpretation of the observed
data.
We had one question which was answered by quantitative analysis. This was RQ 8, which con-
cerned the discrepancy between actual and anticipated satisfaction. For this question, the major
issue was the low number of participants, with 33 participants in the preexposure questionnaire,
14 in the postexposure, and only 6 of those doing both questionnaires. However, we were able
to compare the answers over a large number of questions, creating many data points despite the
low number of participants. Also, we were able to do a paired calculation for the six participants
who answered both questionnaires, resulting in a more powerful analysis. While more research
is needed to investigate the exact nature of the connection between the two concepts, our study
is sufficient to recognize the general trends.
6.4.2 Conclusions
We used a list of evaluation criteria for usability methods from the literature [80] and chose
four which can be realistically measured and have an impact on the adoption of the method in
a commercial environment. These are the validity, downstream utility, usability and effort as a
measure of cost effectiveness, since our method does not require financial investments or other
costs. Since our method measures a type of forecast, we interpreted validity as forecast power
and compared our method’s result – anticipated satisfaction – with the measurement it tries to
forecast, the actual satisfaction with the same system.
The forecast power of the method is moderate. We discovered a discrepancy of about 1 point
between measurements of anticipated and actual satisfaction, with anticipated satisfaction being
typically higher. This is a substantial difference in a 5-point scale, especially in satisfaction
measurement where answers typically only concentrate on the positive half [153]. This limits
the use of our method for purely forecasting purposes, since the actual satisfaction is likely to
differ after the system is built.
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This reduced forecasting power does not make our method obsolete, since its main objective
is to discover usability issues which can be corrected early on. We recommend to carefully
communicate this phenomenon to the result recipients, to prevent inflated expectations.
Our explanation for this phenomenon is that users cannot foresee all potential issues with a
system in detail, and requirements engineers cannot describe them all in the questionnaire. A
feature can look good on paper, but it is always possible that an unforeseen factor will reduce
its benefits for the user. This means that our method can never achieve perfect thoroughness
(which is yet another criterion for a usability method). The teams employing the method should
be aware of this limitation, and be prepared to employ additional methods in later stages of
development to find the issues which were not discovered by our method. This does not detract
from the usefulness of our method, since early discovery of issues is highly desirable.
This is also reflected in our method’s downstream utility. The development teams in both studies
showed high appreciation for the results. From their point of view, conducting the study had
been useful. The Casino system could also be changed based on the study results. No formal
metrics are available to measure the impact of these changes, but the development team and
product owner voiced satisfaction with them. The MITO study did not change the requirements
specification for the system, a decision which the development team contributed to the lack of
domain expertise in the participants. This is a factor which should not arise in a typical applica-
tion of our method, where we expect the participants to be drawn from the target population.
The next criterion was usability. In the first study, we did not conduct a detailed analysis
of method usability, since the method was applied by the author, whose evaluation would be
strongly biased. We merely noted that there were no obvious usability issues rising up. In the
second study, we conducted interviews to determine the usability for both the person who had
the requirements engineer role and for the participants. Again, no major issues were observed.
The requirements engineer had a positive impression of the method’s usability, merely mention-
ing some of the sources of complexity in the method, e.g. the need to choose which concepts
to study. The participants also gave a predominantly positive evaluation. As expected, the most
unusual part of the method – asking opinions on the basis of something imagined – was per-
ceived as more complex and a source of uncertainty. Nevertheless, the participants unanimously
declared that they would repeat a study of this type, and nobody abandoned the questionnaire
due to usability problems. We conclude that the cognitive complexity of filling the questionnaire
does not act as a barrier to study participation.
Lastly, we analyzed the method’s costs, represented by effort. In both cases, the work needed
was less than two person-weeks. We think that this is a good figure to use for planning for a
measurement project. Due to a learning curve, the first application of the method within a given
organization will probably take more effort than this. However, with growing process maturity,
it is likely that this time can even be reduced.
Beside measuring these criteria, we also noted the overall attitude of the stakeholders to the
method. It was predominantly positive, and they appreciated the flexibility of the method. The
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choice of variables was noted as sometimes difficult, since it is not clear which ones fit best a
given system.
In summary, our studies show that the method can gain acceptance in a commercial setting.
It delivers results with reasonable accuracy, and its result recipients understand and value the
information they gain by applying it. They tend to support the measurement project, and even
suggest their own additions depending on the specific details of the project. The method is
flexible enough to allow that, which increases the result recipients’ satisfaction and their benefit
from the measurement. The method also has good acceptance among the requirements engineers
who create and evaluate the questionnaire and among the participants themselves. The unusual
mode of answering does not deter them from participating. The effort for applying it is not
trivial, but also not prohibitive when compared to the overall effort needed for a development
project, and to the potential savings from reduction in late-stage corrections to the system.
Among the weaknesses of the method are the complexity of the evaluation, which requires in-
termediate knowledge in statistics, and the low thoroughness. It cannot be guaranteed that all
issues with a feature will be discovered. However, this is information which probably cannot be
obtained during requirements validation by any method, since the final satisfaction with a feature
will be dependent on the concrete implementation. Thus we see our method as a complement
to standard usability studies done after software release, and not a replacement for them. Its
strength lies in the early validation, and this makes it a valuable tool in software development.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
The aim of this thesis is to create a method for predicting user satisfaction with a software system
before the system has been implemented. We call this a measurement of anticipated satisfaction,
to distinguish it from the actual satisfaction measured after exposure to the system.
The first result of our research is a list of satisfaction-related concepts. Using a systematic litera-
ture review, we compiled a list of 80 concepts which are used in satisfaction measurements, and
conducted a metaanalysis for the 20 concepts for which we had at least 5 distinct sources.
We also created ASMA, a categorization model for satisfaction-related concepts. We used the
model to categorize the concepts we found, and it can help the requirements engineer make an
informed choice of variables when applying our method.
After compiling the list, we created a model of anticipated satisfaction and used it to derive the
contents of a questionnaire for anticipated satisfaction. We refined the details of our approach
in two empirical studies, which showed the feasibility of measuring anticipated satisfaction.
Our central result is MUSA, a method for measuring anticipated satisfaction. It is a questionnaire-
based method in which a requirements engineer describes planned software features in a ques-
tionnaire and adds questions about the users’ expected reaction to the features.
As a final contribution, we validated the method in two empirical studies and demonstrated its
feasibility in a typical software development setting.
7.1 Conclusions
With these results, we make both theoretical and practical contributions to the field of software
engineering. The list of satisfaction-related concepts together with the categorization method
provides a comprehensive overview of the satisfaction measurement field, in which a multitude
of different models are used.
The model of anticipated satisfaction allows for a more systematic understanding of how users
react when asked to predict their reactions to a software, and what informs their answers. Since
such predictions are inaccurate, it is important to analyze what influences them in order to build
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methods which can correct for biases and other sources of low accuracy.
MUSA is a novel tool which allows measurement of anticipated satisfaction a concept which has
not been described formally before in the scientific literature. It has practical applications in the
software development process, especially as an instrument for early validation of requirements.
It can be distinguished from other early validation approaches by its good scalability, few depen-
dencies on other artefacts of the software development process (e.g. it does not require finished
wireframes) and high flexibility. This makes it a viable alternative to existing approaches.
We consider MUSA to be directly applicable outside of an academic setting. Its requirements
on resources, human skills, and organizational environment are low and likely to be met in the
majority of commercial software development projects. It does not require excessive amounts of
effort, and the timeline for organizing, conducting and evaluating the measurement can be easily
incorporated in a typical development project, even when using rapid or agile methodologies.
It has direct benefits for the software development project, as the detection of usability issues
improves quality. By enabling this to happen early in the project, it also saves costs. These
benefits, combined with the easily understood premise of the method and the familiarity with
surveys among corporate executives, make the method easily defensible. In our experience, it is
easy to gain support for applying the method and development teams appreciate the results it
produces.
The validation showed that our method is generally useful, but has some shortcomings. Among
those are the limited accuracy and thoroughness, and the requirement that the requirements
engineer applying it has some knowledge of statistics to properly interpret and evaluate the
results.
Despite these drawbacks, we consider our method to be a good choice for requirements valida-
tion. Its cost is moderate, it makes use of the best information source available, and it is highly
scalable, unlike traditional validation methods such as interviews which are difficult to conduct
with a large number of users.
The main focus of this dissertation is method development. While the method itself is intended
for use in the software industry, our contributions also open new lines for theoretical and applied
research.
The method itself can be further improved. While it delivers good quality results, our studies
showed that the requirements engineers ask for more guidance especially in the selection of
variables to use, and the participants find the anticipation step complicated. Research to address
these issues can increase the method’s adoption.
The variables used in the method correspond to the satisfaction related concepts we found in
our literature study. In that study, we compiled evidence for the relation of 80 concepts with
satisfaction, and did a metaanalysis on the 20 of them for which there was sufficient data avail-
able. To our knowledge, no other such extensive overviews of the field exist. The study showed
116
7.1 Conclusions
that, despite the multiple models proposed, it is not clearly understood how these variables re-
late to satisfaction, and that there is large variability in the empirical measurements even within
the same concept. This has serious implications for the practice of satisfaction measurement, as
it can result in unreliable measurements. More research is needed to understand the reasons
behind the variability and develop more robust measurement methods.
Our work is the first to suggest the measurement of anticipated satisfaction, as opposed to actual
satisfaction. We had to focus our work on a specific application, in this case the validation of
requirements. Further work can explore its usefulness for other purposes, and build more precise
models of anticipated satisfaction, to improve our understanding of it and find measurement
approaches with higher validity.
The method presents a unique approach to requirements validation not only because of its use
of anticipated satisfaction, but also because it is survey-based. It enriches the available set of
requirements engineering tools, and more research is needed to investigate how it performs
in relation to other requirements validation methods and under what circumstances it is the
optimal choice. It can also serve as an example for researchers who wish to explore the potential
of survey-based approaches in requirements engineering.
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A List of concepts related to satisfaction
This list shows some detail of the data we gathered in the systematic literature review. We show a
short description of each concept related to satisfaction. This description has following elements:
ASMA category The category we assigned to the concept using the ASMA categorization schema 4.1
deﬁnition The chosen definition
deﬁnition source In order to better understand the concepts and prepare them for further
analysis, we needed unambigous definitions. The starting point were definitions provided
in the articles studying the concept. If we used one of these definition directly, we note it
as “from a primary study” and cite the primary study from which it stems.
In some cases, we made a minor adaptation in the wording to reflect our research context,
for example modifying the definition of adaptability in [174] from “the degree to which a
technology, good, or service can be created, selected, or changed to comply with user pref-
erences.” to “The degree to which a system can be created, selected, or changed to comply
with user preferences.” This case is described as “based on a primary study”, followed by a
reference.
If the primary sources contained definitions which were not adequately describing the
concept as used accross studies, or had no definitions at all, we tried using a dictionary
definition of the word, either directly cited from a dictionary [147], or slightly reworded
analogous to the previous example. We report these cases as “from a dictionary definition”
and “based on a dictionary definition” respectively.
Alternatively, if we were aware of scientific research concentrated on this concept, we used
a definition from the relevant literature, for example we used a definition of learnability
provided in a usability measurement textbook [179]. We describe this case as “from a
specialized source” followed by a reference to the source.
In cases where this strategy also failed, we created a new definition based on our best
understanding of the concept and its use in the primary studies. We report the source in
this cases as “our definition”.
relationship strength This is the strength we determined in chapter 4.4. It was only calcu-
lated for constructs with at least five correlation measurements. The p-value corresponds
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to a one-sided test of the estimated correlation coefficient being higher than the center of
the next lower strength category.
forest plot Each concept description also includes a forest plot of the correlation measurements
in our dataset. It also shows the estimate from a metaanalysis, if conducted.
relationship to satisfaction measured The number of publications which contained a rela-
tionship measurement between that concept and satisfaction, used for answering RQ 6.
The number of times it was measured as a correlation coefficient was relevant for the
metaanalysis for RQ 7. The citations are for the publications in which a relationship was
measured (correlation or otherwise).
measured for following types of system Lists the types of software system used in the mea-
surements of this concept and its relationship to satisfaction.
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A.1 Accessibility
A.1 Accessibility
ASMA category system stable properties
definition Refers to the speed of access and availability of the Web site at all times. (from a
primary study [37])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for accessibility
Hau et al. 2012
Wixom et al. 2005
Barki 1990
0.24 [0.17, 0.31]
0.67 [0.62, 0.72]
0.87 [0.83, 0.91]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[14, 195, 84]
measured for following types of system blog, business information system, e-government,
mobile system
A.2 Accuracy
ASMA category information stable properties
definition Information is accurate when it is free from mistakes or errors. (based on a dictionary
definition [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for accuracy
Hau et al. 2012
Wixom et al. 2005
McHaney et al. 2002
Barki 1990
0.29 [0.23, 0.36]
0.46 [0.39, 0.54]
0.74 [0.70, 0.79]
0.76 [0.69, 0.83]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 6 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
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[14, 76, 146, 195, 84, 38]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-government, e-learning,
mobile system, not system specific
A.3 Adaptability
ASMA category system stable properties
definition The degree to which a system can be created, selected, or changed to comply with
user preferences. (based on a primary study [174])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for adaptability
Teng 2010
Yung−Ming Li et al. 2009
Chang et al. 2008
0.57 [ 0.52, 0.62]
0.10 [−0.03, 0.24]
0.49 [ 0.41, 0.57]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[28, 174, 202]
measured for following types of system entertainment, mobile system, unspecified website
A.4 Aesthetics
ASMA category system appraisal
definition A predom- inantly affect-driven evaluative response to the visual Gestalt of an object.
(from a primary study [83])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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A.5 Age
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for aesthetics
Wiebe et al. 2014
Choi et al. 2012
Bargas−Avila et al. 2010
0.65 [0.59, 0.71]
0.57 [0.47, 0.66]
0.44 [0.41, 0.47]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 5 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[13, 40, 91, 193, 127]
measured for following types of system e-government, entertainment, mobile system, not
system specific, unspecified website
A.5 Age
ASMA category user stable properties
definition The amount of time during which the user has lived (based on a primary study [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for age
Loke et al. 2012
Konradt et al. 2006
0.43 [ 0.31, 0.55]
0.06 [−0.03, 0.15]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[141, 116]
measured for following types of system business information system, online banking
A.6 Alternatives
ASMA category context stable properties
definition The availability of other approaches to execute the same task (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for alternatives
Alapetite et al. 2009
Zhang et al. 2008
0.59 [0.50, 0.68]
0.20 [0.04, 0.37]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[6, 204]
measured for following types of system blog, other
A.7 Anxiety
ASMA category user mutable properties
definition the tendency of an individual to be uneasy, apprehensive, and/or phobic towards
current o r future use of computers in general. (from a primary study [96])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for anxiety
Chou et al. 2009
Harrison et al. 1996
Igbaria et al. 1994
0.04 [−0.07, 0.15]
0.35 [ 0.29, 0.42]
0.21 [ 0.12, 0.30]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[41, 79, 96, 105]
measured for following types of system business information system, mobile system, not sys-
tem specific
A.8 Assurance
ASMA category system stable properties
definition ability of a system to reduce uncertainties of users (based on a primary study [121])
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A.9 Attention
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for assurance
Udo et al. 2011
Lai 2006
0.42 [ 0.31, 0.53]
0.13 [−0.01, 0.27]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[97, 121]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, e-government, e-learning, online banking
A.9 Attention
ASMA category user mutable properties
definition The proportion of time in which the user remains focused on the system and not
distracted. (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for attention
Wiebe et al. 2014
Coursaris et al. 2012
Zhou et al. 2011
0.63 [0.57, 0.69]
0.41 [0.24, 0.58]
0.37 [0.26, 0.48]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[46, 193, 208]
measured for following types of system entertainment, mobile system, other, telecommunica-
tion network
A.10 Attitude
ASMA category user mutable properties
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definition attitudes indicate an individual’s reaction to or evaluation of an object on a llke-dlslike
or favorable-unfavorable continuum (from a primary study [95])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.107
heterogeneity measures I2 = 96.76%, τ2 = 0.14
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for attitude
Shipps et al. 2013
Lin et al. 2011
Guadagno et al. 2011
Dai et al. 2011
Kassim et al. 2010
Hsu et al. 2006
Wixom et al. 2005
Igbaria 1989
0.72 [0.64, 0.79]
0.44 [0.33, 0.54]
0.55 [0.29, 0.74]
0.85 [0.82, 0.88]
0.72 [0.64, 0.79]
0.28 [0.15, 0.40]
0.78 [0.75, 0.82]
0.18 [0.04, 0.32]
0.61 [0.42, 0.76]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 11 publications, 8 times as a correlation coefficient
[5, 48, 75, 86, 92, 95, 107, 137, 160, 195, 169]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, e-government,
e-learning, entertainment, not system specific, online community, other
A.11 Behavioral control
ASMA category user mutable properties
definition Behavioral control reflects one’s perceptions of the availability of resources or oppor-
tunities necessary for performing a behavior (from a primary study [130])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for behavioral control
Shipps et al. 2013
Liao et al. 2007
Hsu et al. 2006
0.62 [0.53, 0.71]
0.65 [0.59, 0.71]
0.28 [0.16, 0.41]
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A.12 Benefit
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[92, 130, 139, 169]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, e-learning,
online community
A.12 Beneﬁt
ASMA category context mutable properties
definition the user’s net gain from acquiring or using a software system, which is clearly an
extrinsic value related to commercial activities. (from a primary study [185])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Medium. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.100
heterogeneity measures I2 = 96.04%, τ2 = 0.04
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for benefit
Wu Y. et al. 2014
Verhagen et al. 2011
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 2
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 1
Alapetite et al. 2009
0.14 [0.03, 0.24]
0.41 [0.34, 0.48]
0.60 [0.57, 0.64]
0.47 [0.41, 0.52]
0.33 [0.20, 0.45]
0.41 [0.24, 0.55]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 5 publications, 5 times as a correlation coefficient
[6, 12, 182, 197, 185]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, entertain-
ment, not system specific, online community, other
A.13 Comfort
ASMA category system stable properties
definition a feeling of relief or encouragement (from a dictionary definition [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for comfort
Guadagno et al. 2011
Alapetite et al. 2009
0.75 [ 0.61, 0.89]
0.08 [−0.06, 0.22]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[6, 75, 33]
measured for following types of system entertainment, online banking, other
A.14 Commitment
ASMA category user stable properties
definition A persistent desire to keep a valuable relationship (from a primary study [102])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for commitment
Lai et al. 2014
Jin et al. 2013
Sanchez−Franco et al. 2010
Jin et al. 2010
0.56 [0.48, 0.64]
0.49 [0.41, 0.57]
0.61 [0.55, 0.67]
0.48 [0.38, 0.58]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[103, 102, 162, 120]
measured for following types of system entertainment, mobile system, online community,
other
A.15 Complaint
ASMA category user activity
definition expression of grief, pain, or dissatisfaction (from a primary study [147])
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A.16 Completeness
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for complaint
Wu I. et al. 2014 0.31 [0.23, 0.39]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 1 times as a correlation coefficient
[191, 196]
measured for following types of system e-commerce
A.16 Completeness
ASMA category information stable properties
definition Information which has all necessary parts, not lacking anything (from a primary
study [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for completeness
Hau et al. 2012
Bargas−Avila et al. 2010
Wixom et al. 2005
Barki 1990
0.40 [0.34, 0.46]
0.69 [0.67, 0.71]
0.66 [0.61, 0.72]
0.87 [0.83, 0.91]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 5 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[13, 14, 195, 84, 38]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-government, e-learning,
mobile system, other
A.17 Complexity
ASMA category system stable properties
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definition Component complexity is a function of the number of distinct information cues that
must be processed in the performance of a task (from a primary study [40])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for complexity
Choi et al. 2012 0.41 [0.30, 0.53]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 1 times as a correlation coefficient
[40, 198]
measured for following types of system mobile system, not system specific
A.18 Content
ASMA category information stable properties
definition the inherent value and usefulness of the information provided by the system (from a
primary study [115])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p = 0.008
heterogeneity measures I2 = 96.29%, τ2 = 0.11
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for content
Udo et al. 2011
Yoon 2010
Zviran et al. 2006
Buys et al. 2004
McHaney et al. 2002
0.55 [0.44, 0.64]
0.64 [0.56, 0.71]
0.69 [0.63, 0.74]
0.64 [0.53, 0.73]
0.90 [0.88, 0.92]
0.71 [0.54, 0.83]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 5 publications, 5 times as a correlation coefficient
[25, 115, 201, 146, 213]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, e-learning,
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A.19 Continuance intention
mobile system, online banking
A.19 Continuance intention
ASMA category user activity
definition The user’s decision to continue using the system over a long period of time (from a
primary study [20])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p < 0.001
heterogeneity measures I2 = 95.59%, τ2 = 0.05
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for continuance intention
Wu Y. et al. 2014
MÃ¤ntymÃ¤ki et al. 2014
Lai et al. 2014
Shiau et al. 2013
Kim et al. 2013
Jin et al. 2013
Halilovic et al. 2013
Al−Busaidi 2013
Zhao et al. 2012
Udo et al. 2012, sample 2
Udo et al. 2012, sample 1
Lin 2012
Coursaris et al. 2012
Chen et al. 2012
Udo et al. 2011
Lin et al. 2011
Limayem et al. 2011
Kim et al. 2011
Shi et al. 2010
Jin et al. 2010
Bargas−Avila et al. 2010
Yung−Ming Li et al. 2009
Chou et al. 2009
Chen C. et al. 2009
Zhou 2008
Zhang et al. 2008
Liao et al. 2007
Cheung et al. 2007
Thong et al. 2006
Lin et al. 2006
Liaw et al. 2006
Hsu et al. 2006
Wixom et al. 2005
Bhattacherjee 2001
Igbaria 1989
0.25 [ 0.15, 0.35]
0.30 [ 0.26, 0.34]
0.56 [ 0.47, 0.63]
0.69 [ 0.64, 0.74]
0.47 [ 0.41, 0.52]
0.45 [ 0.36, 0.53]
0.66 [ 0.57, 0.73]
0.50 [ 0.44, 0.57]
0.62 [ 0.58, 0.66]
0.60 [ 0.50, 0.68]
0.39 [ 0.27, 0.50]
0.62 [ 0.52, 0.71]
0.37 [ 0.18, 0.53]
0.56 [ 0.49, 0.62]
0.63 [ 0.54, 0.71]
0.72 [ 0.65, 0.78]
0.58 [ 0.52, 0.64]
0.58 [ 0.49, 0.66]
0.60 [ 0.47, 0.70]
0.60 [ 0.51, 0.68]
0.42 [ 0.38, 0.45]
0.22 [ 0.09, 0.35]
0.85 [ 0.81, 0.88]
0.58 [ 0.50, 0.64]
0.50 [ 0.39, 0.61]
0.33 [ 0.17, 0.48]
0.79 [ 0.75, 0.82]
0.55 [ 0.34, 0.71]
0.52 [ 0.47, 0.57]
0.09 [−0.06, 0.24]
0.42 [ 0.26, 0.55]
0.46 [ 0.34, 0.56]
0.66 [ 0.61, 0.71]
0.66 [ 0.55, 0.75]
0.26 [ 0.12, 0.39]
0.54 [ 0.48, 0.59]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 50 publications, 35 times as a correlation coefficient
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[4, 13, 20, 21, 32, 34, 36, 41, 44, 46, 74, 77, 86, 92, 95, 101, 103, 102, 105, 115, 117, 130, 131,
133, 135, 136, 137, 138, 167, 172, 176, 180, 181, 189, 197, 202, 204, 205, 207, 210, 144, 132,
108, 195, 35, 168, 120, 33, 109, 206]
measured for following types of system blog, business information system, e-commerce, e-
government, e-learning, entertainment, mobile services, mobile system, online banking, online
community, other
A.20 Corporate image
ASMA category context stable properties
definition the consequence of the comparison between what the company promises and what
it eventually fulfils. Thus, reputation would show how honest the company is and how much it
cares for its environment (from a primary study [27])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for corporate image
Chen et al. 2012
Chang P. et al. 2011
0.53 [0.46, 0.60]
0.75 [0.69, 0.81]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[5, 30, 34, 128]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, e-learning,
online banking, telecommunication network
A.21 Cost
ASMA category context stable properties
definition The amount of money the user must expend in order to use the system. (our defini-
tion)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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A.22 Credibility
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for cost
Zhang et al. 2008
Chang et al. 2008
0.26 [0.10, 0.43]
0.15 [0.05, 0.26]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[28, 204]
measured for following types of system blog, not system specific, online community, unspeci-
fied website
A.22 Credibility
ASMA category system stable properties
definition Design credibility is defined as a holistic concept that covers an online user’s per-
ception of safety, reliability, security, and privacy during the navigation of the website (from a
primary study [74])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for credibility
Bargas−Avila et al. 2010 0.46 [0.43, 0.49]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 1 times as a correlation coefficient
[13, 117]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, e-government, other
A.23 Currency
ASMA category information mutable properties
definition Information which is up-to-date (based on a primary study [55])
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effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.213
heterogeneity measures I2 = 98.95%, τ2 = 0.14
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for currency
Hau et al. 2012
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 2
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 1
Wixom et al. 2005
Barki 1990
0.30 [0.24, 0.37]
0.49 [0.45, 0.53]
0.41 [0.35, 0.46]
0.45 [0.37, 0.52]
0.86 [0.81, 0.90]
0.54 [0.27, 0.74]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 5 publications, 5 times as a correlation coefficient
[12, 14, 195, 84, 38]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-learning, mobile sys-
tem, not system specific
A.24 Design
ASMA category system appraisal
definition the overall image or personality that the system provider projects to users using inputs
such as text, style, graphics, colors, logos, and slogans or themes (from a primary study [28])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for design
Yoon 2010
Chang et al. 2008
0.57 [0.48, 0.66]
0.65 [0.59, 0.72]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[28, 201, 126]
measured for following types of system business information system, mobile system, online
banking, unspecified website
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A.25 Disconfirmation
A.25 Disconﬁrmation
ASMA category user mutable properties
definition The evaluation of the empirical gap between expectation and the results of actual
usage. (from a primary study [102])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p = 0.032
heterogeneity measures I2 = 96.27%, τ2 = 0.08
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for disconfirmation
Wu I. et al. 2014
MÃ¤ntymÃ¤ki et al. 2014
Lai et al. 2014
Shiau et al. 2013
Jin et al. 2013
Halilovic et al. 2013
Coursaris et al. 2012
Limayem et al. 2011
Shi et al. 2010
Jin et al. 2010
SÃ¸rebÃ¸ et al. 2008
Liao et al. 2007
Cheung et al. 2007
Thong et al. 2006
Hsu et al. 2006
Bohlmann et al. 2006
Bhattacherjee 2001
Barki 1990
0.31 [ 0.22, 0.39]
0.32 [ 0.28, 0.35]
0.71 [ 0.65, 0.76]
0.49 [ 0.41, 0.56]
0.50 [ 0.42, 0.58]
0.48 [ 0.36, 0.58]
0.43 [ 0.24, 0.58]
0.59 [ 0.53, 0.64]
0.43 [ 0.28, 0.56]
0.43 [ 0.32, 0.53]
0.44 [ 0.31, 0.56]
0.88 [ 0.86, 0.90]
0.70 [ 0.54, 0.81]
0.57 [ 0.52, 0.61]
0.33 [ 0.20, 0.45]
0.13 [−0.02, 0.29]
0.59 [ 0.46, 0.69]
0.67 [ 0.57, 0.75]
0.53 [ 0.42, 0.61]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 22 publications, 18 times as a correlation coefficient
[14, 20, 22, 36, 46, 47, 77, 92, 103, 102, 130, 133, 142, 167, 171, 172, 176, 144, 35, 168, 120,
196]
measured for following types of system blog, business information system, e-commerce, e-
learning, entertainment, mobile services, mobile system, online banking, online community,
other, unspecified website
A.26 Dynamic capability
ASMA category context stable properties
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definition the ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competencies to
address rapidly-changing environments (from a primary study [107])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for dynamic capability
Nwankpa et al. 2014
Kassim et al. 2010
0.35 [0.28, 0.43]
0.66 [0.57, 0.75]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[107, 150]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-government
A.27 Ease of use
ASMA category system appraisal
definition the degree to which an individual believes that using a particular system would be
free from physical and mental effort (from a primary study [5])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p = 0.001
heterogeneity measures I2 = 96.63%, τ2 = 0.08
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A.28 Education level
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for ease of use
Shipps et al. 2013
Jin et al. 2013
Al−Busaidi 2013
Udo et al. 2012, sample 2
Udo et al. 2012, sample 1
Verhagen et al. 2011
Lin et al. 2011
Dai et al. 2011
Yoon 2010
Yung−Ming Li et al. 2009
Karjaluoto et al. 2009
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 2
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 1
Alapetite et al. 2009
SÃ¸rebÃ¸ et al. 2008
Liao et al. 2007
Thong et al. 2006
Konradt et al. 2006
Wixom et al. 2005
Buys et al. 2004
Yeo et al. 2002
McHaney et al. 2002
Barki 1990
0.63 [0.53, 0.71]
0.39 [0.30, 0.48]
0.57 [0.51, 0.63]
0.56 [0.46, 0.65]
0.39 [0.27, 0.50]
0.35 [0.27, 0.42]
0.27 [0.15, 0.39]
0.68 [0.62, 0.74]
0.53 [0.43, 0.62]
0.17 [0.03, 0.30]
0.83 [0.78, 0.87]
0.69 [0.66, 0.72]
0.39 [0.33, 0.44]
0.46 [0.34, 0.57]
0.52 [0.40, 0.62]
0.66 [0.60, 0.71]
0.38 [0.32, 0.44]
0.33 [0.25, 0.40]
0.71 [0.66, 0.75]
0.62 [0.50, 0.71]
0.41 [0.29, 0.52]
0.72 [0.66, 0.77]
0.87 [0.82, 0.90]
0.55 [0.47, 0.63]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 30 publications, 23 times as a correlation coefficient
[4, 5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 25, 26, 48, 74, 86, 102, 130, 137, 139, 154, 171, 176, 181, 200, 201, 202,
209, 212, 146, 185, 195, 169, 106, 116]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, e-government,
e-learning, entertainment, mobile services, mobile system, not system specific, online banking,
online community, other, unspecified website
A.28 Education level
ASMA category user stable properties
definition The degree of formal education reached by the user (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for education level
Loke et al. 2012
Konradt et al. 2006
0.16 [ 0.02, 0.31]
0.02 [−0.07, 0.11]
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relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[141, 116]
measured for following types of system business information system, online banking
A.29 Effectiveness
ASMA category system activity
definition the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve certain goals. (from a pri-
mary study [68])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 0 times as a correlation coefficient
[46, 76]
measured for following types of system business information system, mobile system, not sys-
tem specific
A.30 Eﬃciency
ASMA category system activity
definition the level of resources consumed in performing tasks (from a primary study [46])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.159
heterogeneity measures I2 = 96.08%, τ2 = 0.07
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for efficiency
Wu Y. et al. 2014
Redzuan et al. 2013
Coursaris et al. 2012
Kassim et al. 2010
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 2
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 1
Alapetite et al. 2009
0.56 [0.48, 0.63]
0.29 [0.10, 0.46]
0.59 [0.44, 0.71]
0.77 [0.70, 0.83]
0.67 [0.64, 0.70]
0.37 [0.31, 0.43]
0.32 [0.18, 0.44]
0.54 [0.38, 0.66]
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A.31 Effort
relationship to satisfaction measured in 6 publications, 7 times as a correlation coefficient
[6, 12, 46, 107, 159, 197]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-government, mobile
system, not system specific, online banking, online community, other
A.31 Effort
ASMA category user activity
definition conscious exertion of power, work done by the mind or body (from a dictionary
definition [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for effort
Alapetite et al. 2009
Konradt et al. 2006
Bohlmann et al. 2006
0.01 [−0.13, 0.15]
0.14 [ 0.06, 0.22]
0.01 [−0.14, 0.17]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[6, 22, 76, 116]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-learning, other
A.32 Emotion
ASMA category user mutable properties
definition a conscious mental reaction (as anger or fear) subjectively experienced as strong
feeling usually directed toward a specific object and typically accompanied by physiological and
behavioral changes in the body (from a dictionary definition [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for emotion
Sanchez−Franco et al. 2010
Bargas−Avila et al. 2010
Harrison et al. 1996
0.58 [0.52, 0.64]
0.67 [0.65, 0.69]
0.26 [0.19, 0.33]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[13, 79, 191, 162]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, e-government, e-learning, entertainment,
not system specific
A.33 Empathy
ASMA category system stable properties
definition Degree to which a system understands and reflects individual states and desires of
users (from a primary study [97])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for empathy
Udo et al. 2011
Guadagno et al. 2011
Lai 2006
0.54 [ 0.44, 0.64]
0.66 [ 0.47, 0.84]
0.10 [−0.04, 0.24]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[75, 97, 121]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, e-government, e-learning, entertainment,
online banking
A.34 Enjoyment
ASMA category user mutable properties
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A.35 Error rate
definition The degree to which users believe that using a specific system is fun and rewarding
(from a primary study [148])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p = 0.009
heterogeneity measures I2 = 96.5%, τ2 = 0.06
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for enjoyment
MÃ¤ntymÃ¤ki et al. 2014
Shiau et al. 2013
Jin et al. 2013
Wang et al. 2012
Hau et al. 2012
Zhou et al. 2011
Guadagno et al. 2011
Hassanein et al. 2010
Monnickendam et al. 2008
Thong et al. 2006
Liaw et al. 2006
Igbaria et al. 1994
0.45 [0.41, 0.48]
0.78 [0.74, 0.81]
0.37 [0.27, 0.45]
0.79 [0.74, 0.83]
0.43 [0.37, 0.49]
0.61 [0.53, 0.69]
0.68 [0.45, 0.82]
0.66 [0.47, 0.79]
0.56 [0.50, 0.62]
0.30 [0.24, 0.36]
0.54 [0.41, 0.65]
0.41 [0.33, 0.48]
0.56 [0.46, 0.65]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 14 publications, 12 times as a correlation coefficient
[5, 75, 82, 96, 102, 105, 131, 148, 176, 208, 144, 188, 168, 84]
measured for following types of system blog, e-learning, entertainment, mobile services, mo-
bile system, not system specific, other, telecommunication network
A.35 Error rate
ASMA category system activity
definition The proportion of incorrect actions taken by the system (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for error rate
Redzuan et al. 2013
Lin et al. 2011
Feng et al. 2010
0.43 [0.27, 0.59]
0.55 [0.46, 0.64]
0.35 [0.17, 0.53]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[61, 137, 159]
measured for following types of system e-learning, other
A.36 Expectation
ASMA category user mutable properties
definition Expectations are beliefs or subjective predictions about a system’s attributes or per-
formance at some time in the future, or the likelihood that a system is associated with cer-
tain attributes, benefits, and outcomes, which are oriented toward the future and are relatively
changeable (from a primary study [142])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Medium. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.104
heterogeneity measures I2 = 97.41%, τ2 = 0.08
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for expectation
Jin et al. 2013
Chang L. et al. 2011
Bargas−Avila et al. 2010
Cox et al. 2009
Au et al. 2008
Bohlmann et al. 2006
Barki 1990
0.49 [ 0.40, 0.57]
0.72 [ 0.65, 0.77]
0.47 [ 0.44, 0.50]
0.06 [−0.11, 0.22]
0.30 [ 0.24, 0.36]
0.62 [ 0.51, 0.71]
0.20 [ 0.04, 0.35]
0.44 [ 0.25, 0.59]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 9 publications, 7 times as a correlation coefficient
[10, 13, 14, 22, 29, 47, 102, 128, 139]
measured for following types of system blog, business information system, e-government, e-
learning, mobile system, not system specific, online banking, other, unspecified website
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A.37 Fairness
A.37 Fairness
ASMA category context mutable properties
definition equity, rightness or deservingness comparison to other entities, whether real or imag-
inary, individual or collective, person or nonperson. Also includes justice. (based on a primary
study [153])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for fairness
Wu I. et al. 2014
Lai et al. 2014
Zhao et al. 2012
Au et al. 2008
0.23 [0.14, 0.32]
0.61 [0.54, 0.69]
0.59 [0.55, 0.63]
0.58 [0.54, 0.62]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[10, 120, 196, 206]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, mobile
system, other
A.38 Familiarity
ASMA category system stable properties
definition The degree to which the user is acquainted with the system (based on a dictionary
definition [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for familiarity
Ogara et al. 2014
Liaw et al. 2006
Bergeron et al. 1992
0.38 [ 0.28, 0.49]
0.15 [−0.02, 0.32]
0.10 [−0.22, 0.42]
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relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[18, 131, 151]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, not system specific, other, telecommuni-
cation network
A.39 Flexibility
ASMA category system stable properties
definition A system which is able to change or to do different things (from a dictionary defini-
tion [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for flexibility
Wixom et al. 2005
Barki 1990
0.58 [0.52, 0.64]
0.88 [0.84, 0.92]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[14, 195]
measured for following types of system business information system
A.40 Flow
ASMA category user mutable properties
definition complete immersion in the task (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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A.41 Format
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for flow
Wiebe et al. 2014
Shipps et al. 2013
0.75 [0.71, 0.79]
0.52 [0.41, 0.63]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[193, 169]
measured for following types of system entertainment, online community
A.41 Format
ASMA category information mutable properties
definition the form, design, or arrangement of the information presented by the system (based
on a dictionary definition [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.107
heterogeneity measures I2 = 99.18%, τ2 = 0.21
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for format
Hau et al. 2012
Chung et al. 2009
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 2
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 1
Wixom et al. 2005
McHaney et al. 2002
Barki 1990
0.37 [0.31, 0.43]
0.40 [0.31, 0.48]
0.63 [0.60, 0.66]
0.57 [0.52, 0.61]
0.57 [0.51, 0.63]
0.79 [0.74, 0.82]
0.94 [0.92, 0.96]
0.67 [0.43, 0.82]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 6 publications, 7 times as a correlation coefficient
[12, 14, 42, 146, 195, 84]
measured for following types of system business information system, mobile system, other
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A.42 Habit
ASMA category user activity
definition The user uses the system in frequent, regular intervals (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for habit
Shiau et al. 2013
Limayem et al. 2011
0.07 [−0.02, 0.16]
0.50 [ 0.43, 0.57]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[105, 133, 168]
measured for following types of system blog, e-learning, mobile system
A.43 Information quality
ASMA category information appraisal
definition the technical quality of reports and screens generated by the information systems
(from a primary study [104])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p = 0.001
heterogeneity measures I2 = 92.85%, τ2 = 0.05
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A.44 Intellect
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for information quality
Hau et al. 2012
Kim et al. 2011
Dai et al. 2011
Chang L. et al. 2011
Kassim et al. 2010
Chung et al. 2009
Chen C. et al. 2009
Alapetite et al. 2009
Lin H. et al. 2007
Lin et al. 2006
Wixom et al. 2005
Joshi et al. 1986
0.50 [0.45, 0.55]
0.56 [0.47, 0.64]
0.75 [0.70, 0.80]
0.64 [0.57, 0.70]
0.65 [0.54, 0.73]
0.61 [0.55, 0.67]
0.38 [0.28, 0.47]
0.50 [0.38, 0.60]
0.63 [0.54, 0.71]
0.16 [0.01, 0.31]
0.72 [0.67, 0.76]
0.48 [0.13, 0.72]
0.57 [0.48, 0.65]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 20 publications, 12 times as a correlation coefficient
[6, 32, 31, 42, 48, 101, 104, 105, 107, 135, 134, 182, 191, 205, 211, 212, 108, 195, 84, 126]
measured for following types of system blog, business information system, e-commerce, e-
government, e-learning, mobile system, not system specific, online banking, online community,
other, unspecified website
A.44 Intellect
ASMA category user stable properties
definition the ability to learn or understand things or to deal with new or difficult situations
(from a dictionary definition [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for intellect
Oliveira et al. 2013
Kluge et al. 2013, sample 2
Kluge et al. 2013, sample 1
0.05 [−0.03, 0.13]
0.17 [−0.14, 0.47]
0.31 [ 0.02, 0.59]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[113, 152]
measured for following types of system mobile system, other
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A.45 Interactivity
ASMA category system stable properties
definition the availability and effectiveness of user support tools on the system interface and
the degree to which the system facilitates two-way communication with customers (based on a
primary study [28])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for interactivity
Yung−Ming Li et al. 2009
Chang et al. 2008
0.39 [0.28, 0.50]
0.57 [0.50, 0.64]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[28, 142, 202]
measured for following types of system blog, e-commerce, e-government, mobile system, un-
specified website
A.46 Learnability
ASMA category system stable properties
definition the capability of a software product to enable the user to learn how to use it (from a
specialized source [179])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for learnability
Lai et al. 2014
Redzuan et al. 2013
0.21 [0.10, 0.32]
0.29 [0.11, 0.47]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[159, 120]
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A.47 Loyalty
measured for following types of system business information system, online banking, other
A.47 Loyalty
ASMA category user stable properties
definition the extent to which something can be learned efficiently. (from a primary study [27])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.107
heterogeneity measures I2 = 97.89%, τ2 = 0.16
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for loyalty
Zhou et al. 2011
Chang P. et al. 2011
Teng 2010
Karjaluoto et al. 2009
Chang et al. 2008
Lin et al. 2006
0.64 [0.56, 0.71]
0.84 [0.80, 0.87]
0.42 [0.36, 0.47]
0.85 [0.80, 0.89]
0.64 [0.57, 0.70]
0.25 [0.10, 0.39]
0.65 [0.43, 0.80]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 8 publications, 6 times as a correlation coefficient
[27, 28, 30, 128, 135, 174, 208, 106]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, entertain-
ment, online banking, online community, telecommunication network, unspecified website
A.48 Management support
ASMA category context stable properties
definition The degree to which the organisation’s management supports development of the
system (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for management support
Nwankpa et al. 2014
Monnickendam et al. 2008
0.48 [0.42, 0.55]
0.43 [0.36, 0.50]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[21, 148, 150]
measured for following types of system business information system, not system specific
A.49 Marketing
ASMA category context stable properties
definition Effort made to make the system attractive to potential users (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for marketing
Loke et al. 2012 0.46 [0.35, 0.58]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 1 times as a correlation coefficient
[141, 199]
measured for following types of system online banking, telecommunication network
A.50 Media richness
ASMA category information stable properties
definition the amount of information a medium can convey to change the receiver’s understand-
ing (based on a primary study [169])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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A.51 Navigation
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for media richness
Ogara et al. 2014
Shipps et al. 2013
Wang et al. 2012
0.35 [0.25, 0.46]
0.53 [0.42, 0.64]
0.40 [0.30, 0.50]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[151, 188, 169]
measured for following types of system online community, telecommunication network
A.51 Navigation
ASMA category system stable properties
definition The structure of a system interface as exposed to the user (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for navigation
Hau et al. 2012
Zviran et al. 2006
0.34 [0.28, 0.41]
0.36 [0.27, 0.45]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[213, 84]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, mobile
system, other, unspecified website
A.52 Personal innovativeness
ASMA category user stable properties
definition the tendency to experiment with and to adopt new information technologies indepen-
dently of the experience of others (from a primary study [4])
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effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for personal innovativeness
Jin et al. 2013
Al−Busaidi 2013
Chou et al. 2009
Alapetite et al. 2009
0.36 [0.27, 0.45]
0.33 [0.25, 0.40]
0.25 [0.15, 0.36]
0.35 [0.22, 0.48]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[4, 6, 102]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-learning, mobile sys-
tem, other
A.53 Preparedness
ASMA category user mutable properties
definition users having the appropriate skills to operate the new system. (from a primary
study [148])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for preparedness
Monnickendam et al. 2008 0.43 [0.36, 0.50]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 1 times as a correlation coefficient
[136, 148]
measured for following types of system e-government, not system specific
A.54 Recommendation
ASMA category user activity
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A.55 Relevance
definition Intention to recommend the system to a third person (based on a primary study [97])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for recommendation
Chen et al. 2012
Bargas−Avila et al. 2010
0.38 [0.30, 0.46]
0.56 [0.53, 0.58]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[13, 34, 191]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, e-government
A.55 Relevance
ASMA category information mutable properties
definition relating to the task in an appropriate way (based on a dictionary definition [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for relevance
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 2
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 1
Barki 1990
0.46 [0.41, 0.50]
0.42 [0.37, 0.47]
0.68 [0.59, 0.77]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 3 times as a correlation coefficient
[12, 14]
measured for following types of system business information system
A.56 Reliability
ASMA category system stable properties
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definition the ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately. (from a pri-
mary study [180])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.168
heterogeneity measures I2 = 98.18%, τ2 = 0.16
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for reliability
Hau et al. 2012
Udo et al. 2011
Feng et al. 2010
Karjaluoto et al. 2009
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 1
Lai 2006
Wixom et al. 2005
Barki 1990
0.29 [0.23, 0.36]
0.54 [0.44, 0.63]
0.38 [0.19, 0.54]
0.67 [0.58, 0.74]
0.49 [0.43, 0.54]
0.19 [0.05, 0.32]
0.60 [0.54, 0.66]
0.91 [0.88, 0.93]
0.56 [0.34, 0.73]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 10 publications, 8 times as a correlation coefficient
[8, 12, 14, 61, 97, 101, 121, 195, 106, 84]
measured for following types of system blog, business information system, e-commerce, e-
government, e-learning, mobile system, online banking, other, unspecified website
A.57 Responsiveness
ASMA category system stable properties
definition Degree to which a system voluntarily and quickly responds to demands of consumers
(based on a primary study [97])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for responsiveness
Wu Y. et al. 2014
Udo et al. 2011
Yung−Ming Li et al. 2009
Lai 2006
0.45 [ 0.37, 0.53]
0.55 [ 0.46, 0.65]
0.04 [−0.10, 0.17]
0.15 [ 0.01, 0.29]
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A.58 Risk
relationship to satisfaction measured in 5 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[97, 101, 121, 197, 202]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, e-government, e-learning, mobile system,
online banking, online community
A.58 Risk
ASMA category context mutable properties
definition the user’s subjective belief of suffering a loss in pursuit of a desired outcome (from a
primary study [74])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for risk
Wu Y. et al. 2014 0.14 [0.04, 0.24]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 1 times as a correlation coefficient
[74, 197]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, online community
A.59 Security
ASMA category system stable properties
definition Users’ recognition that the adoption of a certain system is risk free. (from a primary
study [187])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for security
Loke et al. 2012
Yoon 2010
Karjaluoto et al. 2009
Buys et al. 2004
0.69 [0.62, 0.77]
0.57 [0.48, 0.66]
0.66 [0.58, 0.74]
0.32 [0.17, 0.47]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 8 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[8, 25, 101, 141, 173, 201, 33, 106]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, e-government, mobile system, online
banking, online community, unspecified website
A.60 Self eﬃcacy
ASMA category user mutable properties
definition Users’ judgments of their capabilities to organise and execute courses of action re-
quired to attain designated types of performances (from a primary study [4])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Medium. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.160
heterogeneity measures I2 = 95.65%, τ2 = 0.09
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for self efficacy
Al−Busaidi 2013
Chang L. et al. 2011
Chou et al. 2009
Cheung et al. 2007
Liaw et al. 2006
0.16 [0.07, 0.24]
0.25 [0.14, 0.36]
0.47 [0.38, 0.55]
0.77 [0.64, 0.86]
0.46 [0.31, 0.58]
0.44 [0.19, 0.64]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 5 publications, 5 times as a correlation coefficient
[4, 21, 41, 86, 131]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, e-learning,
not system specific, online banking, other
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A.61 Service quality
A.61 Service quality
ASMA category system appraisal
definition The quality of the service provided by a system to the user (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.160
heterogeneity measures I2 = 97.29%, τ2 = 0.13
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for service quality
Kim et al. 2011
Chang P. et al. 2011
Chang L. et al. 2011
Kuo et al. 2009
Chen C. et al. 2009
Lin et al. 2006
0.58 [ 0.49, 0.66]
0.81 [ 0.76, 0.85]
0.72 [ 0.66, 0.77]
0.72 [ 0.67, 0.76]
0.34 [ 0.24, 0.43]
0.14 [−0.01, 0.29]
0.60 [ 0.37, 0.76]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 14 publications, 6 times as a correlation coefficient
[30, 32, 31, 119, 135, 139, 173, 182, 189, 205, 211, 210, 212, 108]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, e-government,
mobile system, not system specific, online banking, online community, other, telecommunication
network, unspecified website
A.62 Social inﬂuence
ASMA category context mutable properties
definition Users’ social beliefs about product usage are created by their interactions with other
users in an organization or group. (from a primary study [102])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Medium. Difference from lower strength is signif-
icant, p = 0.009
heterogeneity measures I2 = 61.5%, τ2 = 0.01
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estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for social influence
Ogara et al. 2014
Jin et al. 2013
Alapetite et al. 2009
Hsu et al. 2006
Bohlmann et al. 2006
0.26 [0.14, 0.37]
0.33 [0.24, 0.43]
0.47 [0.35, 0.57]
0.26 [0.12, 0.38]
0.43 [0.30, 0.56]
0.35 [0.26, 0.43]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 6 publications, 5 times as a correlation coefficient
[6, 22, 92, 102, 151, 199]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, e-learning, mobile system, not system
specific, online banking, other, telecommunication network
A.63 Social presence
ASMA category system stable properties
definition the degree to which a communication channel facilitates awareness of communica-
tions partners and interpersonal relationship during interaction (from a primary study [151])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for social presence
Ogara et al. 2014
Wang et al. 2012
0.42 [0.32, 0.52]
0.75 [0.70, 0.80]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 2 times as a correlation coefficient
[151, 188]
measured for following types of system telecommunication network
A.64 Speed
ASMA category system activity
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A.65 Subjective norm
definition The rate at which tasks can be done with the system (based on a dictionary defini-
tion [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for speed
Yoon 2010
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 2
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 1
Barki 1990
0.63 [0.56, 0.71]
0.53 [0.49, 0.57]
0.44 [0.38, 0.49]
0.88 [0.84, 0.92]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[12, 14, 201]
measured for following types of system business information system, online banking, other
A.65 Subjective norm
ASMA category context stable properties
definition the perceived social pressure to perform a particular behavior. (from a primary
study [34])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for subjective norm
Chen et al. 2012
Monnickendam et al. 2008
Lin H. et al. 2007
Liao et al. 2007
0.59 [0.53, 0.65]
0.35 [0.27, 0.43]
0.48 [0.37, 0.59]
0.52 [0.45, 0.59]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[34, 130, 134, 148]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, e-learning, not system specific, online
community
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A.66 Support
ASMA category context stable properties
definition The amount of help provided to users when they need it (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p = 0.021
heterogeneity measures I2 = 95.42%, τ2 = 0.06
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for support
Loke et al. 2012
Guadagno et al. 2011
Yoon 2010
Peng et al. 2009
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 2
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 1
Alapetite et al. 2009
Monnickendam et al. 2008
Konradt et al. 2006
Buys et al. 2004
Joshi et al. 1986
0.65 [0.56, 0.73]
0.52 [0.23, 0.72]
0.57 [0.48, 0.65]
0.82 [0.78, 0.85]
0.55 [0.52, 0.59]
0.57 [0.53, 0.62]
0.36 [0.23, 0.48]
0.50 [0.43, 0.56]
0.19 [0.11, 0.27]
0.51 [0.37, 0.63]
0.70 [0.44, 0.85]
0.56 [0.44, 0.65]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 10 publications, 11 times as a correlation coefficient
[6, 12, 25, 75, 104, 141, 148, 155, 201, 116]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-learning, entertain-
ment, not system specific, online banking, other
A.67 System quality
ASMA category system appraisal
definition System quality measures the desired characteristics of a system (from a primary
study [135])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p < 0.001
heterogeneity measures I2 = 94.18%, τ2 = 0.04
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A.68 System rating
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for system quality
Zhao et al. 2012
Udo et al. 2012, sample 2
Udo et al. 2012, sample 1
Hau et al. 2012
Kim et al. 2011
Dai et al. 2011
Chang L. et al. 2011
Chung et al. 2009
Chen C. et al. 2009
Lin H. et al. 2007
Lin et al. 2006
Wixom et al. 2005
0.64 [0.61, 0.68]
0.79 [0.73, 0.84]
0.56 [0.46, 0.64]
0.54 [0.48, 0.59]
0.46 [0.35, 0.55]
0.72 [0.66, 0.77]
0.58 [0.50, 0.66]
0.53 [0.45, 0.59]
0.42 [0.32, 0.50]
0.71 [0.63, 0.77]
0.33 [0.19, 0.46]
0.73 [0.69, 0.77]
0.60 [0.52, 0.67]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 22 publications, 12 times as a correlation coefficient
[32, 31, 42, 48, 105, 117, 135, 134, 173, 181, 182, 189, 191, 197, 205, 211, 212, 108, 195, 84,
206, 126]
measured for following types of system blog, business information system, e-commerce, e-
government, e-learning, mobile system, not system specific, online banking, online community,
other, unspecified website
A.68 System rating
ASMA category system appraisal
definition A user’s overall impression of the system expressed on an ordinal scale (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for system rating
Au et al. 2008 0.66 [0.63, 0.70]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 1 times as a correlation coefficient
[5, 10, 21]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-learning
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A.69 Task
ASMA category context mutable properties
definition a piece of work that the user needs to complete (based on a dictionary definition [147])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for task
Igbaria et al. 1994 0.12 [0.03, 0.21]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 2 publications, 1 times as a correlation coefficient
[13, 96]
measured for following types of system e-government, e-learning, not system specific
A.70 Task outcome
ASMA category context mutable properties
definition Denotes whether the user was able to complete the task successfully. (our definition)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.245
heterogeneity measures I2 = 96.93%, τ2 = 0.19
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for task outcome
Wu Y. et al. 2014
Lin 2012
Udo et al. 2011
Dzikovska et al. 2011
Cox et al. 2009
Bohlmann et al. 2006
0.05 [−0.06, 0.16]
0.56 [ 0.45, 0.66]
0.48 [ 0.36, 0.58]
0.28 [ 0.05, 0.48]
0.86 [ 0.82, 0.90]
0.29 [ 0.14, 0.43]
0.48 [ 0.16, 0.70]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 6 publications, 6 times as a correlation coefficient
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A.71 Technology experience
[22, 47, 57, 138, 180, 197]
measured for following types of system e-learning, online community, other
A.71 Technology experience
ASMA category user stable properties
definition The individual’s exposure to the technology and the skills and abilities that s/he gains
through using a technology (from a primary study [4])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Weak. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p = 0.005
heterogeneity measures I2 = 88.96%, τ2 = 0.02
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for technology experience
Al−Busaidi 2013
Udo et al. 2012, sample 2
Udo et al. 2012, sample 1
Liaw et al. 2006
Konradt et al. 2006
Harrison et al. 1996
0.36 [ 0.28, 0.44]
0.17 [ 0.03, 0.30]
0.06 [−0.07, 0.19]
0.26 [ 0.09, 0.41]
0.06 [−0.03, 0.15]
0.39 [ 0.33, 0.45]
0.22 [ 0.10, 0.34]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 6 times as a correlation coefficient
[4, 79, 131, 116]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-government, e-learning,
not system specific, other
A.72 Timeliness
ASMA category information mutable properties
definition The ability of a system to provide information quickly when it is needed (our defini-
tion)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
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0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for timeliness
Hau et al. 2012
Wixom et al. 2005
McHaney et al. 2002
Barki 1990
0.39 [0.32, 0.45]
0.55 [0.49, 0.62]
0.80 [0.76, 0.84]
0.82 [0.77, 0.87]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[14, 146, 195, 84]
measured for following types of system business information system, mobile system, not sys-
tem specific
A.73 Trust
ASMA category user mutable properties
definition the willingness to rely on the system, having confidence in the system (from a primary
study [202])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.111
heterogeneity measures I2 = 81.8%, τ2 = 0.02
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for trust
Kim et al. 2011
Guadagno et al. 2011
Sanchez−Franco et al. 2010
Yung−Ming Li et al. 2009
Zhou 2008
0.58 [0.49, 0.66]
0.54 [0.26, 0.73]
0.60 [0.53, 0.66]
0.29 [0.16, 0.41]
0.52 [0.41, 0.62]
0.51 [0.39, 0.62]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 8 publications, 5 times as a correlation coefficient
[75, 173, 202, 207, 209, 108, 162, 126]
measured for following types of system e-commerce, entertainment, mobile system, online
banking, other, unspecified website
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A.74 Understandability
A.74 Understandability
ASMA category information stable properties
definition Concerned with such issues as clearness and goodness of the information. (from a
primary study [37])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for understandability
Bargas−Avila et al. 2010
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 2
Bargas−Avila et al. 2009, sample 1
Harrison et al. 1996
0.61 [0.59, 0.63]
0.49 [0.45, 0.53]
0.56 [0.52, 0.61]
0.29 [0.23, 0.35]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 3 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[12, 13, 79]
measured for following types of system blog, business information system, e-government, not
system specific
A.75 Usability
ASMA category system appraisal
definition the ability of the user to use the thing to carry out a task successfully (from a special-
ized source [179])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for usability
Wiebe et al. 2014
Oliveira et al. 2013
Finstad 2010
Zviran et al. 2006
0.18 [0.09, 0.27]
0.45 [0.39, 0.51]
0.76 [0.72, 0.80]
0.56 [0.49, 0.64]
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relationship to satisfaction measured in 6 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[27, 65, 152, 193, 213, 127]
measured for following types of system blog, e-commerce, entertainment, mobile system, not
system specific
A.76 Use
ASMA category user activity
definition The frequency or total amount of time spent interacting with the system (our defini-
tion)
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Weak. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p < 0.001
heterogeneity measures I2 = 87.84%, τ2 = 0.02
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for use
Nwankpa et al. 2014
Jin et al. 2013
Limayem et al. 2011
Kassim et al. 2010
Chen C. et al. 2009
Alapetite et al. 2009
Lin H. et al. 2007
Konradt et al. 2006
Harrison et al. 1996
Igbaria et al. 1994
Bergeron et al. 1992
Baroudi et al. 1986
0.45 [ 0.38, 0.51]
0.42 [ 0.33, 0.51]
0.38 [ 0.30, 0.45]
0.44 [ 0.30, 0.56]
0.02 [−0.09, 0.12]
0.11 [−0.03, 0.25]
0.32 [ 0.19, 0.44]
0.23 [ 0.15, 0.31]
0.11 [ 0.04, 0.18]
0.24 [ 0.15, 0.32]
0.33 [ 0.01, 0.59]
0.28 [ 0.15, 0.40]
0.28 [ 0.19, 0.36]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 17 publications, 12 times as a correlation coefficient
[6, 8, 15, 18, 21, 32, 79, 86, 96, 102, 107, 133, 134, 150, 173, 182, 116]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, e-government,
e-learning, mobile system, not system specific, online banking, online community, other
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A.77 Usefulness
A.77 Usefulness
ASMA category system appraisal
definition ’the user’s subjective probability that using a specific application system will increase
his or her performance (based on a primary study [77])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is signifi-
cant, p = 0.002
heterogeneity measures I2 = 97.13%, τ2 = 0.08
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for usefulness
Wu I. et al. 2014
MÃ¤ntymÃ¤ki et al. 2014
Shipps et al. 2013
Jin et al. 2013
Halilovic et al. 2013
Al−Busaidi 2013
Wang et al. 2012
Udo et al. 2012, sample 2
Udo et al. 2012, sample 1
Hau et al. 2012
Zhou et al. 2011
Lin et al. 2011
Limayem et al. 2011
Dai et al. 2011
Hassanein et al. 2010
Bargas−Avila et al. 2010
Yung−Ming Li et al. 2009
Karjaluoto et al. 2009
SÃ¸rebÃ¸ et al. 2008
Monnickendam et al. 2008
Liao et al. 2007
Thong et al. 2006
Konradt et al. 2006
Wixom et al. 2005
Yeo et al. 2002
Bhattacherjee 2001
Igbaria et al. 1994
Barki 1990
0.30 [0.21, 0.38]
0.29 [0.25, 0.33]
0.62 [0.52, 0.71]
0.31 [0.21, 0.41]
0.51 [0.40, 0.61]
0.64 [0.58, 0.69]
0.62 [0.54, 0.69]
0.66 [0.57, 0.73]
0.45 [0.34, 0.55]
0.53 [0.47, 0.58]
0.65 [0.56, 0.72]
0.27 [0.15, 0.39]
0.51 [0.44, 0.57]
0.75 [0.70, 0.79]
0.75 [0.60, 0.85]
0.67 [0.64, 0.69]
0.19 [0.05, 0.31]
0.65 [0.56, 0.73]
0.24 [0.09, 0.38]
0.49 [0.42, 0.55]
0.63 [0.57, 0.69]
0.21 [0.14, 0.27]
0.42 [0.35, 0.49]
0.78 [0.75, 0.82]
0.40 [0.29, 0.51]
0.42 [0.26, 0.56]
0.38 [0.30, 0.45]
0.88 [0.83, 0.91]
0.53 [0.45, 0.60]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 37 publications, 28 times as a correlation coefficient
[13, 14, 20, 26, 48, 74, 77, 82, 86, 96, 102, 105, 130, 133, 137, 139, 148, 154, 171, 172, 176,
181, 200, 202, 209, 208, 212, 144, 132, 195, 188, 169, 35, 196, 106, 84, 116]
measured for following types of system blog, business information system, e-commerce, e-
government, e-learning, entertainment, mobile services, mobile system, not system specific, on-
line banking, online community, other, telecommunication network, unspecified website
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A.78 User involvement
ASMA category context stable properties
definition psychological state of the individual, defined as the importance and personal rele-
vance of a system to a use (from a specialized source [1])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship No metaanalysis conducted
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
List of correlations for user involvement
Shipps et al. 2013
Monnickendam et al. 2008
Konradt et al. 2006
Joshi et al. 1986
0.62 [ 0.53, 0.71]
0.50 [ 0.44, 0.56]
0.27 [ 0.19, 0.35]
0.29 [−0.06, 0.64]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 4 publications, 4 times as a correlation coefficient
[104, 148, 169, 116]
measured for following types of system business information system, not system specific, on-
line community
A.79 User participation
ASMA category context stable properties
definition behaviors and activities users perform in the system development Proces (from a
specialized source [1])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Weak. Difference from lower strength is not sig-
nificant, p = 0.111
heterogeneity measures I2 = 95.61%, τ2 = 0.07
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A.80 Value
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for user participation
Shiau et al. 2013
Monnickendam et al. 2008
Hartwick 1997
Hawk et al. 1991
Baroudi et al. 1986
0.64 [ 0.58, 0.69]
0.19 [ 0.11, 0.27]
0.18 [ 0.07, 0.28]
0.05 [−0.16, 0.25]
0.18 [ 0.04, 0.31]
0.27 [ 0.03, 0.48]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 6 publications, 5 times as a correlation coefficient
[15, 81, 85, 148, 132, 168]
measured for following types of system blog, business information system, not system specific,
online community
A.80 Value
ASMA category context mutable properties
definition a combined assessment of the perceived sacrifice in obtaining the service (e.g., price)
and the benefits received (from a primary study [22])
effect strength for satisfaction relationship Strong. Difference from lower strength is not
significant, p = 0.168
heterogeneity measures I2 = 96.99%, τ2 = 0.09
estimate
0 0.2 0.37 0.53 1
Metaanalysis of correlations for value
Lai et al. 2014
Kim et al. 2013
Jin et al. 2013
Kuo et al. 2009
Chen C. et al. 2009
Zhou 2008
0.59 [0.51, 0.66]
0.68 [0.64, 0.72]
0.34 [0.24, 0.43]
0.78 [0.74, 0.82]
0.24 [0.13, 0.34]
0.46 [0.34, 0.57]
0.54 [0.35, 0.69]
relationship to satisfaction measured in 9 publications, 6 times as a correlation coefficient
[22, 32, 102, 119, 128, 187, 207, 120, 109]
measured for following types of system business information system, e-commerce, e-learning,
mobile system, other
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B Questionnaires used in our studies
In this appendix, we reproduce the questionnaires we used in our empirical studies. They are
given in the following order:
• Live experiment at RefsQ 2012, used as an exploratory study to construct a model of antici-
pated satisfaction. The reproduced questionnaire shows the user task requirements format.
• Student experiment at the University of Heidelberg, used to validate the model of antici-
pated satisfaction. The reproduced questionnaire shows the user task requirements format.
• Casino study at the DKFZ, used to test the MUSA method’s validity.
• Student experiment at the DKFZ, used to test the MUSA method’s usability.
We reproduce the questionnaires exactly as given to the participants. The student experiment at
University of Heidelberg and the Casino study at the DKFZ were conducted in German language,
and the questionnaire reproduction here is not translated.
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Live Experiment RefsQ 2012
Questionnaire
Part I
General questions
This part of the questionnaire includes some general questions about your experience
in requirements engineering. Please answer the questions below. The experiment is
anonymous; you are not required to provide a name or other identifying information.
Question 1
I have done the following work in requirements engineering (please cross all appropri-
ate boxes):
 Research as a graduate student (Master, Ph.D.)
 Research at an academic institution (e.g. professor or junior professor)
 Research at a private company
 Teaching requirements engineering
 RE work at a software vendor
 RE work at a software customer
 RE work as a consultant
 Other (please specify):
Question 2 I have years of experience working in requirements engineering.
Question 3 I rate my experience level in requirements engineering as:
beginner intermediate expert
    
1
Question 4 In my practice in requirements engineering, I have used following for-
mat(s) to document requirements:
 User tasks
 User stories
 Sentence templates (”The system shall...”)
 Requirements without any format (plain text, evtl. ad-hoc structured)
 Other (please specify):
Question 5 In my practice in requirements engineering, the main format I use for
documenting requirements is:
Part II
Requirements document
This part of the questionnaire contains requirements for the software product Receipt
Manager. Imagine that you plan to buy the product when it is released. The software
vendor knows you are interested in the finalized product and asks you for feedback as
a key user.
The vendor provided some requirements, which are printed below. Please read them
carefully and try to imagine the resulting software in detail. Then answer the questions
about what you expect of the finished software based on the requirements.
Live Experiment RefsQ 2012
Questionnaire T-1
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Task 1 Digitize receipt
Start: User has received one or more receipts
End: The data from the receipts are archived
Subtasks Solution
Import receipt
1 The user can import a picture of a receipt.
2 The user can prepare a picture for easier
recognition.
3 The user can let the system recognize the
text in an imported receipt picture.
4 The user doesnt predefine a tag, the sys-
tem guesses a suitable tag and applies it to
each expense item on a recognized receipt
Check and
correct receipt
data
5 The user can change any part of the rec-
ognized content.
6 The user can change the tag of each ex-
pense item separately.
Archive data
7 alternative 1: The user doesnt have to
save anything. The data is kept on the
system vendors server (cloud storage) and
each change is automatically saved as it is
made.
8 alternative 2: The user can save the re-
ceipt data locally. The user has to trigger
the saving process.
9 The user can export the receipt data.
Task 2 View expenses report
Start: User has received one or more receipts
End: The data from the receipts are archived
Subtasks Solution
Select the input
for the report
10 The user can select the receipts to be
used in a report.
11 The user can filter the receipt list or
search it, for finding relevant receipts.
12 The user can choose from templates for
different types of report.
13 The user inputs parameter needed for
the report, depending on the type of report.
For example, he/she inputs a month for a
report which shows expenses for a given
month.
Produce report
14 The user can read the report onscreen,
it is shown in a printer-friendly layout. It
contains data calculated by the system for
the specified report.
15 The user can print the report
16 The user can export the report data.
Feature 1 The user can import a picture of a receipt.
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1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 2 The user can prepare a picture for easier recognition.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 3 The user can let the system recognize the text in an imported receipt picture.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 4 The user doesnt predefine a tag, the system guesses a suitable tag and applies
it to each expense item on a recognized receipt
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 5 The user can change any part of the recognized content.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 6 The user can change the tag of each expense item separately.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
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2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 7 alternative 1: The user doesnt have to save anything. The data is kept on
the system vendors server (cloud storage) and each change is automatically saved as it is
made.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 8 alternative 2: The user can save the receipt data locally. The user has to
trigger the saving process.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 9 The user can export the receipt data.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 10 The user can select the receipts to be used in a report.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 11 The user can filter the receipt list or search it, for finding relevant receipts.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
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Feature 12 The user can choose from templates for different types of report.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 13 The user inputs parameter needed for the report, depending on the type of
report. For example, he/she inputs a month for a report which shows expenses for a given
month.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 14 The user can read the report onscreen, it is shown in a printer-friendly
layout. It contains data calculated by the system for the specified report.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 15 The user can print the report
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
Feature 16 The user can export the report data.
1. I can envision a way this feature will be im-
plemented.
really well unsure not at all
    
2. I think this feature is ...
for the way I will work
with the system.
very important slightly important not important
    
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The software vendor asks you to prioritize the existing features. You have a total of 15
budget points. Please assign them to the features you feel are the most important ones.
Mark each point in the space to the left of the features.
You can spend up to three points per feature, and you have to spend all fifteen points.
Task 1 Digitize receipt
Start: User has received one or more receipts
End: The data from the receipts are
archived
Subtasks Solution
Import receipt
1 The user can import a picture of a
receipt.
2 The user can prepare a picture for
easier recognition.
3 The user can let the system recog-
nize the text in an imported receipt
picture.
4 The user doesnt predefine a tag, the
system guesses a suitable tag and ap-
plies it to each expense item on a rec-
ognized receipt.
Check and
correct receipt
data
5 The user can change any part of the
recognized content.
6 The user can change the tag of each
expense item separately.
Archive data
7 alternative 1: The user doesnt have
to save anything. The data is kept on
the system vendors server (cloud stor-
age) and each change is automatically
saved as it is made.
8 alternative 2: The user can save the
receipt data locally. The user has to
trigger the saving process.
9 The user can export the receipt data.
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Task 2 View expenses report
Start: User needs information on expenses
End: User has viewed the report and, op-
tionally, printed or exported it.
Subtasks Solution
Select the input
for the report
10 The user can select the receipts to
be used in a report.
11 The user can filter the receipt list or
search it, for finding relevant receipts.
12 The user can choose from tem-
plates for different types of report.
13 The user inputs parameter needed
for the report, depending on the type
of report. For example, he/she inputs
a month for a report which shows ex-
penses for a given month.
Produce report
14 The user can read the report on-
screen, it is shown in a printer-friendly
layout. It contains data calculated by
the system for the specified report.
15 The user can print the report
16 The user can export the report
data.
Part III
Assessment of implemented features
Now the software product ReceiptManager is finished. You watch a demonstration
which shows you how the product works. Please provide feedback based on the im-
plemented software you saw in the demonstration.
For your convenience, you are shown a few features at a time, then given some time to
answer, then another demonstration, etc., until you have seen all features.
Demonstration 1
Feature 1 The user can import a picture of a receipt.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
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Feature 2 The user can prepare a picture for easier recognition.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Feature 3 The user can let the system recognize the text in an imported receipt picture.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Feature 4 The user doesnt predefine a tag, the system guesses a suitable tag and applies
it to each expense item on a recognized receipt
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Demonstration 2
Feature 5 The user can change any part of the recognized content.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
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Feature 6 The user can change the tag of each expense item separately.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Demonstration 3
Feature 7 alternative 1: The user doesnt have to save anything. The data is kept on
the system vendors server (cloud storage) and each change is automatically saved as it is
made.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Feature 8 alternative 2: The user can save the receipt data locally. The user has to
trigger the saving process.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Feature 9 The user can export the receipt data.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
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3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Demonstration 4
Feature 10 The user can select the receipts to be used in a report.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Feature 11 The user can filter the receipt list or search it, for finding relevant receipts.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Feature 12 The user can choose from templates for different types of report.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Feature 13 The user inputs parameter needed for the report, depending on the type of
report. For example, he/she inputs a month for a report which shows expenses for a given
month.
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1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Demonstration 6
Feature 14 The user can read the report onscreen, it is shown in a printer-friendly
layout. It contains data calculated by the system for the specified report.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Feature 15 The user can print the report
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
Feature 16 The user can export the report data.
1. I like the feature the way it is implemented
now
a lot somewhat not at all
    
2. The feature implementation corresponds
to what I had envisioned
very well somewhat not at all
    
3. The implemented feature differs from what I had envisioned in following ways :
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Part IV
The End
Thank you for participating in this experiment. We will evaluate the data during the
conference and present the results at the end of the conference. Use the space below
to give us feedback on this survey and on the experiment as a whole. Include critique,
comments, questions, or anything else you feel we should know.
Rumi Proynova, Prof. Barbara Paech & the RefsQ organizers
My feedback:
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Studie Featureversta¨ndnis
Fragebogen
Teil I
Allgemeine Fragen
Dieser Teil des Fragebogens entha¨lt einige allgemeine Fragen zu Ihrem Hintergrund und Vor-
erfahrungen. Bitte beantworten Sie diese Fragen mo¨glichst exakt. Die Studie ist anonym; Sie
mu¨ssen keinen Namen oder andere Informationen angeben, mit denen Sie identifiziert werden
ko¨nnen.
Frage 1 Ich studiere das Fach im Semester.
Frage 2 Meine Erfahrungen mit dem Fach Informatik (Mehrfachauswahl zula¨ssig):
Ich habe Erfahrungen aus einem Studiengang mit mindestens 50% Anteil an Infor-
matikvorlesungen:
 ich habe darin einen Abschluss (Bachelor, Master oder Diplom)
 ich studiere das gerade oder habe es fru¨her studiert
Ich habe aus der Schule oder einem Studiengang einzelne Erfahrungen mit Informatikvor-
lesungen (z.B. Programmierung, Datenbanken, nicht IT-Fertigkeiten zu Office-Produkten:)
 Schule
 Studiengang (auch Nebenfach). Bitte geben Sie den Namen an:
Frage 3 Meine Erfahrungen mit Softwareentwicklung (Mehrfachauswahl zula¨ssig):
 ich habe Software entwickelt, die ich selbst benutzt habe.
Ich war auf der Entwicklerseite an der Entwicklung einer Software beteiligt, die andere
benutzt haben. Dabei:
 habe ich Anforderungsdokumente geschrieben, die andere verwendet haben.
 war ich an Entwurf oder Programmierung beteiligt.
 war ich als Tester oder in einer anderen Rolle an der Entwicklung beteiligt.
Ich war auf der Kundenseite an der Entwicklung einer Software beteiligt, die andere be-
nutzt haben. Dabei:
 habe ich Anforderungsdokumente geschrieben.
 habe ich die Software benutzt.
 war ich in einer anderen Rolle beteiligt.
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Frage 4 Ich scha¨tze meine Erfahrung im Umgang mit Anforderungen wie folgt ein:
sehr viel etwas keine
    
Teil II
Anforderungsbeschreibung
Dieser Teil des Fragebogens entha¨lt Anforderungen (Beschreibungen von Features) fu¨r die Soft-
ware Receipt Manager. Stellen Sie sich vor, dass diese Software in Planung ist. Sie haben vor, die
Software zu kaufen, sobald sie fertig ist. Die Softwareentwicklerinnen wissen, dass Sie an die Soft-
ware interessiert sind, und mo¨chten Ihr Feedback als zuku¨nftiger Benutzer.
Die Softwareentwicklerinnen haben eine Liste von Features entworfen, die Sie hier lesen ko¨nnen.
Bitte lesen Sie die Featurebeschreibung aufmerksam durch und versuchen Sie, sich die resul-
tierende Software im Detail vorzustellen. Bitte fangen Sie mit den Fragen erst an, nachdem Sie
die Featurebeschreibung so gut wie mo¨glich verstanden haben.
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Task 1 Quittung digitalisieren
Start: Der Benutzer hat eine Quittung erhalten
End: Die Daten aus der Quittung sind archiviert
Subtasks Lo¨sung
Quittung
importieren
1 Das System importiert ein Bild der Quittung.
2 Das System macht es leicht, ein Bild fu¨r das Erkennen vorzubereiten.
3 Das System erkennt den Text im Bild.
4 Das System ra¨t ein Schlu¨sselwort und markiert damit jeden Posten auf der
Quittung. Der Benutzer muss keine Schlu¨sselwo¨rter vordefinieren.
Quittungsdaten
pru¨fen und
korrigieren
5 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, alles im erkannten Text zu korrigieren.
6 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, jedes geratene Schlu¨sselwort separat
zu a¨ndern.
Daten archivieren
7a) Option 1: Das System archiviert die Daten auf den Servern der Betreiber
(Cloud Speicherung). Lokales Speichern ist nicht mo¨glich. Alle Daten wer-
den automatisch gespeichert.
7b) Option 2: Anstelle von Cloud Speicherung, werden die Daten lokal
gespeichert. Der Benutzer muss das Speichern anstoßen.
8 Das System bietet das Exportieren der Daten aus der Quittung an.
Task 2 Bericht der Ausgaben anschauen
Start: Der Benutzer mo¨chte sich u¨ber Ausgaben informieren
End: Die relevante Information wurde angesehen und mo¨glicherweise gedruckt.
Subtasks Lo¨sung
Eingabedaten fu¨r
den Bericht
auswa¨hlen
9 Das System ermo¨glicht die Auswahl der Quittungen, die fu¨r einen Bericht
benutzt werden sollen, aus einer Liste.
10 Das System bietet mehrere Such- und Filteroptionen an, um relevante
Quittungen in der Liste zu finden.
11 Das System bietet Schablonen fu¨r unterschiedliche Arten von Berichten
an.
12 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, Parameter fu¨r den Bericht einzugeben,
z. B. den Monat fu¨r einen Bericht, der die Ausgaben fu¨r einen bestimmten
Monat zeigt.
Bericht erstellen
13 Das System verarbeitet die Daten, die fu¨r den Bericht beno¨tigt werden,
und zeigt am Bildschirm einen drucker-freundlich formatierten Bericht.
14 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, den Bericht auszudrucken.
15 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, die Daten aus dem Bericht zu ex-
portieren.
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Nachdem Sie die Features verstanden haben, beantworten Sie bitte die folgenden Fragen dazu.
Feature 1 Das System importiert ein Bild der Quittung.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 2 Das System macht es leicht, ein Bild fu¨r das Erkennen vorzubereiten.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 3 Das System erkennt den Text im Bild.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 4 Das System ra¨t ein Schlu¨sselwort und markiert damit jeden Posten auf der Quittung. Der
Benutzer muss keine Schlu¨sselwo¨rter vordefinieren.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
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2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 5 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, alles im erkannten Text zu korrigieren.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 6 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, jedes geratene Schlu¨sselwort separat zu a¨ndern.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 7(a) Option 1: Das System archiviert die Daten auf den Servern der Betreiber (Cloud Spe-
icherung). Lokales Speichern ist nicht mo¨glich. Alle Daten werden automatisch gespeichert.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
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Feature 7(b) Option 2: Anstelle von Cloud Speicherung, werden die Daten lokal gespeichert. Der
Benutzer muss das Speichern anstoßen.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 8 Das System bietet das Exportieren der Daten aus der Quittung an.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 9 Das System ermo¨glicht die Auswahl der Quittungen, die fu¨r einen Bericht benutzt werden
sollen, aus einer Liste.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 10 Das System bietet mehrere Such- und Filteroptionen an, um relevante Quittungen in der
Liste zu finden.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
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2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 11 Das System bietet Schablonen fu¨r unterschiedliche Arten von Berichten an.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 12 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, Parameter fu¨r den Bericht einzugeben, z. B. den Monat
fu¨r einen Bericht, der die Ausgaben fu¨r einen bestimmten Monat zeigt.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 13 Das System verarbeitet die Daten, die fu¨r den Bericht beno¨tigt werden, und zeigt am
Bildschirm einen drucker-freundlich formatierten Bericht.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
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Feature 14 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, den Bericht auszudrucken.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
Feature 15 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, die Daten aus dem Bericht zu exportieren.
1. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen, wie
dieses Feature aussehen kann in
der fertigen Software.
klar vage gar nicht
    
2. Wenn das Feature umgesetzt ist,
werde ich die folgende Ein-
scha¨tzung haben:
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
3. Ich kann mir ... vorstellen,
warum dieses Feature no¨tig ist
und wofu¨r ich es benutzen
werde.
klar vage gar nicht
    
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Die Softwareentwicklerinnen bitten Sie, die Features zu priorisieren. Sie haben insgesamt 15 Bud-
getpunkte. Bitte vergeben Sie sie an die Features, die Sie fu¨r die wichtigsten halten. Vermerken Sie
die Punkte in den Ka¨stchen neben den Features. Sie ko¨nnen bis zu 3 Punkte pro Feature vergeben,
und Sie mu¨ssen alle 15 Punkte verwenden.
Task 1 Quittung digitalisieren
Start: Der Benutzer hat eine Quittung erhalten
End: Die Daten aus der Quittung sind archiviert
Subtasks Lo¨sung
Quittung
importieren
   1 Das System importiert ein Bild der Quittung.
   2 Das System macht es leicht, ein Bild fu¨r das Erkennen vorzubere-
iten.
   3 Das System erkennt den Text im Bild.
   4 Das System ra¨t ein Schlu¨sselwort und markiert damit jeden Posten
auf der Quittung. Der Benutzer muss keine Schlu¨sselwo¨rter vordefinieren.
Quittungsdaten
pru¨fen und
korrigieren
   5 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, alles im erkannten Text zu
korrigieren.
   6 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, jedes geratene Schlu¨sselwort
separat zu a¨ndern.
Daten archivieren
   7a) Option 1: Das System archiviert die Daten auf den Servern der
Betreiber (Cloud Speicherung). Lokales Speichern ist nicht mo¨glich. Alle
Daten werden automatisch gespeichert.
   7b) Option 2: Anstelle von Cloud Speicherung, werden die Daten
lokal gespeichert. Der Benutzer muss das Speichern anstoßen.
   8 Das System bietet das Exportieren der Daten aus der Quittung an.
Task 2 Bericht der Ausgaben anschauen
Start: Der Benutzer mo¨chte sich u¨ber Ausgaben informieren
End: Die relevante Information wurde angesehen und mo¨glicherweise gedruckt.
Subtasks Lo¨sung
Eingabedaten fu¨r
den Bericht
auswa¨hlen
   9 Das System ermo¨glicht die Auswahl der Quittungen, die fu¨r einen
Bericht benutzt werden sollen, aus einer Liste.
   10 Das System bietet mehrere Such- und Filteroptionen an, um
relevante Quittungen in der Liste zu finden.
   11 Das System bietet Schablonen fu¨r unterschiedliche Arten von
Berichten an.
   12 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, Parameter fu¨r den Bericht
einzugeben, z. B. den Monat fu¨r einen Bericht, der die Ausgaben fu¨r einen
bestimmten Monat zeigt.
Bericht erstellen
   13 Das System verarbeitet die Daten, die fu¨r den Bericht beno¨tigt
werden, und zeigt am Bildschirm einen drucker-freundlich formatierten
Bericht.
   14 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, den Bericht auszudrucken.
   15 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, die Daten aus dem Bericht zu
exportieren.
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Teil III
Bewertung der umgesetzten Features
Die Software Receipt Manager ist fertiggestellt worden. Die Softwareentwicklerinnen fu¨hren Ihnen
die Software vor. Bitte beantworten Sie folgende Fragen zu den Features, so wie sie umgesetzt sind.
Um das Beantworten zu erleichtern, werden Ihnen zuna¨chst einige Features gezeigt, dann haben
Sie Zeit, dazu die Antworten anzugeben. Dann geht es weiter mit den na¨chsten 2-3 Features, etc.
Vorfu¨hrung 1
Feature 1 Das System importiert ein Bild der Quittung.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 2 Das System macht es leicht, ein Bild fu¨r das Erkennen vorzubereiten.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
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4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 3 Das System erkennt den Text im Bild.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 4 Das System ra¨t ein Schlu¨sselwort und markiert damit jeden Posten auf der Quittung. Der
Benutzer muss keine Schlu¨sselwo¨rter vordefinieren.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Vorfu¨hrung 2
Feature 5 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, alles im erkannten Text zu korrigieren.
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1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 6 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, jedes geratene Schlu¨sselwort separat zu a¨ndern.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Vorfu¨hrung 3
Feature 7 a) Option 1: Das System archiviert die Daten auf den Servern der Betreiber (Cloud Spe-
icherung). Lokales Speichern ist nicht mo¨glich. Alle Daten werden automatisch gespeichert.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
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3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 7 b) Option 2: Anstelle von Cloud Speicherung, werden die Daten lokal gespeichert. Der
Benutzer muss das Speichern anstoßen.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 8 Das System bietet das Exportieren der Daten aus der Quittung an.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
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Vorfu¨hrung 4
Feature 9 Das System ermo¨glicht die Auswahl der Quittungen, die fu¨r einen Bericht benutzt werden
sollen, aus einer Liste.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 10 Das System bietet mehrere Such- und Filteroptionen an, um relevante Quittungen in der
Liste zu finden.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 11 Das System bietet Schablonen fu¨r unterschiedliche Arten von Berichten an.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
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2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 12 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, Parameter fu¨r den Bericht einzugeben, z. B. den Monat
fu¨r einen Bericht, der die Ausgaben fu¨r einen bestimmten Monat zeigt.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Vorfu¨hrung 5
Feature 13 Das System verarbeitet die Daten, die fu¨r den Bericht beno¨tigt werden, und zeigt am
Bildschirm einen drucker-freundlich formatierten Bericht.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
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3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 14 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, den Bericht auszudrucken.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
Feature 15 Das System erlaubt dem Benutzer, die Daten aus dem Bericht zu exportieren.
1. Die Umsetzung dieses Features
entspricht ... meiner fru¨heren
Vorstellung.
sehr gut
einiger-
maßen gar nicht
    
2. Das umgesetzte Feature unterscheidet sich von meiner Vorstellung in folgender Art und Weise:
3. Meine Einscha¨tzung fu¨r das Fea-
ture, so wie es jetzt umgesetzt ist,
ist.
ich mag
es
ich bin
indiffer-
ent
ich mag
es nicht
    
4. Ich habe schon ein a¨hnliches Fea-
ture in einer anderen Software be-
nutzt.
ja, sehr
a¨hnlich
ja, ent-
fernt
a¨hnlich nein
    
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Teil IV
Abschlussfragen
Frage 5 Haben Sie Ideen, wie man die Featurebeschreibung verbessern kann, so dass Sie sich die
Features leichter vorstellen ko¨nnen?
Frage 6 Ich fand die Idee, diese Software zu benutzen:
großartig langweilig unsinnig
    
Wir danken Ihnen fu¨r die Teilnahme an unserer Studie. Wir werden die Ergebnisse auswerten
und fu¨r unsere Forschung verwenden. Wenn Sie Interesse haben, mehr zu den Ergebnissen zu
erfahren, schicken Sie bitte eine E-Mail an Frau Proynova und Sie werden benachrichtigt, wenn
die Ergebnisse publiziert werden.
Wenn Sie Feedback fu¨r uns haben - Anregungen, Anmerkungen, Eindru¨cke, oder was auch immer
Sie uns sagen wollen - schreiben Sie es bitte auf dieses Blatt, bzw. verwenden Sie die Ru¨ckseite.
Rumyana Proynova, Barbara Paech & das VaReMed Team
Mein Feedback:
Mit der Abgabe dieses Fragebogens erkla¨ren Sie sich einverstanden, dass Ihre Antworten fu¨r Forschungszwecke gespeichert
und ausgewertet werden. Ihre Anonymita¨t ist dabei gewa¨hrleistet. Die im Rahmen dieser Studie angefallenen perso¨nlichen
Daten (z. B. Ihre E-Mail Addresse) werden ausschließlich fu¨r die Organisation dieser Studie verwendet, nicht an Dritte
weitergegeben, und nicht mit Ihren Antworten in Verbindung gebracht.
Dieser Fragebogen ist Teil des Projekts VaReMed (Value Based Requirements for Medical Software), das von der DFG fi-
nanziert wird.
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C Report from a MUSA application
We validated our method by applying it in two studies, the Casino study and the MITO study.
There was no report for the MITO study, since the stakeholders decided that they do not need
one. For the Casino study, we made measurements of both actual and anticipated satisfaction to
allow comparison of the two measurements, and the original report reflected that. This made it a
poor illustration for a normal MUSA application. Thus we produced a report taking into account
only the MUSA measurement of anticipated satisfaction. This can be used as an example of how
we intend such reports to be produced.
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Anticipated satisfaction with the Casino Catering application
Rumyana Proynova
Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum
August 21, 2017
Abstract
1 Study
This study concerns the software system for catering orders that was developed at the DKFZ in 2016. With
this system, DKFZ employees can order food from the Casino for events they are organizing. The system
was developed in-house and is available to all employees. It replaces an old paper-based process that was
earlier used for catering orders.
1.1 Goals of the study
The study measures the users’ anticipated satisfaction with the system. It has following research questions:
1. Is there a need to provide a “special orders” button, or is it superfluous?
2. How do users feel about the controversial feature of e-mail updates on an order status?
With the results of this study, the DKFZ management gets an insight into the quality of the internally
developed software. For the Casino, it is an opportunity to understand the desires and attitudes of their
customers and to react to them. The developers can get a better understanding of how the system is used
and how the users relate to it.
1.2 Conducting the study
The study consisted of a questionnaire that measures anticipated satisfaction. The questionnaire was made
available online to employees, using DKFZ’s Limesurvey server. A pseudonym was used to conceal the
participants’ identity.
The questionnaire was made available online while the system was still in development. It was announced
in the internal e-mail list, which invited employees to participate in the study. This means that all participants
were potential users, even though some of them were not acquainted with the catering ordering process.
The questionnaire contained demographic data, questions about the central data record (the order form)
and two representative features of the system, the ”special requests” features and the ”email updates”
feature. It concluded with a section with questions about the system as a whole, and gave participants the
opportunity to share their opinion in free text.
2 Results
2.1 Participants
There were 39 participants who filled the questionnaire. They were free to skip questions, but there was not
much missing data, and there was no evidence for systematic non-answering.
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Figure 1: Participants by frequency of placing catering orders. 1 - never placed an order, 2 - less than 1x
per year, 3 - 1 to 10 orders per year, 4 - over 10 orders per year.
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Figure 2: Participants by frequency of placing catering orders. 1 - never placed an order, 2 - less than 1x
per year, 3 - 1 to 10 orders per year, 4 - over 10 orders per year.
Most participants place catering orders moderately often (1 to 10 times per year), and there was also
a sizable group of 12 participants who have not placed orders before. A bar graph in figure 1 shows the
distribution of participants depending on their order frequency.
We also asked the participants if they have used a similar software system previously. In this case, the
answers were unanimous, and nobody had had experience with a system of this type.
The third demographic question was to ask participants whether they enjoy experimenting with technol-
ogy. Most of them chose either the highest or the neutral option, with few answers in the middle or on the
low part of the scale. The distribution is plotted in figure 2.
2.2 Research question 1
The first research question is about the “special orders” functionality. There were three variables measured
for it - usefulness, satisfaction and perceived understanding. A comparison between the functionality and
the values of these variables overall is shown in 3.
The functionality’s usefulness is good, the same as overall usefulness. Satisfaction is excellent in both the
functionality and overall score. The only difference is in perceived understanding, where the functionality is
only good, whilve overall it is excellent. The functionality is not polarizing in any of the variables.
We can conclude that the functionality has a good standing with the users, and does not substantially
differ from the overall evaluation. There are no reasons for change or removal from the specification. As the
perceived understanding is somewhat lower than overall, it may be warranted to try making it more intuitive
for users, e.g. by exploring the effect of different wordings for the button.
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Figure 3: Anticipated satisfaction with the ”special orders” functionality
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Figure 4: Anticipated satisfaction with the ”updates by email” functionality
2.3 Research question 2
The second research question asks about the controversiality of the functionality that sends status updates
by emails.
The scores for that functionality and the overall scores are plotted in figure 4. The functionality scores
excellent in all four categories. There is no evidence for controversy. Therefore the feature should be kept
in the application as-is.
2.4 Further findings
Almost all variables in the study fell in the expected positive categories, that is, either good or excellent. An
exception was complexity, which fell in the bad category. It is unclear whether this impression will hold after
some use of the application, as the low score may be a side effect of being faced with something unfamiliar.
There were no polarizing features, or unclear ones.
There were six free-text comments left (excluding one complaint of a technical issue with the survey
software), and most of them contained suggestions for a new feature. These are given in table 1.
The suggestions vary from easy fixes (e.g. change the ordering of fields in the form) through new features
which will require a change in process (e.g. letting the Casino decide how much food to deliver) to those
that concerned features out of scope of the survey, e.g. billing. We suggest that the team goes through the
list of suggested changes/new features and considers which ones can be included in the specification.
The overall satisfaction predicted by the survey is excellent. A summary graph of all answers is provided
in figure 5.
3
I would change the ordering of the data in the order form, because the date and time belong to the event and not
to the order! So better this ordering: Division - Event - Date - Time - Location - Number of participants - Phone
number - Second contact person with phone number - Desired time for pickup. Explanation: In our division,
the order is mostly made through the office manager, but the pickup is sometimes made by the colleague who
organizes the meeting. This would be the second contact person and it would be good, if he is informed about the
order status. It would also be advantageous if one could enter the desired pickup time in the order heading.
For the function email updates, the user should decide if he wants to use the function and he should be able to
deie, if he only wants updates for changes in the order (e.g. amounts, items) or also changes in order status
hello, I looked at the survey: 1. There is no way to enter time and location for the pickup 2. What is a
“functionality”? 3. Because this wasn’t clear to me and the questions were irrelevant, I stopped answering.
I believe, the trick is to find the right balance between what one can pick and what is offered, for example the
amount of extra china. It is important for me to be able to make a planned/actual correction. I order 10 bottles
of water, only 6 get drunk, how does this get documented and billed. I didn’t understand this from the survey.
Is the order followable? This wasn’t clear. It should be possible to not only give a number of the desired article,
but also a checkbox for the desired item as such and the amount for e.g. pots of coffee should be left to the Casino.
Our order contains usually the point “service personnel” and the amount “as needed”. Are these components
available in the new program under the special orders? Should one not list a contact person in the order form?
This would be advantageous for our internal processing, since multiple colleagues make orders for different events.
Table 1: Free-text feedback
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Figure 5: Distribution of all answers combined
4
2.5 Conclusions
In this survey, 39 participants were asked for their anticipated satisfaction with the new Casino catering
application. The overall satisfaction was excellent, and there were no unusual effects found. The two
features analyzed in detail did not present any special issues. Some new requirements were suggested in free
text.
Our recommendation is to keep the feature “special orders”, but consider a new wording for the button.
The feature “email updates” can be optionally improved by allowing the users to set the desired email
behavior as a preference, as suggested by one user in the freetext, but that requirement should be validated
with other sources, since the majority of users are very happy with the feature as it is. The team should go
through all freetext answers and elicit potential new requirements from them.
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